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ACME BRICK . . . . to preserve for coming generations the beauty of this memorial

MEMORIAL HALL, dedicated to the soldiers of all wars, eternally keeps alive the memory of courageous men who gave all for their country, and who by their country are blessed. Through the use of Acme Face Brick, the colorful beauty of this memorial is preserved for this, and the generations to come.

"A Brick for Every Type—
A Color for Every Color Scheme"

Thirty-seven years in the Art of Brickmaking and ten Acme owned—and operated plants, enable us to offer you "a brick for every type—a color for every color scheme." Let us solve your color problems.

ACME BRICK COMPANY
Established 1891
General Offices, Fort Worth
Display Offices Throughout the South

BUILD FOR THE CENTURIES WITH ACME BRICK
“Variegated”

Chosen for one of Chicago’s largest projects

Michigan Avenue’s front of Indiana Limestone, which includes such well-known structures as the Tribune Tower, No. “333,” the Straus and London Guarantee Buildings, will soon be augmented by the Willoughby Tower, to be erected at the corner of Madison Street.

In line with the definite architectural trend that prevails throughout the country, VARIEGATED Indiana Limestone will be used to face this notable structure.

By using VARIEGATED, the architects are securing that subtle variety of tone-color which elsewhere has resulted in extremely pleasing effects. VARIEGATED Limestone embraces the two color-tones gray and buff, and thus produces an extremely interesting wall surface.

The choice of VARIEGATED for the Willoughby Tower emphasizes again the present-day tendency against strict uniformity of color in building stone. Our orders show how strong this tendency is: the demand for the VARIEGATED, gray and rustic varieties is increasing steadily in comparison with the demand for other classes of Indiana Limestone.

To get VARIEGATED Indiana Limestone of the same high quality as appears in so many of the finest recent buildings, make your specifications read: “from the quarries of the Indiana Limestone Company.”
Mr. Walcott has used Imperial Hand Made Slab Shingle Tiles on this roof.

Imperial
Roofing Tiles

Ludowici-Celadon Company
Chicago 404 S. Michigan Avenue
New York 565 Fifth Avenue
Eagle Soft Paste is pure Old Dutch Process White Lead that comes already broken up to shop-lead consistency. Thinned as needed on the job—saves break-up time. Soft Paste is ground in more linseed oil than our regular grinding—15% instead of 8%. In 100, 50, 25, 12½ pound steel containers. Write for free folder containing new mixing formulae for Soft Paste. The Eagle-Picher Lead Company, 134 North La Salle Street, Chicago.

Eagle Soft Paste
PURE WHITE LEAD
OLD DUTCH PROCESS

Use Pure Lead Paint!
It's the surest way to guarantee satisfaction.
The Marshall Field Estate
Office of JOHN RUSSELL POPE, Architects

Every building on this beautiful estate has a Sheldon's Slate Roof:
"A Roof of Eternal Beauty"

One Color Scheme for all:
Sheldon's Grey-Blacks and Bronzes.

A Portion of the Main Building

Sizes range from 24" to 12" in length; random widths.
Thicknesses from 3/4" to 1/4".

The Roof on the Indoor Tennis Court

Whatever the cost, size, or design of a building may be, there's a SHELDON SLATE which will insure the beauty of appropriateness, either for Roofing, Flooring, or Flagging.

F.C. SHELDON SLATE Co.
General Offices, Granville, N.Y.

Chicago, Ill.
228 N. La Salle St.

Detroit, Mich.
1115 Francis Palms Bldg.

New York City
101 Park Ave., Room 514

Saint Paul, Minn.
304 Rice St.

Atlanta, Ga.
311 Bona Allen Bldg.

Cincinnati, Ohio
35 Poinciana Apt.

Seattle, Wash.
1107 West Idaho St.
Three separate buildings were erected by Stone & Webster, Inc., for the Hartford Rubber Works Company of the United States Rubber Company. These are a Manufacturing Building, Employees Building, and Substation designed by Lockwood, Greene & Co., Engineers.

Exteriors of concrete and brick afford similarity of architecture in three large manufacturing plants built by Stone & Webster for the United States Rubber Company in Detroit, Indianapolis, and Hartford.

STONE & WEBSTER INCORPORATED BUILDERS
DENVER POLO CLUB

Heinz Mission Tiles were used by W. E. and A. A. Fisher, Architects

It is due to the wonderful clays of Colorado and our own methods of manufacturing that Heinz Tiles go through the kilns without vitrifying. All their color tones are soft, mellow, and harmonious.

HEINZ ROOFING TILE CO

DENVER, COLORADO
101 PARK AVE. N. Y.
In the great Temple University ~ Blabon Floors of Linoleum!

Conwell Hall, shown above, is the nucleus of Philadelphia's new five and one-half million dollar "Temple of Learning", now under construction.

It is worthy of note that in class rooms now in use, Blabon floors of linoleum are giving quiet, resilient, durable service.

Quality is the foundation of Blabon floors of Plain or Inlaid Linoleum.

Quality is reflected not alone in the durability of Blabon floors, but in the beauty of designs and colorings, in their quiet dignity, in the smooth finish, and the low cost of maintenance.

When installed by modern methods—cemented down over builders' deadening felt and thoroughly rolled—Blabon floors are a permanent part of the building.

Our Service Bureau for Architects and Contractors will gladly cooperate with you on any of your floor problems. Helpful suggestions will also be made by our Advisory Bureau of Interior Decoration, without charge.

We will send, upon request, two new Architectural folders, a box of quality samples, and a Blabon Pocket Size Pattern Book.

The George W. Blabon Company, Nicetown, Philadelphia
Established 77 years

It's worth while insisting on BLABON'S
the Linoleum of enduring beauty
To express fittingly the concepts of our own time requires a flexible medium capable of infinite variety in permanent color effects. Outstanding success awaits those who capitalize the opportunity which the resources of Terra Cotta offer. It is the coming material for the new style.
Economy in time as well as in money is made possible in the fabrication of bronze windows by using Anaconda Architectural Extruded Standard Shapes.

The American Brass Company
General Offices • Waterbury, Conn.

Complete sets of these plates may be had for the asking.
When the old Chamber of Commerce building in Indianapolis was recently torn down, it was discovered that the blocks of Indiana Limestone were actually harder than when they were first placed, back in 1891!

Just another evidence of the wear-resisting toughness of Indiana Limestone—an ideal building material which this company is prepared to deliver to you in any quantity desired.
They must PARK somewhere

The Business Men of your city—the hotel owners, retail merchants, theatres, office building operators—all are vitally concerned in the parking problem. Inadequate facilities are causing them a monetary loss.

Garages are the need of the hour—modern-idea buildings will provide indoor parking accommodations at popular prices. Such buildings are profitable. You, as the man of vision, may well strike the spark which will start a blaze of real interest. A nice architectural commission can easily result. To discuss garage possibilities you will do well to have our "Building Garages for Profitable Operation." It will be sent on request.

GARAGE ENGINEERS
CONSULTANTS ON PROMOTION
AND GARAGE MANAGEMENT
RAMP BUILDINGS CORPORATION
21 East 40th Street    New York, N. Y.
AN INEXHAUSTIBLE SUPPLY

Institutions that expect to grow and require extensions to their buildings are safe in using Georgia Marble. The supply is ample for hundreds of years... The Birmingham Post Office is only one of the many instances where an addition was made a number of years after the original Georgia Marble building was completed,—the new marble harmonizing perfectly with the old. The third story of this building was added ten years after the first two stories were built.
ARCHITECTS know by experience that the only stuccos that have successfully withstood the test of time are true-cement stuccos—that is, stuccos made with either portland cement or BRIXMENT.

It has been definitely proved, however, that the same characteristics that make BRIXMENT preferable to portland cement and lime for masonry make it equally preferable to these two materials when used for stucco.

Unusual Advantages Described in This New Handbook

All the unusual advantages of BRIXMENT for stucco have been clearly presented in this new, compact, conveniently-arranged book—strength, permanence, economy, water-resistance, uniformity, color, estimating data, specifications etc. “BRIXMENT for Stucco” will make a valuable and helpful addition to your data file.

BRIXMENT for Perfect Mortar

Send for Your Copy Today

Size, 8½ by 11 inches with A.I.A. file number for ready reference. Your copy will be promptly mailed you on request. The coupon below is for your convenience.

LOUISVILLE CEMENT CO., Incorporated

General Offices: Louisville, Ky.

Mills: Brixment, N. Y. and Speed, Ind.

District Sales Offices

1610 Builders Exchange Bldg., Chicago
301 Rose Bldg., Cleveland
602 Murphy Bldg., Detroit
1015 Chestnut St., Philadelphia

LOUISVILLE CEMENT CO., Incorporated

Louisville, Kentucky

Send, without obligating me, copy of the new handbook, “BRIXMENT for Stucco”.

Name ________________________________

Address ________________________________

City __________________ State ____________

(Please check whether Architect □ or Contractor □)
Our illustrated pamphlet, rich in design suggestion, showing the successful and artistic use of Flagstone, will be sent on request.
Store Front Effectiveness with EXTRUDED BRONZE

Our new Extruded Bronze sash section (mouldings that retain plate glass) is constructed so that no screws are visible. It is possible to construct an entire front without unsightly screw heads appearing. This is very desirable.

Extruded Bronze offers the most outstanding treatments of exterior decoration. It is priced on a basis that allows for free use.

We welcome the opportunity of submitting drawings and details.

Modern Bronze Store Front Company

*And Associated Companies:*

- Zouri Drawn Metals Company
- International Store Front Company
- Standard Store Front Construction Co.
- Zouri Company of California
- Zouri Drawn Metals Co. of New York, Inc.

*Names on Request*

*Factory and General Offices: Chicago Heights, Illinois*
The Mathematics of Color

One of the significant factors in connection with the renaissance of Color in America is the extent to which Science has come to the aid of Art. Scientists who are devoting their lives to the study of color and to experimentation are now able, by mathematical calculation, to tell just what proportions of tone satisfy the eye and what do not. And they are proving their theories daily wherever color is used—in fabrics, for example, and in the world of commerce generally.

This scientific approach to color problems belongs naturally to the field of architecture. Architects are employing color to-day more and more. They are no longer willing to leave untouched an expanse of brick monotone. They give it the relief, the enlivenment, the harmony of an opposing color. They are using mortar colors to introduce that balance which will make interesting and "different" a structure that without such treatment would be merely drab and commonplace.

And of these mortar colors the choice has been Clinton since 1887. The experience of architects has proved that Clinton Mortar Colors do not vary but, due to constant laboratory tests, remain uniform and permanent in tone.

Free information on request.

CLINTON METALLIC PAINT CO.
478 Clinton Road
Clinton, New York

Books that give you ideas

"Brickwork in Italy"—Delves into the splendid monuments of the past, revealing in great detail their wealth of ornament and construction. An attractive and useful volume on the history and use of brick from ancient to modern times, illustrated with twenty-four-color plates, three hundred halftone illustrations and sixty-nine drawings. Price $6, postpaid, bound in linen. Half morocco, $7. A credit to any reference library.

"Industrial Buildings and Housing"—Deals with the planning of factories and employees' housing in detail. Includes suggestions for interior arrangements, including restaurants and rest rooms. Bound volume, 112 pages, profusely illustrated. A valuable addition to the library. Price $2, postpaid.

AMERICAN FACE BRICK ASSOCIATION
2151 City State Bank Building
Chicago, Illinois

VARIETY OF TEXTURE with "GUNITE"

The following specifications for the above building indicate the variety made possible by the use of "GUNITE":

STRUCTURE: Wood frame with reinforced "GUNITE" walls.
MOULDINGS: "GUNITE" run and blocked off.
LINTELS AND BRACKETS: Hand carved "GUNITE".
FRIEZE: "Sacked" "GUNITE" Jointed like tile.
BODY OF BUILDING: Irregular "GUNITE," Steel troweled.
FOUNDATION: "Sacked" "GUNITE" marked like stone.

Let Us Aid You in Preparing Specifications and Let Our Contract Department Be of Service to You in Your Work.

CEMENT-GUN CO., Inc.
ALLENTOWN, PA.
"Bud" Smith's saxophone and the Browns' piano; the musical Kelly kid and Gumps' new baby—all under one roof in that new Apartment on the Drive!

Well, they'll be happy because they're insulated from each other by Banner Soundproof walls and ceilings. No "neighbor static" here. The Architect and Builder saw to that by using Soundproof Banner Lime plastering, three coats deep.

Flimsy walls drive tenants away. Privacy keeps them. It's as much a matter of materials as of construction.

With Banner Hydrated Finishing Lime plastering throughout, every apartment can be kept free from neighbor noise.

Fortunately, Soundproof Banner 3-coat construction costs no more. Its insulating quality is just what is desired by architects and builders who want substantial, Soundproof construction, without paying a price-penalty for it.

National Mortar & Supply Company
Charter Member Finishing Lime Association of Ohio
FEDERAL RESERVE BUILDING PITTSBURGH, PA.
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN

THE ARCHITECT

RAISED THESE QUESTIONS

—AND HERE ARE THE ANSWERS

The scene is the office of a well known architect. In connection with an important building operation, a conference has been called to consider two types of stucco. The dialogue is given below:

Architect: “Why not handle this work with a job-mixed stucco, the cement, sand, color and water-proofing to be mixed at the job?”

Specification Writer: “Two very good reasons. First, our experience shows it is impossible to mix separate batches and maintain uniformity of color. Secondly, we want correct proportions of material. You could hardly expect from the average workman the same accuracy that obtains in the mill.”

Architect: “I think you are right on the question of mill-mixed stucco. Now—there are several kinds of mill-mixed stuccos. Why did you specify Oriental Stucco?”

Specification Writer: “If I understand our policy correctly, we don’t need to argue about that. You have often reminded me that we have our own reputation to maintain. When we specify standard materials, we not only protect the interest of our client, we also protect our own good name.”

The Architect: “Go ahead, I’ll approve Oriental Stucco. In the event that our client should raise the question, I should like to be able to tell him more specifically just why this was done.”

Specification Writer: “Here goes. First, a stucco job, as you know, is not better than its base coat. I have visited some of the United States Gypsum plants, I know that Oriental Base Coat is mixed with clean, sharp, washed sand, plus other superior ingredients, to insure strength, easy workability, weather resistance and permanence. You will agree that such a base coat is the foundation of a real job.”

Architect: “Are the reasons for the Oriental Finish Coat equally good?”

Specification Writer: “If anything, more so. Here is a finish coat made with a sparkling Connecticut marble aggregate. In permanence it is comparable to the famous old world stuccos. It has plasticity and easy working quality for yardage. It is readily adaptable to any desired texture, and its pure mineral colors are so mixed as to insure uniformity. Oriental finish coat also has a slow-hardening characteristic which tends to avoid checking and cracking and which is added assurance of permanence. Why experiment when we know this material is right?”

Perhaps the specification writer, in this discussion, has told you what you want to know about Oriental Stucco. If there are any further questions, we shall be pleased to answer them.

UNITED STATES GYPSUM COMPANY

General Offices

Dept. 227, 300 W. Adams Street, Chicago, Illinois

STANDARD BUILDING MATERIALS

ORIENTAL STUCCO


EXTERIOR STUCCO

Made by the United States Gypsum Company
While the floor above is colored largely in shades of blue, certain subordinate elements in the decorative scheme are treated in orange, the color at the exact opposite side in the spectrum. Each additional color above the floor is keyed by repeating or contrasting the predominant or subordinate colors in the floor. Thus even the most elaborate color scheme can harmonize easily into a pleasing room ensemble. The pattern is Arabesq No. 5700.

The pattern shown on the right is Armstrong’s Embossed Inlaid No. 3257.

*This is page No. 4 of a series—"Floors of Color—Their Architectural Value." Reprints of this and the other five pages of the series will be sent you gladly upon request.

Armstrong's Linoleum Floors
for every room in the house

PLAIN ~ INLAID ~ EMBOSSED ~ JASPE ~ ARABESQ ~ PRINTED

Plan emphasis by application of mass color to the floors . . . structural significance obtained by use of pattern floors . . . balance, the necessary coordination in floor patterns, of color and design—form an interesting architectural story told in the preceding three pages of this series. Reprints are yours for the asking. And a sample of Armstrong's Linoleum with the new Accolac finish. Armstrong Cork Company, Linoleum Division, Lancaster, Penna.
Keramic Tiles—real tiles—offer a material that can lend to any room just the atmosphere it needs... color combinations without limit... designs that give old world charm or bizarre modernistic effects. Here is a material that has stood the test of time... that challenges the imagination at every turn. Wherever tile is used, its beauty endures forever.

Associated Tile Manufacturers
420 Lexington Avenue, New York, N.Y.
These are Romany Rainbow Tiles and Romany Brown Tiles reproduced direct from the original. The colors in any shipment of Romany Rainbow Tiles range from russet through the tans to a delicate green and when laid present a medley of golden shades.

Romany Grey
Romany Rainbow
Romany Brown
Romany Red
Romany Redflash

Romany Tiles are an American Product

Border Pattern No. 2552. Field Pattern No. 1540.

A bath done in colorful Romany Rainbow Tiles provides the utmost in comfort, style, durability and sanitary qualities. It immediately stamps the home with the modern touch and provides a warmth of color which effectively dispels the chilly feeling so often associated with the old-fashioned bath.

ROMANY TILES

Manufactured by

UNITED STATES QUARRY TILE COMPANY - PARKERSBURG, W. VA.

Member, Associated Tile Manufacturers
THIS is one of the many Russwin advertisements appearing in color and in black and white in the following magazines:—

HOUSE AND GARDEN
COLLIER'S
HOUSE BEAUTIFUL
COUNTRY LIFE
ARTS AND DECORATION
SPUR
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
ELKS MAGAZINE
SPORTSMAN
SUNSET
SMALL HOME
ASIA
HARDWARE AGE
HARDWARE RETAILER

RUSSWIN advertisements are direct in their message. They continually emphasize the dependable and trouble-free service of Russwin Hardware and, as in the one above, graphically point out the importance of selecting hardware that will harmonize with the character of the building or motif of the decoration. Then, too, they suggest that the hardware selection be left to the discretion of the architect or interior decorator.

It is advertising of this nature that ultimately brings about a greater appreciation for better building.

Russell & Erwin Manufacturing Company
The American Hardware Corporation, Successor
New Britain, Connecticut
New York Chicago London
Welcome...

Where, perchance, one may learn much to his advantage concerning that most interesting of subjects, the nature and habits of Forged Iron Hardware... under what conditions it may hope to flourish best; how its charm may be enhanced with the proper background; where it, in turn, may lend enchantment to some architectural setting now taking form within your own mind.

A place where one may sit at ease, surrounded by beauty, an arm stretched forth across the wide oak boards of a table which, for a hundred and fifty years and more in merry England, prepared itself for its present honored post.

Here you may examine the rugged texture of forged iron hardware by McKinney, turn it and view it to your heart's content; note its niceties of design, its adaptability, its virility of form.

You may glance over more than three score designs of andirons in forged iron; and of brass, bearing the unmistakable earmarks of old-world workmanship. Or perchance propound some problem pertaining to Hardware which it will be our pleasure to answer.

In any event, and regardless of whatever may be your humor of the moment, you are welcome to the permanent exhibit of McKinney Products now open at 101 Park Avenue, Room 431. We hope to welcome you here. McKinney Manufacturing Company.


at 101 Park Avenue, New York
To meet the growing appreciation for color, Hauserman offers steel partitions in many tones—tans, greens, grays and many others—including lustrous bronze and copper metallic finishes....also beautiful graining effects. Until you have actually experienced their rich, blending beauty and dignity, you cannot actually realize what Hauserman has accomplished with steel. The beauty goes further than the finish, extending into the modeling and contour of every part.

Have one of our partition specialists call, or write for literature.

THE E. F. HAUSERMAN COMPANY, Partition Specialists
6863 Grant Avenue
CLEVELAND, OHIO
Sales, Engineering and Erection Service at Branches in Thirteen Principal Cities

"Partitions for every Place and Purse"
4 considerations in selecting Butts for Kalamein Doors

1 Half-Surface and Full-Surface Butts. The "filler" of a Kalamein door rarely provides sufficient anchorage for the wood screws of a full-mortise butt. The bolts and grommet nuts with which half-surface and full-surface butts are applied fasten through the door, as is shown in the illustration at the right, and will not loosen or pull out.

2 Ball-Bearing Butts. Kalamein doors as a rule are subjected to high-frequency service. To avoid sagging or binding of doors, ball-bearing butts should always be used.

3 Wrought-Steel Butts. Butts made of wrought steel are recommended as the best type to withstand the extreme conditions to which the doors and butts may be subjected in case of fire.

4 Template Butts. Since the majority of jambs for use with Kalamein doors are made of pressed steel, the screw-holes for the butts are drilled at the factory. It is therefore essential that the butts be made to template to guarantee their proper application at the building.

The surface leaves of Stanley Ball-Bearing Half-Surface and Full-Surface Butts are beveled to present a neat appearance when applied. When desired these butts can be furnished for painting. When so furnished, the inner edges of the leaves are milled back so that the paint will not be scraped off the barrel of the butt when the door is operated.

Kalamein doors with Kalamein or Pressed Steel jambs require HALF-Surface Butts.

Kalamein doors with Channel Iron jambs require FULL-Surface Butts.

The Stanley Architects' Manual explains fully the proper equipment for all usual and unusual door conditions. It gives standard specifications for applying butts to Kalamein doors. Let us send you a copy.

THE STANLEY WORKS · NEW BRITAIN, CONN.
Quiet . . . These Walls Absorb
Hum and Clatter of Office Machines

No Clanging
Doors

CIRCLE A Walls absorb, rather than transmit, the clatter of typewriters, adding machines and the general noise of office work.

And, though a Circle A Door be slammed — there is no harsh clang that startles, and interrupts a train of thought.

With ceiling height Circle A Partitions, individual office privacy and quiet can be maintained.

No Resounding
Walls

These “warm-to-the-touch” office walls are furnished in the finer, as well as less expensive, woods. Circle A Partitions promote “warmth” and beauty in the office, as well as quiet freedom from hum and clatter.

Also Distributors for Churchill telephone booths

CIRCLE A PRODUCTS CORPORATION
650 South 25th Street, Newcastle, Ind.
New York Office: Farmers Loan & Trust Bldg., 475 Fifth Ave., New York

NEW OFFICE MONDAY

circle a partitions 650 S. 25th St., Newcastle, Indiana

Your Copy

This coupon brings your copy of our interesting, illustrated book. Send for it today.

CIRCLE A PRODUCTS CORPORATION
650 S. 25th St., Newcastle, Indiana
Send me “Partitions”

Name

Address

City

State
WHAT is left of the architectural heritage of southern Louisiana represents but a small portion of the legacy of a highly colored and richly historical past. "The city," as New Orleans is even yet referred to throughout Louisiana, was after all but the center of this colorful life, for on vast plantations on the "Upper Coast" or the "Lower," on the shores of Lake Ponchartrain or along the languid and sluggish Teche the descendants of the early French and Spanish aristocracy cultivated their broad and fertile acres with the aid of willing blacks and perpetuated in not a few instances the traditions of a much older civilization, sometimes giving their plantations names,—such a name as "Fontainebleau," for example,—which of themselves suggested a certain glamour and exerted a definite appeal. But at the same time there is probably no section of the entire country which has suffered more cruelly from the vicissitudes of time. Storm and tornado have more than once devastated the region, as have disastrous floods without number, and within the past few months the world has watched, with dismay, the work of the most recent flood and the sacrifice of a large part of Louisiana in an attempt to secure the safety of "the city,"—none too secure even behind its supposedly impregnable "levees." The attempt to save New Orleans must have involved the destruction of many an old plantation house, the loss of which leaves American architecture definitely the poorer. Fearful indeed was the devastation wrought by the angry Mississippi as it spread over the richest parishes in Louisiana, working ruin as it swept the land, undoing in days work of centuries.

One opens this interesting work, sympathetically written and illustrated with some 50 or more of Mr. Spratling's spirited sketches, wondering just how much of all this architectural and historical riches still exists. Architecturally the fashions of southern Louisiana have always been derived from French and Spanish sources, the resulting fusion being powerfully influenced by the "Greek Revival," for the high tide of the prosperity of the South came just before the period of the Civil War, the time being also that of the culmination of American interest in this particular type. This architectural style was quickly seen to be well adapted for use in Louisiana, for broad and columned verandas or "galleries," whether one story high or two, made bearable the heat of the warmest days, and the floor plan which generally went with this particular type was such as appealed to local habit and custom. Louisiana, in fact, perhaps with more fervor than any other part of the South, embraced the teachings of the "Revival," and the results are still to be seen after 60 or more years of ruthless treatment. In this interesting volume these old plantation homes are presented in their most charming light. One views them as from a public highway, the window of a railroad car, or from the deck of one of the few "steamboats" which still travel the Mississippi,—houses generally low and spreading, of frame or else of brick succeeded over, generally painted white or whitewashed, and usually having green blinds or shutters at their windows and often at their doors. Such a house will generally be surrounded by many small accessory buildings, and all this will probably be embowered in a grove of magnolias or live oaks, the oaks likely to be heavily draped with moss which gives to the gayest setting a somewhat funereal appearance.

All of this would apply to "Oak Lawn," the old plantation house illustrated on this page. "The romance and gallantries and the large manner of living which is the South of yesterday seem a pleasant, unsubstantial thing. However, places in the manner of Oak Lawn perform a miracle of incarnation, and give form and body and the breath of life to graceful, legendary people. So all the tales often vouched for, but never seeming to have the stuff of truth, acquire a solidity; the banquet with five-dollar bills used as cigar lighters, the wedding gifts of six men slaves and six women slaves, each with a turban full of gold on the head,—to this and all their glittering ilk one is instantly attuned by a view of Oak Lawn as it stands aloof, remote and in picturesques decay. "A mile or so, with endless stretches of the open fields of cotton and cane, utter calm and hardly a human being in evidence. Then appears an ordered grove of gigantic oaks, and there is the house, massive, beautiful, back in its sheltering trees, proportioned as magnificently as they, its giant white columns gleaming through their gnarled trunks, the immense main house flanked by a wing that is like it but smaller, one of the largest and most important of the old houses in the state, laid out splendidly. Its outbuildings crumble, but the oaks shield them; the Teche lies just beyond. There is an immediate, compelling grandeur about the house itself. One stands in awe of it; instinctively one becomes conscious of a personal smallness before it, almost as before a cathedral. Its dinginess is not apparent from afar, and the im-

Any book reviewed may be obtained at published price from THE ARCHITECTURAL FORUM
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THE buildings of no country offer more in the way of inspiration for present-day architects than those of France. French towns and villages are filled with fine old houses and shop buildings, and the countryside abounds in farmhouses, farm structures singly or in groups, manor houses large or small, and the rural churches and wayside shrines which are among the most beautiful buildings of their kind in the world. All these structures by reason of their direct and practical designing supply the best possible precedent for modern work.

This volume contains more than 300 half-tone illustrations of buildings of this character, and in many instances illustrations of details are given, with drawings showing the bonding of brick or the arrangement of half-timber construction. The work would be worth many times its cost to any architect interested in the design of domestic buildings and small churches.

176 pages, 12 x 16 ins.  
Price $18 Net

ROGERS & MANSON COMPANY  
383 MADISON AVENUE  NEW YORK

pression is superbly imposing, of the great bulk of the house, painted a soft yellow, the openings green, and the rows of white columns gleaming before it, in the jagged revelations of the oaks. Within the line of white columns there is a long, light balcony for the second floor, with its balustrade embroidering the face of the house in heavy wooden patterns. Other little galleries with wrought iron balustrades front the high attic windows of both front and rear gables.

"The wing is a charming building in itself, flanking the house off to the side, and joining to it by a short covered balcony, with steps running down to it from the galleries of the main house. It echoes impeccably the style of the main house, its simple, round, white columns, the type of its openings, its long gallery, with everything on a slightly smaller scale,—and the juxtaposition of the two makes all the more strikingly marked the massively grandiose conception of the place. It is the back of the house that one sees from the road. The front faces the serene tranquility of the bayou, across stretches of lawn, now unkempt, with oaks standing down to the water's edge, and reaching to oaks that are ranged thickly on the other side of the stream. The front is quite like the back. It has a deep main gallery, and lighter balcony and ironwork. There is a fine central door designed with the nobility of scale which the house requires, very wide, with sidelights and fanlights, and in the Greek tradition. Round columns enhance its stateliness. The details of construction are beautiful in every instance. The fanlights particularly are charming; they show an Empire influence in their design, and have little rosettes on the ribs. The broad windows are elliptical at the top, with typical fanlights and heavy shutters.

"Fragments remain of a quaint little old fashioned garden, an oval arc. enclosed in a fence of wrought iron, directly in front of the wide, low central steps, and the garden space is pleasantly rank with cedars, and Japanese plums, crepe myrtle, sweet olive, and roses."


THE past two or three decades have been characterized by the emphasis that has been placed upon advertising and selling as a part of distribution. In a comparatively short time advertising has developed into an important economic science, and it is only natural that show window display, which is an important part of advertising, should be receiving more attention than formerly. In times past it was thought sufficient to have a fine line of goods in a store, and little or no attention was given to attracting the customer inside. If show windows were provided, it was merely as places to put the goods so that more people might see them, and not much attention was given to making the show window treatment harmonize with the rest of the building or to make it express something of the character and quality of the establishment that lay behind it. The study of merchandising has shown how important it is to surround an establishment or line of merchandise with an atmosphere giving an immediate impression of high
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A few other hotels equipped with Good Hardware—Corbin.

- New Bismarck Hotel, Chicago, Ill.
- McCormick Hotel, Chicago, Ill.
- Shoreland Hotel, Chicago, Ill.
- Cavalier Hotel, Virginia Beach, Va.
- Maitland Hotel, Los Angeles, Calif.
- Roosevelt Hotel, Los Angeles, Calif.
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- Barclay Apartment Hotel, New York City
- Alcazar Hotel, Palm Beach, Fla.
- Ritz-Carlton Cloister, Boca Raton, Fla.
- Alcazar Hotel, Miami, Fla.
- Plaza Hotel, Los Angeles, Calif.
- Cosmopolitan Hotel, Denver, Colorado

Cattle horns and great hotels

WHEN the first four-story Morrison Hotel was built, brass balls for tipping the horns of oxen were an important item in the Corbin line. So were cabin door hooks, brass handles for tin trunks and stair rod eyes. Chicago was just beginning to take its place as a city.

Today the new Morrison Hotel, with its third section completed, rises 46 stories, 517 feet above the sidewalk. Over 1900 rooms—all equipped with Corbin master-keyed cylinder locks and Corbin door checks—are now in service. When the Morrison’s final section is completed there will be 3400 rooms—all Corbin-equipped.

Today Corbin makes over 30,000 items. Fine unit locks for entrance doors. Master key systems by which each hotel room has a guest key different from all others, by which each floor has its master key, each wing or group of floors its grand master key and the office an emergency key which will open all doors.

Tiny catches and lowly coat hooks, too. Every hardware item needed to equip a gigantic hotel, a modern apartment, or a modest home can be had in Good Hardware—Corbin.

All good buildings, like the Morrison, deserve what they so often get—Good Hardware—Corbin.
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quality, stability or other desirable attributes, and in no way can this be accomplished better than by means of a well designed shop front. It is a realization of this fact that has caused the very evident improvement in the shop fronts of the various cities of the world during the past ten years or so. A collection of illustrations of the best and most representative shop fronts of the world has been made by Frederick Chatterton, and published now in book form. These examples include many interesting shops in various cities of England, and also examples of the best modern work in Paris, Rome, Vienna, Berlin and New York. The volume is a fine record of some of the most attractive fronts of modern times. The illustrations are clear and well chosen and are supplemented in most instances by details or measured drawings showing the actual layout and construction of the windows. A wider variety of treatments would be hard to find, and it is interesting to note how various masters of architecture have achieved the ends they sought, and have provided pleasing and artistic fronts for modern merchandising establishments.


PERHAPS no one man has done so much in the interest of American architectural education as the late Lloyd Warren. He was foremost among those who in 1896 established the Society of Beaux Arts Architects in America in order to spread the influence of the Ecole des Beaux Arts of Paris in this country. In the work of organization and development many men gave unsparringly of their time and their effort, but none worked so untiringly as Lloyd Warren. It was he who was responsible for the four achievements which are outstanding in the history of the Society,—the establishment of the Beaux Arts Institute of Design, which included education in mural painting and sculpture as well as in architecture; the organization of the school at Bellevue for men in the American Expeditionary Forces in France through the effort of Mr. Warren and the Beaux Arts Society; and the organization of the summer school at Fontainebleau. The crowning achievement of his career, perhaps, was the establishment of the Paris Prize to be awarded each year, providing study and foreign travel in Europe for its winner. Winning this prize is considered the highest honor that can be attained by any American student; it is most keenly competed for, and its winner is admitted to the Ecole directly to the first class. The success of these competitions has been in a very great measure due to the efforts of Mr. Warren, and it is most fitting that it be carried on as a memorial to him. There have been 20 competitions held for this prize during the period between 1904 and 1927, and their value to the development of American architecture can scarcely be measured. Not only does it furnish the opportunity for broadening travel and study on the part of the student who is clever enough to win the prize but it provides the ultimate goal to be sought by all ambitious students and thus stimulates them to greater effort and in this way has a lasting effect on the work and training of many thousands of American architects. By his keen intelligence, ability for organization and untiring
The Savoy-Plaza—a towering landmark on the world's most famous Avenue; a modern monument to luxurious living. To be called on to contribute to such a building is a tribute of which any organization might be proud. But to be called on to install floors in a building of this high rank is no new experience to the Bonded Floors Company.
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effort, Lloyd Warren has been the cause of completely changing the system of architectural education in America and has made it possible for draftsmen and students of talent from all parts of the country to secure the best possible training in architecture, even as is often the case, where the student is unable to attend a college or architectural school and would otherwise have no opportunity of improving himself in this manner.

The prize-winning designs of the first 20 competitions have been collected and published in portfolio form with a foreword by John F. Harbeson and form a very interesting collection of designs. They are most useful for students of design and architects, as they show the technique of the best draftsmen of all the American students during the past 20 years, and are useful not only for study in connection with competition work but also furnish valuable precedent in actual building. A wide variety of subjects is covered, as is indicated in following the various programs. The first problem was a Colonial Institute, to be located in Washington, where graduate-students might study and come in contact with American leaders and institutions. Second competition: a yacht harbor in New York, in connection with headquarters for the three most important yacht clubs. Third competition: a restaurant on the border of a lake. Fourth competition: a school of fine arts to accommodate about 600 students, equally divided between architecture, sculpture and painting. Fifth competition: a theater designed for lyric and dramatic presentation in a large city. Sixth competition: a permanent exposition or institute of American industries, located in Washington, for exhibitions of the products of the various states. Seventh competition: a municipal interurban trolley station and assembly hall. Eighth competition: an embassy for the United States in Paris. Ninth competition: a government printing, lithographing and engraving establishment, to which is attached a museum of typography. Tenth competition: the monumental treatment of the lower end of Manhattan Island. Eleventh competition: a city hall for a city having the commission form of government. Twelfth competition: the capitol building for the League of Nations. Thirteenth competition: a great war memorial to be erected in New York. Fourteenth competition: an exhibition center with facilities for conventions, assemblies and exhibitions of all kinds. Fifteenth competition: a city hall group composed of two buildings, one for administration and one for the formal reception of distinguished visitors. Sixteenth competition: a structure to be erected near the White House, in Washington, to be used as an office and reception building by the president. Seventeenth competition: a transportation institute combining exhibition halls, etc, with facilities for research and inventions along transportation lines. Eighteenth competition: a group of legislative buildings for the summer capital of the United States. Nineteenth competition: a natatorium in a park in an inland city. Twentieth competition: a radio broadcasting station. Each of these competitions is shown by several plate reproductions of the original drawings, printed on heavy paper, together with a printed copy of the original program for each of the competitions. These pages are enclosed in an attractive loose leaf binder, so that any of the designs may be removed and used independently of the rest, which makes it very practical.
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The simple grace and charm of their buildings are being equaled today, and some of the most strikingly successful of recent domestic work owes its excellence to this following.

In this volume an architect and professor of architecture deals with the most successful adaptation of Spanish domestic architecture in the sunny parts of America where its use is most appropriate. Disregarding the extremely ornate work, where the simplicity of the type is ruined by over-elaboration, he presents the American following of the early Spanish style in its most charming aspect. The work deals with the design of the house; its patio and general plan; its construction, decoration and furnishing; and one of the most helpful parts of the volume discusses the various forms of craftsmanship which aid in giving the strong character upon which such buildings largely depend. The volume is also helpful because of its including illustrations of the exteriors and interiors of houses built by the architects who are leaders among those successful in use of the Spanish style.
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THE DEATH OF MR. MEAD

ANNOUNCEMENT is made of the death in Paris, on June 20, of William Rutherford Mead, the last surviving original member of the firm of McKim, Mead and White. The son of Larkin Goldsmith and Mary Jane Noyes Mead, William Rutherford Mead, was born in Brattleboro, Vt., on August 20, 1846. He was graduated from the Brattleboro High School and entered Norwich University in 1861 remaining there until 1863. In 1909 that University gave him the degree of Master of Sciences. In the fall of 1863 he entered Amherst College being graduated with the degree of A. B. in 1867. He received the honorary degree of LL.D. from Amherst in 1902. After leaving college, Mr. Mead began the study of architecture in the New York office of the late Russell Sturgis in 1868. In 1871 he went to Florence and continued his studies in architecture there for a year, afterward spending six months in travel in other European countries. In 1872 Mr. Mead began the practice of his profession here with the late Charles F. McKim. Stanford White became associated with them in 1878. Since the deaths of Mr. McKim and Mr. White, Mr. Mead had continued to practice under the old firm name in association with partners who grew up with the firm and were admitted to partnership while Mr. McKim and Mr. White were still living. The firm has designed many of the most notable structures in the country, among them being the Agricultural and New York State Buildings at the World's Columbian Exposition in Chicago in 1893; the Boston Public Library; Rhode Island State Capitol; the old Madison Square Garden; and the Columbia Library and other buildings of that university; also the library and other structures at the College of the City of New York; the University of Virginia, the University, Century, Metropolitan, Harvard, and Racquet and Tennis Club of New York; the War College at Washington and the reconstruction of the White House; the General Post Office in New York; the Municipal Building; the Pennsylvania Station; Bellevue Hospital; Brooklyn Institute of Arts and Sciences; additions to the Metropolitan Museum of Art; Madison Square Presbyterian Church; Bank of Montreal; Knickerbocker Trust Company; and the National City Bank.

NEW YORKER ON FINE ARTS BOARD

Ezra Winter, of New York, was recently appointed by President Coolidge to be a member of the Commission of Fine Arts. This Commission determines upon art of federal buildings in Washington.

RESTORATIONS AT SULGRAVE

WHEN American visitors to Sulgrave Manor this year inspect the ancestral home of George Washington, they will find that an entire wing, known to have been pulled down in the eighteenth century, has been reconstructed. Thus Sulgrave Manor has progressed one step further in the restoration of its former condition, and the ancient house, which carries the history of the Washington family back to the days of King Henry VIII, is beginning to look as it did when the Washingtons moved to Virginia, according to The New York Times.

"With the partial restoration at the hands of the Sulgrave Institution several years ago, the fine old sixteenth century mansion seemed architecturally incomplete. Last year it was decided that the missing wing should be rebuilt in scrupulous harmony with the rest of the building. The architect chosen was Sir Reginald Blomfield, whose reconstruction of Regent Street in London has helped to stamp him as a leader of his profession. In preparing the plans for Sulgrave Manor, Sir Reginald tried to visualize the building as the Washington family left it. The result is that externally the new wing is so in keeping with the opposite wing of the house that it has the appearance of sturdy old age.

"The stone for the wing was cut in the neighborhood of Sulgrave, weather-worn rock being selected wherever possible. The roof is of stone slates, which have the picturesque, dulled color of age. Creeping plants and vines grow up over the new wing, concealing any difference between the parts.

"But it is the surrounding country-side even more than the house itself which breathes the placid, gentle beauty of old England. Behind the south garden stretches an orchard with apple trees all in the glorious bloom of an English Spring. If one looks across the yew hedge-row and smooth green lawn with its border of flowers which will soon be blooming, one can see the gracious old mansion standing in the plain dignity in which it stood centuries ago. A modern blue-slated barn which sprawled across the picture until a few weeks ago has been torn down, so there is now nothing to spoil the illusion or to mar the simple, old world setting.

"The expense of the restoration has been collected from individual members of the Colonial Dames of America, supplemented by admission fees to the manor house. Last year more than 10,000 persons, mostly Americans, visited the historic house. It is hoped that from the same sources money will come to complete the restoration of the seventeenth century rooms, until recently used by the caretaker."
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THE PHILADELPHIA MUSEUM OF ART

CHARLES L. BORIE, JR., CLARENCE C. ZANTZINGER
AND HORACE TRUMBAUER, ARCHITECTS

From a Litho-Pencil Rendering by Herbert Pullinger

The Architectural Forum
THE PHILADELPHIA MUSEUM OF ART
CHARLES L. BORIE, JR., CLARENCE C. ZANTZINGER and
HORACE TRUMBAUER, ASSOCIATED ARCHITECTS
BY
HAROLD D. EBERLEIN

The Philadelphia Museum of Art, in Fairmount Park, must be considered from three points of view if we wish to understand it in its true significance. These three points of view, though distinct in themselves, are all closely related each to the others. In the first place, the building invites examination as a work of architecture. Next, it claims our regard as an important and indeed a pivotal factor in a remarkable program of regenerative city planning. Finally, representing as it does the last word in museum arrangement, it requires more than merely passing notice on the score of convenience.

As an architectural achievement, it should be plainly said at the outset that the three associated architects,—Charles L. Borie, Jr., Clarence C. Zantzinger, and Horace Trumbauer—make no claim whatever to originality in either the conception or the realization of what has been performed. And, if we seek for evidence of that quality, we shall not find it. After all, it is quite possible to question whether any great degree of originality is especially to be desired in a building of this sort. The absolute fundamentality of Greek classicism for a museum has something to be said in its favor. In some way we have come to associate with it a certain universal propriety, just as French is recognized as the common language of diplomacy. The Greek mode is safe, dignified and restful, whatever else it may or may not be. In employing it one is saved the risk of experimental uncertainty. It is altogether a known quantity. Thanks to its general acceptance as the embodiment of quiet simplicity and perennial decorum, a Greek building affords a setting for the diversity of exhibits brought together within its walls,—a setting if not warmly sympathetic, at least charitable and unobtrusive. Again, for a building whose structure and purpose constitute a source of aesthetic and financial concern to an enormous community with inevitably divergent tastes, it may be questioned whether a type of design less generally accepted as a standard of fitness would have been altogether justifiable. Furthermore, in a case where three associated architects were involved, a classic Greek expression was the only form upon which they could unanimously agree as the proper style.

The ideal that actuated the architects in this instance finds its explanation in a passage from J. D. Beazley's translation of Ernst Pfuhl's "Masterpieces of Greek Drawing and Painting". From the west coast of Asia Minor, the land of Homer, to the Golden Gate of San Francisco, and away to Sydney and Wellington; from the immigration of the Greeks into their historical homes to the present day, four thousand years of history and a single culture unite the peoples of the West. The roots of their thought and their motion are in Hellas, where European humanity manifested itself for the first time, and with incomparable clarity, purity, and beauty, in home and state, in art and poetry, in thought and science. Wherever Europeans have settled and great communities have expressed themselves in monumental buildings, there we find Greek columns and pediments, Greek orders and mouldings. These are something more than a historical symbol; for even where the architect has been but partially conscious of the forms which he has employed, something of the magic of Hellas lingers in these late descendants of Greek architecture. In architecture and the figurative arts, as in philosophy and poetry, the Greeks turned all they touched into forms of crystalline clearness, whose beauty was the natural expression of their intrinsic necessity. Their works of architecture and of political and philosophical thought, no less than their poetical and artistic creations, are permeated with organic life. . . . Greek humanity and Greek mastery of form laid the foundation of a luster which no subsequent period, however great its achievements, has equaled; for the luster is the light of pure youth."

Profound respect for our legacy of Greek culture, and recognition of Greek forms as a part of our common heritage, need no apology for their expression in tangible form. Though the building of the Philadelphia Museum of Art be denied the appeal of originality, it is an outstanding example of archaeological achievement. The propriety of an archaeological presentation once determined, the architects spared no effort to make their work as archaeologically perfect as possible, regardless of the labor and research entailed. In the matter of refinements and
subtleties practiced by the Greek builders for the purpose of correcting optical illusions and mitigating the starkness of absolutely straight lines and right angles, the greatest care was exercised to conform to the best traditions of antiquity. This adherence to Greek precedent is one of the most unusual features of the building. It was a labor of love with Professor Goodyear to check the drawings for the Museum, with the aim of making it agree in its refinements with the refinements of the Parthenon as recorded by him. Subtleties and variations from absolutely linear rectitude, which it was often impossible to indicate even on large scale drawings, were taken care of in the course of actual superintendence. The walls of the pedimented ends for the central pavilion and wings are slightly convex, and the column centers of their porticos, along with the entablatures, follow the same nearly imperceptible curve; the intermediate walls of the wings are concaved and given a slight batter; the roof peaks are convex, as are likewise the steps of both approach and main entrance; the long horizontal lines of the stylobate and cornice are slightly convexed upward, while there is a comparable convexity in the horizontal across the base of the pediment; and endless similar corrections were made so that the finished structure might realize that ideal of “elasticity and vigor of aspect,—an elusive and surprising beauty impossible to describe and not to be explained by
the mere composition and general proportions, yet manifest to every cultivated eye." It is only fair to add that the solicitude shown during the course of erection has been justified in the outcome.

The one feature of the Museum most likely to excite widespread interest and comment is the use of color on the outside. The Minnesota Mankato and Kasota stone, of which the Museum is built, has itself a warm, glowing, tawny hue of a very distinct character, approximating a ground color often used by the Greeks to cover the whole exterior of a marble or stuccoed building. The glazed roof tiles give a varied mass of blue ranging from turquoise to indigo. Many would let it go at that. The mere mention of exterior architectural polychromy is usually enough to send off the disapproving into a volley of prejudiced deprecation. Tradition, almost unbroken since the Renaissance, so they say, has been against it. If the truth be known, there has really been more post-Renaissance external polychromy than they care to recall. The alleged weight of tradition creates a handicap to start with. Claiming the authority of time-honored usage, the anti-colorists are wont to rail at the use of polychrome adornment as a spectacular effort to galvanize dry classicism into the semblance of a living interest fundamentally alien to it. It is a ruse to divert the public eye from poverty-stricken platitudes by dangling before it a bright-hued toy. Dubious neutrals, taking refuge
in a non-committal stand, query the manner of polychrome performance and intimate that most of the modern attempts are ill-conceived. As a matter of fact, use of external polychromy of a very vivid sort was a recognized and effective factor in the aspect of Greek buildings. The relations of color to composition and the proportions of both structural members and incident details constituted a carefully reasoned code. When the architects of the Museum committed themselves to a program of archaeology, they very properly included accuracy of color treatment as well as accuracy of form.

Too much credit cannot be given for the thorough research brought to bear in the accomplishment of this task and for the scrupulous fidelity to classic precedent shown throughout. The constant collaboration of Leon V. Solon, who has made the field of exterior polychromy peculiarly his own, has been invaluable; likewise must acknowledgment be made for the whole-hearted cooperation of the sculptors, John Gregory and C. P. Jennewein, who are responsible for the groups in the polychromed portions of the exterior,—the groups in the pediments, the cresting of the roof, the capitals of the columns and pilasters, and sundry other details,—all executed in lustrous glazed terra cotta. Incidentally, it should be mentioned that the physical requirements of the occasion have called forth an entirely new development in manufacturing technique. Brilliant colors were employed, "adaptable to conditions of visibility
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at long range,”—scarlet, vermilion, gold, black, buff, blue and green. Many problems in the distribution of color had to be solved. As Mr. Solon writes, “when each group had finally reached a state of development which appeared to leave detail in doubt, it was cast in plaster and shellacked ready for coloring.” When the groups were colored they “became as sensitive as a musical instrument, and color was in actuality a dynamic force which could link together or completely separate features in composition.” The effects of color were no less pronounced when applied to mouldings, dentils, triglyphs, foliage and other details. The chromatic balance with regard to articulation and accent had to be delicately adjusted. Hearty commendation is due the architects and those who labored with them in realizing an exterior polychrome scheme for a building of classic character more comprehensive than anything that has been attempted since the golden age in Greece. This venture in polychromy marks a signal achievement in the realm of American architecture and is bound to exert a far-reaching influence. It will unquestionably disturb the equanimity of that type of classicists who have cultivated a sense of form only and an obsession for icy, drab austerity.

It is too soon, perhaps, for the general public to arrive at a stable estimate of the value of the Museum. Architectural ideals are in a state of flux and conflict; aesthetic perception is likely to be abnormally sensitive and irritable. Critics, with whose
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particular preference some comparatively minor matter does not exactly coincide, are often unduly harsh and disposed to magnify disapproval of a single feature into blanket condemnation. Those opposed to exterior polychromy, by prejudice or conviction, are sometimes so intemperate in their expression of dislike that one is disposed to quote to them in rejoinder Hoffenstein's lines: "There's something wrong with all of us; let's ask the Hippopotamus." At last, when Philadelphia's full scheme of civic reconstruction shall have been realized, the scheme of which the Museum is the pivotal feature, the structure crowning with its ordered serenity the eminence at the end of the Parkway will come into its own. When that day comes, those who have borne the burden of decision in all matters affecting the Museum and the entire program connected with it will have the justification to which they are entitled.

Aside from immediately architectural considerations, the Museum holds the key position in a program of city rearrangement without parallel elsewhere. Years ago, one chilly April morning, Mayor Reyburn took a party of politicians and officials to the top of the old Fairmount reservoir hill and bade them look from there to the City Hall tower. They looked, and saw a mile or more of closely built city blocks traversed by a network of streets running at right angles. The Mayor then broached the project of a museum and art gallery to crown the reservoir hill, and a broad parkway lined with civic buildings
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running straight as a die from the foot of the hill to the City Hall. This was the initial public step towards realizing the city's hitherto neglected opportunities. The Mayor's proposal dismayed his companions, who could see nothing ahead but utter impossibility: it "wrung shouts of anger and derision from people who presented themselves as spokesmen for the 'unfortunate taxpayers.'" Nevertheless, year by year the dream envisioned by Mayor Reyburn has gradually been coming true. The completion of the Museum, the Parkway, and an appreciable showing of its flanking buildings will inevitably hasten the ultimate rounding out of the entire scheme with its extended boulevards on both banks of the Schuylkill. The torrents of complaint, hostile criticism and narrow-minded spite poured for years upon those who have stood at the forefront of this tremendous project have not changed the steadfast purpose of the program adopted. The President of the Park Commission, roundly abused and charged with "czarism," has been happily oblivious to the maldictions constantly showered upon him and has vindicated the "autocracy," of which he has been accused, by its intelligence and the accomplishment of tasks, confronted with which a more theoretically appropriate democratic course would have proved utterly futile. Thanks to the combination of circumstances, the Museum, now a fait accompli, appears as a visible and convincing warrant of what has been done, stands forth as a fitting and dignified terminus of the Parkway vista, and renders imperative the southern extension of the east and west boulevards along the Schuylkill. Its bearing as a central feature in a great civic composition must not be overlooked in the estimate of its significance.

In the arrangement of the Museum's plan, the primary objects were the greatest possible measure of educational utility, and the opportunity for future growth in accordance with a unified, coherent scheme. Since "a living museum has two distinct functions to perform,—to maintain an exhibition gallery and to conduct a school with research laboratories,"—the building "is divided into two main floors,—an exhibition floor and a study collection floor." Below the main exhibition floor is the study collection floor where, by a cross classification with the exhibits on the principal floor above and by unusual facilities for study, the educational usefulness of the Museum is increased; below the study floor, again, there is a floor for the educational departments and for the research laboratories. The arrangement of the main exhibition floor provides for central galleries flanked on each side by a series of period rooms, true in every detail to the times and places from which they have come. In these rooms are exhibited the finest of the contemporary paintings, furniture, and all the appropriate decorative accessories. Among such rooms already installed are a room from the Treaty House, Upminster, near London; eighteenth century rooms from Sutton-Scarsdale and Wrightington Hall, in Derbyshire; the great parlor of the Powel House, Philadelphia; a room from the early nineteenth century Derby House, in Salem; and two early Pennsylvania-German rooms from the Millbach house.
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LOCATED in a section of the city in which, up to a generation ago, its commercial and social activities were largely centered, the new City Hall is a conspicuous landmark in the area about to be transformed into a civic center, comprising practically all important city, county, state and federal buildings. It is more noticeable owing to the fact that the height limit of all privately constructed buildings is 150 feet, and special legislation had to be enacted to enable the city to exceed this height. The legislation referred to developed a point interesting to all architects,—that a municipality is not governed by its own ordinances; therefore, public buildings can be built to any height, while privately owned buildings cannot exceed the height established.

In their preliminary consideration of the problem, the architects determined not to confine themselves to any particular style of architecture in the general design of the building, and the completed structure shows that this determination was carried into effect. Grecian detail was adopted for the main entrance, while Romanesque was used in the arcades of the forecourt, rotunda, council chamber and the Board of Public Works room. The tower and the flanking wings may be regarded as "modern American", influenced by the present-day setback style so widely adopted in other parts of the country.

The building consists of three apparently separate and distinct units, the first of which may properly be termed the sub-structure, extending from the street grade to and including the second story; the second is the central tower, and the third the wings flanking it on the north and south. Native California light gray granite has been used for the facing of all exterior walls of the sub-structure from the sidewalk grades to the tops of the parapet walls surrounding its flat roof. It extends through the forecourt and on that portion of the tower fronting the court to the top of the large central window in the third story. All columns in the court are monolithic with richly carved capitals. All other exterior walls, to the very apex of the pyramid roof of the tower, are faced with dull or matt glazed terra cotta, harmonizing with the granite so perfectly that the difference between them is scarcely discernible. The walls of the four interior light courts are faced with a delicate buff brick laid in white mortar. The roof of the sub-structure is of composition, while the flanking wings of the tower are roofed with clay tile of varicolor,—fire-flashed reds, browns, and old golds.

The front arcade is flanked by plain, massive pylons, which will serve as a substantial background for the statuary proposed to be placed on the large granite buttresses at some time in the future. The large panel over the arcade is intended to be sculptured by an internationally known sculptor to represent local historical events or celebrated personages, whenever the necessary funds become available. Spe-
cial attention is directed to the main entrance, which is monumental in character and Grecian in detail, with broad moulded and carved architrave and moulded cornice supported on carved consoles. The pediment is rich in carved ornament, and directly below it the frieze is intended to be sculptured in low relief in harmony with the large panel over the front of the "forecourt" arcade just mentioned. The doors are cast bronze of verde antique finish. Each door has three panels of equal size containing bas-reliefs by Henry Lion, a local sculptor, depicting notable events in connection with the early history and settlement of southern California, and, more particularly, of Los Angeles. These doors open into a spacious vestibule with a high vaulted ceiling and walls faced with a cream colored French limestone to the spring line of the vault. Niches provided in the walls are large enough to receive statuary of heroic size. The floor is of marble in pleasing colors and geometrical designs, while the paneled and coffered ceiling is suitably decorated. The vestibule communicates, through arched openings, with the rotunda, the chief interior feature of the building, which extends up through three stories and is surmounted by a domed ceiling.

In plan the rotunda is square, except for the splayed internal angles, and is completely surrounded by generous passages connecting with the main longitudinal corridors, the elevator lobby, and secondary passages to the angle stairways and adjacent light courts. The floor is laid with colored marbles forming geometrical patterns of great variety. The central circle contains a "caravel" of cast bronze inserted in the marble, which is made to represent the sky and the ocean. The modeling is beautifully and artistically executed. All openings are triple-arched, and the supports are monolithic marble columns of different kinds, generally of dark colors, with carved capitals of light colored marble. The archivolts, also of dark marble, support the second floor galleries, which are protected with balustrades of perforated marble tracery elaborately carved. The large arched openings on four sides with the pendentives growing out of, or emerging from the splayed angles, develop naturally into the dome itself, the surface of which is decorated with highly colored glazed tile, forming geometrical patterns, on a background of acoustical tile of harmonizing tan color. The main corridors have barrel-vaulted ceilings 24 feet high to the crown, and the walls are wainscoted to the spring line of the vault with St. Genevieve marble framed in Napoleon Gray between Botticino pilasters directly below plain projecting ribs of the ceiling. The floor is of pink Tennessee marble and the base of Belgian black.
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From the main corridor on the south a wide passage connects directly with the council chamber fronting on Spring Street and abutting the southwest court and is well lighted by the 13 large windows and the small clerestory windows above. The council chamber has wide aisles formed by the arcades paralleling the sides. The arcades are supported by highly polished imported marble columns, of which there are six on either side, and each one is of a different variety, yet they harmonize perfectly. They are monoliths resting on solid single-piece moulded green marble bases and surmounted by carved capitals of Champville marble in typical Romanesque designs. Each of the four faces of every cap contains an emblem characteristic of one of the states of the Union. For instance, California is represented by the grizzly bear, Texas by the star, and Massachusetts by the codfish. The ventilation is thermostatically controlled, so that fresh air is kept constantly in circulation without the necessity of opening the windows. The latter are of the inward-opening casement type, constructed of rolled steel sections, and are protected with permanent heavy steel and iron grilles of conventional design painted a deep green to relieve the whiteness of the granite exterior. All glass is obscured and of amber color. Artificial lighting is effected by two lines of seven lanterns suspended from the ceiling at points several feet distant from and opposite the centers of the arcade openings. They are enclosed with amber colored glass, producing a soft, subdued glow. The furniture, which was designed by the architects, is conservatively modern and substantially constructed.

Next in importance, from the standpoint of architectural treatment, is the mayor’s suite at the southeast corner of the first floor. This consists of a large reception room off a public lobby or ante-room, approached directly from a wide corridor extending southward from the east lobby. From this anteroom another corridor extends southward to an outer hall, which connects directly with the private office. Adjoining this is the retiring room, then a toilet room, equipped with shower, and beyond are the offices of the mayor’s secretary and assistant secretary. The selection of the location of the mayor’s office was influenced by the attractive outlook over the park or garden, on the south, the exposure to many hours of sunshine and to cooling summer breezes rendering its occupancy pleasant and comfortable at all seasons of the year.

The landings, treads and risers of the main stairways are of pink Tennessee marble with solid balustrades of a deep pink Kasota stone, while the adjacent walls are wainscoted with French and Pink Marble Mosaic Floor of the Rotunda, Los Angeles City Hall
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Tennessee marble to the level of the first floor and finished with a moulded cap. Adjacent piers and pilasters are of Botticino marble. The main corridor extends through the building, on the longitudinal axis, from street to street, with secondary corridors along the north, south and west sides, parallel with those walls and a connecting corridor, on the transverse axis extending, at right angles, from the westerly corridor to the east lobby, to provide direct access to the elevators and stairways. The latter run from the basement to the third floor. These corridors have a segmental vaulted ceiling, the floors are tiled with marble, and walls are wainscoted with the same material to a height of 3 feet. The only other room treated more or less pretentiously from an architectural standpoint, is that occupying the entire area on the 25th floor where, by means of well protected balconies, reached through double doorways on each of the four sides, one can enjoy an unobstructed panoramic view of the city and surroundings, reaching from the Sierra Madre range of mountains to Santa Catalina Island and the sea, and to Mt. San Jacinto on the east.

Here are a few interesting facts connected with the building of the Los Angeles City Hall:

- Bond issue of $7,500,000 was authorized June 5, 1923.
- Architects commissioned August 17, 1925.
- Preliminary sketches approved September 16, 1925.
- Ground broken March 4, 1926.
- Foundations started May 7, 1926.
- Tower foundation poured June 14 and June 15, 1926.
- Erection of steel framework commenced July 24, 1926.
- General Contractors' operations started July 2, 1926.
- Cornerstone laid June 22, 1927.
- Building first occupied (by Superior Court of Los Angeles County) January 2, 1928.
- Building dedicated by Los Angeles April 26, 1928.
- Floor space, 20 acres; volume 12,000,000 cubic feet; dead weight, 95,000 tons.
- Structural steel, 8,167 tons; 900,000 rivets; 400 columns; total length of drilled holes, 12 miles.
- Eleven elevators; 5-ton ice machine; 129 miles of wire; largest lighting and power switchboard on the Pacific coast; telephone switchboard with ultimate capacity of 2,000 telephones.
- Total investment, $9,000,000, of which the building cost $5,000,000; the site $3,500,000; the decorations, equipment and furnishings $500,000.

Editor's Note. From these statistics it can easily be appreciated what remarkable efficiency in management and superintendence was furnished by the architects of this great building. The handling of this undertaking quite as much as the design of the structure and the working out of all the intricate and interesting details in construction and design reflects great credit upon the architects, who planned it.
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AN ARCHITECT IN MOROCCO, PART II

HOW unfortunate we are in not being able to enter the courtyard of the Grand Mosque of El Kairouin! The hasty glimpses we steal, through any number of its 14 doorways, give us but a vague idea of the magnificence of those spouting fountains, under the lacy pavilions at the narrow ends. Alas! the hordes of contaminated beggars, who haunt the doorways, form an impassable barrier, so continuously do they guard the temple of worship in their efforts to keep unbelievers at bay!

From the restless surging of the noisy streets, an occasional palace garden offers the peaceful contentment of a jasmine-scented oasis. Multitudes of flowers greet our eyes, while orange and lemon trees tempt us with their luscious fruit. Sparkling fountains send cooling jets of water high into the fetid air, and tiny murmuring rivulets run in ceramic channels bordering each path. This surely is the Garden of Paradise,—even the white burroosed gardeners bear a striking resemblance to angels, who have, in some way, mislaid their wings.

Resolutely turning our backs to this scene of sensuous serenity, we climb the steep hill which leads to the cemetery of Bab Fétouh. If it be on a Friday that we make this excursion, an interesting experience lies in store for us, as this is the one day of the week when the women visit the graves of their departed husbands. At first we see nothing but indistinguishable mounds of white, until finally some of these take the form of scattered grave stones, while others—more numerous—are the squatting figures of voluminously clothed women who are—to all appearances—rapt in devout prayer, but incidentally—I don't doubt—enjoying this opportunity to gossip. Groups of children, guided by their austerely cloaked teachers, pay visits to the marabouts of the holy men, giving the impression of a flock of chickens following the mother hens, as they waddle from tomb to tomb. Fez completely captivates us. We have, in some way, mislaid their wings.

Perhaps we shall be fortunate enough to see the square on a market day when it is overflowing with boisterous merchants and wrangling buyers. The snake charmers squat against the long walls, and pierced only by a few huge portals. On the contrary, they serve to magnify the beauty and intensify the fascination of this "Pearl of Morocco," as it is called. Meknes, a few hours west of Fez, is no less beautiful, nor less interesting than Fez. Here again we see the same throngs, and like odors and sounds assail our nostrils and ears. Minarets, similar in design to those we have seen, rear themselves above the housetops. We are continually discovering the same fountains that we remarked at Fez. Despite these resemblances, Meknes has an air different from that of the capital city. It has been called the Versailles of Fez and, like the true Versailles, it is vast and unrestrained. The crampedness of Fez has been left behind, and here we find that the streets are wider, more comfortable, and that large open squares are not uncommon. The principal square is an enormous affair, over 200 yards long, and more than half as wide, surrounded on all sides by high blind walls, and pierced only by a few huge portals. On the east end are two, and one of these, that of Mansour el Aleuj, is undoubtedly the most beautiful and perhaps the most monumental and imposing piece of architecture in all Morocco. The high archway, through which there surges a constant stream of people, is guarded by two square bastions supported on arcades. It is resplendent with tiles of blue and green arranged in panels between the brickwork designs, or into colorful friezes and bands. Opposite it on the west side of the square is a long fountain built against the wall. Like the other smaller fountains, it is composed of innumerable pieces of small tiles of various colors, arranged in the most intricate of designs. This is shielded from the weather and the scorching rays of the sun by a wooden canopy delicately chiseled and showing scarcely any trace of the brilliant colors with which—at one time—it was covered. To this most gorgeous of fountains come the most disreputable of men and beasts to partake of the cool waters which it offers, affording a refuge from the stifling heat.

The hasty glimpses we steal, entering the courtyard of the Grand Mosque of El Kairouin, give us but a vague idea of the magnificence of those spouting fountains, under the lacy pavilions at the narrow ends. Alas! the hordes of contaminated beggars, who haunt the doorways, form an impassable barrier, so continuously do they guard the temple of worship in their efforts to keep unbelievers at bay!

From the restless surging of the noisy streets, an occasional palace garden offers the peaceful contentment of a jasmine-scented oasis. Multitudes of flowers greet our eyes, while orange and lemon trees tempt us with their luscious fruit. Sparkling fountains send cooling jets of water high into the fetid air, and tiny murmuring rivulets run in ceramic channels bordering each path. This surely is the Garden of Paradise,—even the white burroosed gardeners bear a striking resemblance to angels, who have, in some way, mislaid their wings.

Resolutely turning our backs to this scene of sensuous serenity, we climb the steep hill which leads to the cemetery of Bab Fétouh. If it be on a Friday that we make this excursion, an interesting experience lies in store for us, as this is the one day of the week when the women visit the graves of their departed husbands. At first we see nothing but indistinguishable mounds of white, until finally some of these take the form of scattered grave stones, while others—more numerous—are the squatting figures of voluminously clothed women who are—to all appearances—rapt in devout prayer, but incidentally—I don't doubt—enjoying this opportunity to gossip. Groups of children, guided by their austerely cloaked teachers, pay visits to the marabouts of the holy men, giving the impression of a flock of chickens following the mother hens, as they waddle from tomb to tomb. Fez completely captivates us. We have, in some way, mislaid their wings.

Perhaps we shall be fortunate enough to see the square on a market day when it is overflowing with boisterous merchants and wrangling buyers. The snake charmers squat against the long walls, and pierced only by a few huge portals. On the contrary, they serve to magnify the beauty and intensify the fascination of this "Pearl of Morocco," as it is called. Meknes, a few hours west of Fez, is no less beautiful, nor less interesting than Fez. Here again we see the same throngs, and like odors and sounds assail our nostrils and ears. Minarets, similar in design to those we have seen, rear themselves above the housetops. We are continually discovering the same fountains that we remarked at Fez. Despite
oriental flavor of the place, even within the native quarters, where we find but little to interest us save perhaps the ancient Kasha, a fort which presents to the sea a stern, forbidding front, but which in reality protects nothing more than a delightful Moorish garden and museum. Not distant, however, from the edge of the European town, rise the lonely, austere walls of the ancient city of Chellah. The walls are nearly intact and of a gorgeous reddish hue that is dazzling to the eye when seen in the strong sunlight. It is pierced by a wondrous solitary portal of a similar stone, flanked by two hexagonal turrets and carved and decorated, after the fashion of the Moors. Here, however, the carving is much coarser than that of the inland cities, due perhaps to the use of stone rather than of brick and tile, and perhaps because the natives of the famed Barbary coast were a hardier race than their less piratical brethren of the interior. The desolate air of the place fills us with awe. No trickling stream of colorfully clothed natives comes through the archway. There is not a sign of any life except for one lonely shepherd who leans upon his long staff, seemingly oblivious to the wanderings of his scattered herd. We enter, half expecting to see the usual busy street scene, but there is none of that, not even the inevitable beggars who, squatting in the cool shade of the archway, beg pennies in exchange for the bounteous blessings of the most potent Allah. Nothing! Nothing but a riotous mass of trees, unkempt shrubbery and rolling grassy hills, until we suddenly discover the shaft of a graceful minaret away to the right, hardly visible through the maze of foliage. Only when we come directly upon it do we find any signs of human habitation, and then only a few hovels clustered about the minaret, the tiny mosque, and a deep, wide well. The city, if ever there was one enclosed within these ruddy walls, has completely disappeared as if swallowed up by the earth. There are not even the usual piles of rubbish, generally associated with ruins of any sort, to permit any fanciful—or somewhat idle—speculation as to what might have been.}

Directly across the mouth of the river from Rabat lies its twin sister, Sale, twin sisters only because they are side by side, for in appearance they are widely different. Sale was never blessed (or cursed) by an inroad of infidel Christians, and has consequently preserved its oriental character. I am not going to make any attempt to describe Sale, though it is not uninteresting and boasts an occasional beau-
ty spot in the shape of a medersa, mosque or portal. If for nothing else, it has lost much of its beauty by the zeal of its inhabitants in keeping it a spotless white. So many coats of whitewash have been applied to its walls, that now, I don't doubt, the town is larger by some feet, though its streets are narrower by a few inches. In itself this is no sin, and the white city is certainly most quaint, but in many cases the whitewash has filled in the crevices of the carvings, and made of the crisp mouldings blunt, undulating bands, with little architectural character.

No Moroccan trip begins to be complete until Marrakesh has been visited and studied. Here is a city that rivals in size and splendor the magnificent Fez and Meknes of the north. Primarily it has a different atmosphere from either of its northern sisters, and presents an ensemble that more closely agrees with our imaginative pictures of what a Moroccan city should resemble. Numerous palm trees (missing in the north) give it that air of tropical voluptuousness one finds in a verdant oasis in the middle of the Sahara. The masses of people are as varied and as interesting as elsewhere,—perhaps more so,—for here we find the men of the desert. Trains of camels enter and leave its many portals, carrying with them romance and adventure to remote parts of this desolate world. Its palaces are unsurpassed in beauty and magnificence, while its gardens seem to be more exotic than elsewhere. Medersas of sparkling splendor are scattered here and there. Beautiful doorways and tall minarets continue to attract our attention in our journeys through its streets. In fact, nothing is missing that we found at Fez or Meknes. There is, as a matter of fact, more apparent,—not requiring discovery.

Taken altogether I know of no spot in the old world where the interest is so intense as in Morocco. As soon as we have first entered its borders, we are transported into a new sphere; we are carried back bygone years not as at Carcassonne by our imagination in viewing its hoary walls of the middle ages, but by the very life and customs of its inhabitants, as well as its monuments; one feels as out of place amid these reliques of a distant century as undoubtedly Gulliver felt in the land of the Lilliputians, and strangely enough we are wont to associate Washington Irving's "Tales of the Alhambra" more with Fez or Meknes than with the empty halls of the "Ambassadors" or the Court of the Lions in Granada. It is one of the homes of romance left to the world.
MANY educators question the wisdom of rapidly expanding our school and college plants, claiming that the buildings overshadow the importance of the teaching staffs, that the cost of bricks and stones means curtailing salaries, and that the vital, human essence is diffused,—not strengthened. The acceleration in the output of "bigger and better" public schools, private academies, state colleges and endowed universities is universal from coast to coast, and the evolution of pedagogic theories and of architectural styles is correspondingly speeded up. There is no private school or college but has alumni boosting for new buildings or exhausted by a successful drive!

The Architectural Forum in the October and December issues published monographs on the new Graduate School of Business Administration and on the new Fogg Museum at Harvard, two costly symbols of the expansive tendencies of the times. In terms of square feet of area and in the number of buildings, the plant in Cambridge has more than doubled in the last 25 years. The ground built over since the end of the nineteenth century is 133 per cent of that covered during the nineteenth century, and these figures do not include structures, like the Medical School, built at a distance from the center.

Unlike Yale and Princeton, where the transformation has also been rapid, Harvard has not "gone Gothic"; there are no dream towers against the sky, like those of Harkness or the Graduate School. Perhaps the near-Gothic "remains" left standing from the Civil War period, that false dawn heralded by Ruskin, are reason enough to cling to the earlier, indigenous traditions! The Colonial, the "Cambridge Georgian," the red brick and white trim, are the accepted mode along the Charles River, and year by year they offer new combinations of a familiar alphabet. The corporation has of recent years commissioned but one firm of architects for all its designing, except where a munificent donor has imposed his own wishes. The excellence of the new Fogg Museum and of the recent groups of freshmen and yard dormitories has shown the wisdom of the choice, while the domineering lack of scale of the Widener Library emphasizes the exception.

The small scale of Colonial, its domestic quality, is admirably suited for dormitories; witness Massachusetts Hall, two centuries old, or McKinlock, opened last autumn. The style is sufficiently elastic to be varied and yet kept harmonious, as in the freshmen dormitories. The easy freedom of this group, strung along the north bank of the Charles, is in strong contrast to the tight and monotonous repetition in the students' quarters of the business school facing the parkway on the southerly shore. In mass and texture, in charm and dignity, in every-thing except group planning, the college units out-rank those of the Baker Foundation. It might be claimed that allowances should be made for the lack of trees shown in the entrancing perspectives by Steffins, for the proposed arcades linking the buildings, or for the cupolas on Hamilton and Mellon Halls, called for by the architects but excluded by the budget; yet the fact remains that the business school is today being judged by its present appearance and not by what it may be in the future. Viewed from the Cambridge shore, there is just a suggestion of "quantity production" in the two, 300-foot long façades which face the river, and on closer inspection the stiff, vertical lines of the quoins, where concrete is painted a flat white, suggest the factory rather than academic shades. Elements contrasting in mass and color, the smaller stucco halls, flanked by arched gateways, and the proportions and variety in the administration building, especially its rear elevation, are the most successful features.

The business school library is the focal point of the composition and has a straightforward dignity and functional expression, but in the windows the shallow reveals and slender muntins, combined with the necessary but over-large expanses of glass, impair the monumental quality. This building and the Museum are contemporary, very similar in the sizes and shapes of the plots covered, and each has 16 openings on the main floor facade. It is therefore natural to contrast these divergent interpretations of the same historical period. In the Museum, where there is overhead lighting, on the second story there are only eight relatively small windows, and the openings on the main floor have not only less area than those in the library but have smaller lights of glass; the Museum is withdrawn a bit from the university; its facade bespeaks the safeguarding of beautiful objects; the very brick and stone and wood are combined in a quality of restrained opulence. The rear of the library has conspicuously temporary segments of wall for future expansion; it is ready for a bigger business school, but the back of the Museum is much more surprising. The front facade is two stories in height, with a basement masked by a grassy terrace, while the rear wing is five flights high,—a finished and studied university building, with almost the air of a refined apartment house.

Truly, John Harvard and the puritanical forefathers of the college would be astounded at its growth and could never have conceived its extent.
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OUTPOSTS OF ARCHITECTURE
MONUMENTS MARKING HISTORIC SPOTS ON THE GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY
ELECTUS D. LITCHFIELD, ARCHITECT
BY
MATLACK PRICE

POINTS of historic interest have been marked, generally, in a very sporadic manner,—here and there and now and then. To carry out a consecutive program of marking a series of historic spots has been the unique and highly commendable plan of the Great Northern Railway. This railroad’s president, Ralph Budd, sponsored the organization, in 1925, of the Upper Missouri River Historical Expedition, a tour of historians, writers and officials to historic spots where commemorative monuments were to be dedicated. And these monuments have not only been the means of paying a tribute to the hardihood of these early pathfinders who opened up the Pacific northwest, but also that of directing public interest to the historic background of the territory traversed by the railroad, extending through several states.

Much comment, certainly, was brought forth from northwestern newspapers. The Spokesman-Review, of Spokane, recognizing the practical aspect of the Great Northern’s memorial building, said: “Getting away from the altruistic idea of bestowing honor where honor is due, there is a distinct advertising value in monuments and markers that actually recalls the scenes and facts of historical events. These make a peculiar appeal to the tourist. He is attracted by publicity concerning them, and the interest of his visit is enhanced by their perusal upon his arrival. It is good business to create and maintain shrines of

Monument to the Lewis and Clark Expedition at Meriwether, Mont.
Electus D. Litchfield, Architect
patriotism and historic significance," in which paragraph this newspaper made a very definite point, and showed itself to be more practical and less sentimental than most newspapers are when any kind of a memorial is being discussed. The Minneapolis Journal said: "Patriotism has no firmer foundation than a proper appreciation of the achievements of our predecessors." And the Anaconda Standard gives another angle of the thought conveyed by the paper in Spokane: "Sentiment has indeed come to be an integral part of the modern business structure. Sentimental considerations observed by many business institutions bring to them a measure of respect and sympathy,—a comradeship from the public,—that mere success and fair dealing cannot engender. Recent action of the Great Northern Railway Company in leading the way to a more general dissemination of knowledge of the early history of Montana...
and the northwest is a sentimental business activity which is bound largely and vitally to benefit this commonwealth while redounding to the credit and increasing the respect for the railway company."

Considering the simplicity of pioneer ideals, of the lives of the men whose deeds are commemorated by the Great Northern’s monuments, the architect, Electus D. Litchfield displayed admirable taste in the simplicity which is the keynote of his various designs. Nothing could be more appropriate than the sandstone shaft at Meriwether, Mont., marking the most northerly point reached by the Lewis and Clark Expedition in Lewis’ detour to explore the Marias River. Although that famous expedition is much a matter of history, a paragraph or two here will be valuable. It was in April, 1805, that the expedition set out from St. Louis into really wild country, westward. Today, leaving Williston a traveler on the

Monument to the Pioneers, Lewis, Clark and Thompson, at Wishram, Wash.

Electus D. Litchfield, Architect
Great Northern Railway follows very nearly the same route blazed by Lewis and Clark,—600 miles to Butte, one of the southern terminals of the railway,—but he covers the distance in 20 hours where the pathfinders spent four months of toil and privation to make it. But they were also making history. “This was the first official exploring expedition sent out by the American government. Its significance in our national history cannot be over-emphasized; where Lewis and Clark led, the population of an empire has followed.” Returning from the Pacific coast, the party split into two separate exploring ventures. Lewis undertook to follow up the Marias River, which he believed to be an important tributary to the Missouri. When he reached a point where the Marias bent toward the southwest, he made camp. It was the most northerly point reached by the expedition, and about two miles west of the present station of Meriwether on the Great Northern Railway, which has marked it with a pink sandstone obelisk. The monument is characterized by simple, rugged dignity. On the base is inscribed: “Lewis and Clark Expedition, and on the shaft is carved:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>July 26, 1806</td>
<td>Farthest Point West on Capt. Lewis’ Trip Up The Marias River</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is a fine dignity in this simple monument. In so vast an expanse of country the more ornamental aspects of architecture become trivial, and the architect does well to exercise the utmost restraint in design. This Mr. Litchfield certainly has done, and once more affirmed the axiom that good architecture must, necessarily, mean good taste and simplicity.

Somewhat in the same manner is the unusual monument at Wishram, in the state of Washington, near Glacier National Park, and on the Columbia River. On a plain base is mounted a dual column of natural formation, taken from a nearby cliff where these shafts break from the rock as though hewn by hand. Mr. Litchfield has relieved the severity of the natural rock with "lashings" as of rope, in bronze, and a bronze tablet with a list of 42 names is dedicated “To the Memory of those Dauntless Pathfinders and Pioneers Who Followed the Great Thoroughfare of

Monument to David Thompson at Verendrye, N. D.

Electus D. Litchfield, Architect
the Columbia at This Place.” The first two names are those of Lewis and Clark, and the third that of David Thompson, that hardy cartographer and trader to whom a special monument stands at Verendrye, N. D.,—one of the most interesting of the series.

Much more conventional is the monument at Bonner’s Ferry, Idaho, on the Kootenay. This spot, too, was visited by David Thompson, whose name heads a list of nine, below the inscription, which reads:

1808 1926
To Commemorate The
First Route of Travel
And Trade Across What
Is Now The State of Idaho

The bas-reliefs, modeled by Getano Cecere, are elaborately symbolical,—a modern version of “attributes typifying the Indian and the pioneer,—most interesting in design and satisfying in scale and relationship. The whole idea of the monument is so simple that it easily carries this detail without being in any danger of seeming sophisticated or over-designed. Standing closer to the haunts of men than some of the other memorials, the spirit of the

“great open spaces” is not felt as an essential in its character, as in the case of certain other monuments.

In a very different setting, however, is the monument to John F. Stevens at Marias Pass, which is the lowest northern pass over the Rockies. Here, at Summit, on the southern boundary of Glacier National Park, there stands a bronze figure of heroic size, commemorating a feat of personal hardihood not excelled by any of the great exploits of earlier pioneers which are recorded in these memorials.

On the base a simple inscription reads:

John Frank Stevens
December 11, 1889

Between those lines there is a story to read. In 1853 Marias Pass was sought by Isaac L. Stevens (not related to the subsequent discoverer), but he failed to locate it because a subordinate, to whom the venture had been assigned, returned unsuccessful, daunted by the superstitious refusal of the Blackfeet Indians to furnish a guide. This tribe had long believed Marias Pass to be infested with evil spirits, a belief still active when John F. Stevens came on the scene in 1889, destined to frustrate much effort.
The Great Northern, then known as the St. Paul, Minnesota & Manitoba, had got as far as Helena, Mont, and sought a pass of grade as favorable as possible to cross the Rockies and push on westward. John F. Stevens became principal assistant engineer in 1889, and soon chief engineer and general manager. And it was in midwinter, 1889, that he set out in search of Marias Pass, starting from Fort Assiniboine, seven miles southwest of the present city of Havre, on the Great Northern Railway. Unable to get a Blackfoot Indian guide who would brave the spirits, Stevens found a Flathead Indian who was willing, but within striking distance of the goal this man, too, refused to go on,—and Stevens went on alone. Some idea of the nature of the country may be had from the fact that Marias Pass had remained undiscovered by white men for more than a quarter of a century,—and now Stevens was able to lead his railroad across the mountains by a route which, from the engineer's viewpoint, is the lowest and best of all the passes in the northern states. The courage, the sheer hardihood of the man’s achievement is expressed in the great bronze figure, facing resolutely forward on the trail,—a monument of inspiration, through the largeness and simplicity of its treatment.

At Verendrye, N. D. there is another monument. It consists of a large stone sphere, mounted on a plain plinth. The sphere is marked off with latitude and longitude, and its original design called for an applique of continents in bronze. On the base is set this inscription, which records these achievements:

1770 David Thompson 1857
Geographer and Astronomer
Passed here in 1797 and 1798 on a Scientific and Trading Expedition. He made the First Map of the Country which is now North Dakota, and Achieved many Noteworthy Discoveries in the Northwest.

It is a monument to a young lad from England, who went out at the age of 14 as an apprentice to the Hudson Bay Company. To a degree difficult for us to realize today, this lad roughed it in the fur trade, learning all he could about it while he was studying surveying. The greater part of his knowledge of surveying and the use of astronomical instruments he gained from an unambitious cartographer sent out by the Company. Unappreciated by the Hudson Bay Company, which, in this instance, seems not to have known when it had a valuable and highly talented man, Thompson quit and joined the great northwest in 1797. It was in that year the 49th parallel had been definitely agreed on as the boundary between Canada and the United States, and David Thompson at once went out to locate it. His exploits now stand commemorated in enduring stone,—another chapter in the history of the northwest.
THE HOME OF THE GREEK REVIVALIST
ITHIEL TOWN AT NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT

BY
THOMAS E. O’DONNELL

The home that an architect designs and builds for himself generally commands more than usual attention. Because of the qualities and training an architect possesses,—or is supposed to possess,—we expect to see displayed in the design of his own home the real personal ideals of the man couched in the terms which he considers the proper expression of a man of taste. The architect who has made real progress has, as a rule, arrived at the place where he has a definite architectural philosophy, and he puts something of his own personality into his work. This personal vein may be apparent through the fact that he works in some purely personal style, or in some historic style through the variations and adaptations in which he finds it easiest to express himself. To the architect this becomes a real and serious matter, but to those about him this personal style is likely to appear as his hobby. It depends upon point of view.

It is now generally supposed that during the Greek Revival period in America,—that period between 1800 and 1850 when the popular architectural style was a revival of Greek forms carried out to the letter according to exact proportions and measurements,—all Greek Revival architects and builders were cold copyists and that they had but one ultimate ideal,—the Greek temple,—which it was their aim to adapt to all purposes. From this it has often been inferred that the supreme delight of a Greek Revivalist would be to live in a replica of a Greek temple of superb proportions and beauty, regardless of its utility as a private house. But we are not sure that such was the case. Little or nothing is known of the houses in which the Greek Revivalists, Latrobe, Strickland, Mills, Davis, Thompson, or Rogers, lived. However,
we are fortunate in having an old print, published in 1839, of the house which Ithiel Town built for his own home, in New Haven, a cut of which accompanies this article. This seems to clearly indicate that this Revivalist, at least, was not content to live in an adapted temple type but that instead built his house in the refined spirit of Greek work and not in a copied Greek form, and also that he was able to write into a stiff, formal style something of the domestic quality that is expected in a place of residence.

Ithiel Town began his architectural career, it seems, in the Connecticut Valley; at least it is recorded that he moved, in 1810, from Hartford to New Haven and was the first architect to reside there. Whatever his training or ability, it was evidently sufficient to justify the people of his community in employing him as an architect for a number of prominent houses and churches there. Later he was the architect for the old state house, built about 1829, in Hartford, which is of a Greek temple type. In this same year we find his name appearing as one of the members of the firm, "Davis, Town & Thompson," with offices in the then new Merchants' Exchange building in New York. Whatever his connection with this very early and very prominent firm of architects, it seems that he still carried on work under his own name, for he alone is credited as being the architect for the old Indiana state house, at Indianapolis, which was under construction in 1834. During this same period, 1833 and 1834, he was also the architect of the North Carolina state house.

It seems evident that Town's practice carried him into widely separated fields, but his exact relationship to the New York firm and his place of residence are not so clear. Although he maintained some connection in New York with either Davis or Thompson, or both, from 1829 to 1844, it seems that he must have retained New Haven as his home, for as late as 1844 the New York Business Directory shows him to be associated with A. J. Davis with offices at "93 Merchants' Exchange," while we now know that he had built his Greek Revival home in New Haven in 1839, and that it is also recorded that he died in New Haven in 1844. From the few facts obtainable, it is evident that Ithiel Town's practice greatly resembled the modern architect's in the far separated location of work. Town must have been an architect of unusual ability to have been known from New Haven to Indianapolis. The primitive and slow methods of communication undoubtedly made the practice of architecture in those early times even more difficult and more trying than it is today.
THE measure of value in the architecture of small shops and stores is attractiveness. By this it is judged by the public, and attractiveness is interpreted in terms of dollars and cents by merchants. The latter, above all, are most directly concerned with the attribute of attractiveness which the architects can give to the premises; they must be able to attract people to their stores. Although the retailer may not be conscious of it, he probably carries in his mind an obsolete definition of the verb “attract,” which Webster gives first, as “to draw or drawn in, as by suction.” That does express his wish. He surely would use the word in the sense “to draw by influence of a moral or emotional kind; to engage or fix, as the mind, attention and so forth; to invite, to lure, as to attract admirers.” Without such attractiveness his business cannot hope to prosper. There is ample evidence to support this, and such evidence may be seen on all our city streets from Maine to California and from Florida to Oregon. Certainly the illustrations reproduced here-with will bear this out.

Attractiveness in retail stores is not confined to any time or place or to any period or style. There has been a recent renaissance of good design in buildings of this character throughout the United States. One of the chief features, perhaps, in this development has been the successful effort to design buildings which are appropriate to the purposes of the stores and which, in some way, reflect the character of the merchandise for sale therein. All styles and all periods of architecture have contributed their share to the inspiration of the architects of the present. We find the greatest latitude in the use of precedent, as architects are not fettered with tradition but use it freely and with imagination to pro-
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PERFUME SHOP IN THE MODERN FRENCH STYLE, FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK
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duce the desired result,—attractiveness. In order to attract, it is felt that a shop must be different from its neighbors; it must be easily distinguishable from the others around it. This accounts for the great diversity in style and material to be found in the shop fronts on every street. Fifth Avenue is lined with shops, each differing from the others, each striving to appeal to those who pass and to attract them not only to their windows but inside. Every town or city has its Fifth Avenue, be it called Michigan Boulevard or Main Street, where small shops vie with one another to lure the prospective purchaser.

The attractiveness of the exterior is carried consistently throughout the interior in the modern shop. The "false front" is no longer enough to attract and hold the buying public. The appointments of the interior must continue to enhance the attractive impression given by the shop's exterior. That architects have been able to accomplish results which not only satisfy their own aesthetic taste but which contribute a determining factor in successful merchandising, is evinced by the ever-growing number of architecturally designed shops and stores. The appeal to the aesthetic is being recognized more and more wherever merchandise is bought and sold. More articles are being sold on their design appeal than ever before, and it is important that they be given their proper setting. The show window should be designed primarily to be the proper setting for the articles for sale within. The best of window dressers cannot succeed in displaying his wares without the proper architectural enframement, which the architect alone can give. Another element in the attractiveness of the small store is the appropriateness of the design to the character of the business, and we find this element is seldom, if ever, lost sight of by the architect. There are several good examples of this among the illustrations chosen. Certain classes of shops demand a more or less formal style of architecture; others demand a more intimate setting and surroundings. We have chosen examples of both kinds from many places. They show shops designed for the sale of many different articles, from cosmetics to clothing, from rugs to music.

The first example is of a building which by its refinement of detail and carefully selected materials bespeaks the character of the shops which it houses. It is essentially a building for shops that might be termed by the trade "high class specialty shops." If such a shop had merely one great glass front, it would have far less character and be far less effective in attracting patrons. The chaste and dignified arches make enframements for the display of show windows that add immeasurably to the interest of the articles exhibited. The architecture is formal and dignified without being cold. This is largely due to excellence in proportions and to careful consideration given to the profiles and the mouldings. The slight
STREET FRONT OF MRS. FRANKLIN'S SHOP
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Mercantile and apartment building, Winnetka, Ill.
Hamilton, Fellows & Wilkinson, Architects

Plan of a shop in the center of the block.
projection of the keystone, which gives just enough relieving shadow, is especially noteworthy.

Many small shops have invaded residence streets and have called for alterations in older buildings. An interesting example of a successful alteration is shown in the illustration of the shop of Edouard Jonas, of Paris. The material chosen for the shop front is the same as that of the rest of the building, and the shop window has been placed in the center of the facade, recalling the large windows in the older portion of the building above. The railing above the cornice breaks what might be too sharp a line of demarkation, and forms a pleasing transition from the new to the old. The use of two symmetrical doorways might be criticized as confusing to a possible purchaser, since one door probably leads to the store and the other to the floors above.

An excellent example of the appropriateness of architectural treatment and ornamentation to the character of the store is shown in the imaginative little building for Tupper & Reed, of California. The trumpeter on the chimney seems to announce that music is the commodity on sale. A harp adorns the chimney farther down, and one almost expects birds to be singing in the little dovecote at the point of the roof. The plaque from Della Robbia’s “Singing Boys” heightens this musical character. It will be noted in one of the smaller details illustrated, that even the name of the little restaurant, “The Piper,” has been chosen to harmonize with the setting. In striking contrast are the unattractive stores at either side. Although this may seem to be carrying appropriateness to the nth degree, one must acknowledge the gain in attractiveness.

There are other examples of the more intimate types of small shops,—one a restaurant, “The Cloisters”; another a smart clothing shop in Philadelphia. In both of these shops the design is based on English precedent, and the results are achieved by the simplest means. Both use comparatively small panes of glass in the windows, divided by muntins that give scale to what otherwise might be an “aching void.” Too often large sheets of plain, clear glass give such an effect. One can easily visualize the entire lack of character and the irreparable loss in attractiveness that would result if the present windows were replaced with single large sheets of glass. All distinction and all “scale” would be lost. The same would be true in the case of the shop of Henry V. Weil. In the latter, of course, the muntins are a practical as well as an aesthetic consideration, because a single curved sheet of glass would probably have had to be made to order at considerable expense, and would be difficult to replace.

The difficulties just mentioned are not deterrents where the use of curved glass is absolutely necessary in obtaining the desired effect. Modernist designers will make their materials fit their needs. One of the most recent examples is the Ward shop on Fifth Avenue, New York. Here glass is used in a multi-
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tude of interesting forms. The central case is cylindric, so that one may view the display from all sides. The semi-circular dome above is of gold and silver mosaic glass, and there is a brilliant background of silvered glass mosaic that makes a myriad-faced mirror of all the surfaces behind the central horizontal band of the design. Even the "drapes" suspended from this band are strips of glass of an interesting texture. The medallions are of cut sheet bronze and show a shoe-fitting scene. The interior is supplied with individual chairs designed along modern lines, and the sweep of the chair arms is in keeping with the roundness of the exterior design. On the walls of the customers' portion of the shop are some most interesting bizarre decorations in flat tones, very modern and exceedingly clever. Certainly such decorations are more attractive than the usual tiers of monotonous shoe boxes.

The shop of Delettrez is an admirable example of modern French design. It is characteristic of the distinctive shops found along the Rue de la Paix. Dark veined marble is one of the favored materials for such shops, embellished with bronze, silver and gilt bas-reliefs. The restrained richness and the refinement of these designs are intended to suggest superior wares and undoubtedly are assets of no mean value to the shopkeepers. The small scale of the show windows adds to the effectiveness of the display of the exotic little jars and bottles.

The interior of the shop which is known as "Whittall's Salon" is admirably designed to set forth the beauty of the rugs. The rugs demand accessories such as furniture and lamps to give an idea of their proper setting, approximating their proper use in the home. They have been admirably chosen. The textured walls make a fitting background for the soft richness of the rugs hung against them, and the tile floors are in pleasing contrast with the fabrics that cover them. Here again we find the architecture in scale with the product for sale. The larger rooms provide the proper settings for the rugs of ample sizes, and a most pleasing paneled alcove shows the use of the smaller rugs to advantage.

Very often an architect is called upon to design a building containing a row of stores that will be rented. Naturally in this case his problem is to design the shop fronts so that they will be attractive yet adaptable to the display of various kinds of merchandise. A successful solution of this problem is shown in the illustrations of the group at Winnetka.
THE unusual interest shown in the series of measured details from some of the lesser known French city houses by C. Hamilton Preston prompted The Architectural Forum to commission Albert A. Chadwick to procure and prepare for it a similar series of measured details from the French chateaux. Although the beautiful examples of Francis I and Henry IV architecture in Touraine have been constantly photographed and frequently described, there seems to be no English publication presenting illustrations and measured details of some of the more important examples of these interesting and fascinating examples of French architecture. It is hoped that architects in this country will find this series of chateau details not only of interest and inspiration but also of service for adaptation in their free expression of modern architecture, which use is splendidly illustrated in the ornamentation of the New York Life Insurance Building, by Cass Gilbert.

Because architectural design all over the world is undergoing a great change and because a new and freer expression, more individual and more original than has been known in several centuries, characterizes modern work in all the arts, there is no reason why precedent should be completely abandoned. By far the best and most conservative and satisfying examples of modern architectural design in Europe today are those in which architectural precedent is at least suggested, if not actually and accurately followed, in the architectural forms and details. Such buildings as the Town Hall and the Concert Auditorium at Stockholm are excellent examples of this new and freer use of the architectural styles of the past. In the Town Hall there is distinct evidence of the influence of Byzantine and Romanesque architecture. In the Concert Auditorium a new and original use of Greek architectural forms is evidenced.

In the best of recent architectural design in this country a suggestion of one or another of the periods of the past is seen at least in the architectural ornamentation. Greek, Assyrian, Phoenician and Egyptian ornament and devices are used in new arrangements and fresh forms.

To the appreciative and conscientious student of architectural history the fact is undeniable that each new period of architectural development is a natural outgrowth from the period preceding. In character each period may be quite different from its predecessor, but certain characteristics follow through, though they may appear in a somewhat changed form.
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This chimney was built in the period of Francis I. (probably about 1525) It was designed by the Architect who designed the Chateau of Cherencoaux. The statue is Anne of Brittany ....
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A COMPLETE DECORATING SERVICE
FOR ARCHITECTS

This establishment is organized to cooperate with the architect in completing interiors with appointments of the highest character.

This comprehensive service embraces every decorative detail—from the floors, treatment of wall surfaces and windows, lighting fixtures and wrought metalwork, to the furniture, lamps and other mobiliary objects essential to an ensemble worthy of its architectural background.

Supplementing the extensive collection of antiques on view here, pieces designed for special requirements are fabricated from ancient woods and other harmonizing materials by highly skilled artisans.

Architects are invited to utilize the exhibits in our Galleries, as well as the services of our decorating staff and workshops. If a call in person or by our representative is inconvenient, correspondence is invited.

New York Galleries, Inc., Decorators

New York Galleries
INCORPORATED
Madison Avenue, 48th and 49th Streets
CABINETMAKERS DECORATORS ANTIQUARIANS
ARCHITECTURAL REMODELING

© 1928, N.Y.C.
In our galleries the architect and decorator may view a very choice collection of 18th century French, English and Italian furniture. These pieces include many antiques of exceptional merit as well as faithful reproductions which have been manufactured with a particular consideration for the rigors of the American climate.

Cassard Romano Company, Inc
formerly Mercier Freres
232-236 East 59th Street, New York City

Chicago
155 E. Superior St.

Paris
Cassard et Cie.
61 Av. Phillipe Auguste

Los Angeles
7216 Beverly Blvd.
Because of the purity of their design, the ceilings in the old Sir Paul Pindar house, situated in Bishopsgate, London, have always been admired by students of English plaster. This was the house whose front facade, or part of it, is now in the Victoria and Albert Museum, as a notable example of Early Tudor wood-carving.

This ceiling, in the dining hall of the old house, is delightful, and the modeling unusual because of its softness and charm. The conventional detail and treatment of the birds, as a modeler sees them, is especially happy.

Infinite care has been exercised to make sure that the designs in the Jacobson catalogues are authentic in the accuracy of their reproduction. A supplementary catalogue, "A Second Book of Old English Designs," will shortly be ready for distribution to recognized architects and decorators. Please write to make sure that you receive your copy.

Jacobson & Company
239-241 East 44th Street • New York
Los Angeles—119 South Alvarado Street
Montreal—The Raines Co. of Canada, 1008 Anderson Street
MATTHEWS BROTHERS FINE WOODWORK

The exceptional is the rule with Matthews Brothers Fine Woodwork. True quality of materials and masterly craftsmanship born of the old school characterize Matthews production. Full accord with modern architectural conception and requirements is likewise importantly a Matthews distinction.

Picturing An Elevator Cab—Stevens Hotel, Chicago
Holabird & Roche, Architects

MATTHEWS BROTHERS MANUFACTURING CO., INC., MILWAUKEE

New York Office, 101 Park Avenue
Chicago Office, 220 North Michigan Avenue
The Quiet Charm of Old England

The Sedgefield Inn at Greensboro, N. C. impresses their guests with the dignity of old English hospitality.

No small part of this atmosphere is gained with Kittinger period designs, in solid woods, reproducing historical English furniture.

When planning new decorations or refurnishing, give a thought to the new beauty you can achieve with Kittinger Distinctive Furniture. These handsome suites and occasional pieces for lounge, living rooms, dining rooms, bedrooms, and important executive offices are furnished only in solid woods... principally American Walnut, Honduras Mahogany and Oak.

Superb craftsmanship and authentic design have created furniture to be compared with the finest pieces by the old masters. And there is real saving in the use of Kittinger pieces produced in volume under efficient production methods at prices remarkably lower than is usually possible for such craftsmanship.

Our Service Staff will be glad to furnish artistic layouts with photographs and samples of upholstery. Kittinger Company, 1921 Elmwood Avenue, Buffalo, N. Y.

Let us send you a copy of our latest booklet, "Distinctive Furniture for Club and Hotel Interiors."
WALNUT—
and the modern decorative tendencies

TENTATIVE at first, watched from this side of the water with a somewhat dubious eye, talked about endlessly, the modern movement in interior decorative treatment is now making rapid strides in America.

And once again, American Walnut comes to the assistance of architects and decorators—proving again its versatility, its adaptability to the most diverse needs.

There are many variations of walnut veneers which in their figures strongly suggest the modern tendency toward simplification of pattern and reliance upon the decorative qualities of purely abstract design.

And, of course, walnut's color, its satiny sheen, its resistance to wear and freedom from warping make it particularly valuable for use on the broad, plane surfaces which characterize so much of the modern design.

We shall be glad to put you in touch with sources of direct information as to supplies and varieties of walnut lumber and veneer best adapted to the needs of modern design.

AMERICAN WALNUT MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION
Room 1612, 616 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois
Please send me "The Story of American Walnut" and "Walnut for Paneling and Interior Trim."

Name.................................................................
Address............................................................

AMERICAN WALNUT
Faithfully Expressing Your Ideals

Through an inborn feeling for beauty, cultivated by study and practical experience, DeLong Craftsmen are eminently qualified to faithfully interpret and execute your ideals in church interiors.

Authoritative knowledge of the exacting points of difference in interior appointments of the various denominations has also proved of value to architects whom DeLong has served.

For information address Department F.

DELONG FURNITURE CO.
Allentown, Pa.
Topton, Pa.

FURNITURE BY DE LONG
FOR CHURCHES • LODGE BUILDINGS • PUBLIC BUILDINGS
Enlargement of detail from illustration on opposite page

American Seating Company
"THE HIGHEST PROBLEM OF ART IS, BY MEANS OF APPEARANCE, TO PRODUCE THE ILLUSION OF A LOFTIER REALITY"
— Goethe

Interpretation of the architect's idea and ideal is but part of the service of "American" craftsmen in wood. Knowledge and sympathy for religious subjects adds inspiration to experience—gives birth to an artistry that many find akin to genius. For more than fifty years "American" craftsmen have translated the architect's vision to loftier reality.

American Seating Company

1004 Lytton Bldg., Chicago
620—119 W. 40th St., New York City • 1215 T Chestnut St., Philadelphia
79 Canal St., Boston
This Wealth of Decorative Material
—Architecturally Correct in Detail

America owes a great debt to its architects. It is they who have entirely revolutionized the public taste in buildings.

And today it is the architects who have revived a great public interest in plaster decoration. Of course plaster has always been used in public buildings and the more imposing residences. Now the vogue of plaster ornament is swinging to the smaller homes—houses and apartments of seven, eight and nine rooms.

For the effects that plaster makes possible are really amazing. Often just a touch here and there—a plaque over a fireplace, perhaps a whole ceiling or two in period design, sometimes just an attractive molding or cornice. In many cases such simple details are enough to lift a whole house out of the commonplace and give it a definite character and charm.

Today the six firms listed below, in the interest of a wider appreciation of plaster ornament, are acquainting the most discriminating section of the public with the real possibilities of this art-material. Pre-eminent in the field stand these six firms, through whose catalogues correct plaster ornament is quickly available at moderate cost in all parts of the country.

Models for thousands of designs, ranging in period from Classic to Modern, are always on hand—a wealth of decorative material from which to choose. Each of the firms, too, employs draftsmen trained in the use of ornamental plaster, and always ready to cooperate in developing new designs and adaptations, and indicate costs.

Architects and Decorators are invited to write to each of the six firms listed below for their individual catalogues.

PLASTER ORNAMENT for PERIOD DESIGN

Cleveland—The Fischer & Jirouch Co.
4831 Superior Avenue

Detroit—Detroit Decorative Supply Company
404-10th Ave.

New York—Jacobson & Company
597-791 East 44th Street

Philadelphia—Voigt Company
1749-51 N. Twelfth Street

Chicago—Architectural Decorating Company
1600-16 North Jefferson Street

Chicago—The Decorators Supply Co.
Archer Avenue and Lao Street

Edwin H. Clark, Inc., Architects
To understand the task and to create with understanding is the policy responsible for the architect's complete satisfaction.

GEO. W. SMITH WOODWORKING CO.

51st and GRAY'S AVENUE
Architectural Woodwork
PHILADELPHIA, PENNA.
Kraftile monolithic method of manufacture gives Kraftile decorative and solid color faience tile, unequalled durability.

Ordinary tile is a veneered product, the glaze being applied after the body has been burned.

Kraftile, by an exclusive process, fuses the glaze and body inseparably by burning them both at the same time.

Kraftile is proof against cracking, crazing, acid, fading and frost. It is suitable for floors as well as walls since tests have demonstrated the remarkable wear-resistance of its glaze.

Dictate a note to your secretary today requesting the Kraftile catalog.
How the NATIONAL TREASURY uses ART METAL

Architect specifies complete banking room installation to replace 60-year-old equipment in historic cash room

In the room where President Grant's Inaugural Ball was held—where ten million dollars passes over the counter daily—the equipment is Art Metal.

Here, in this historic room, the original, 60-year-old equipment had to be replaced. Art Metal was specified by the Supervising Architect of the National Treasury.

Art Metal from front to back

For Art Metal could satisfy the requirements in every detail. The striking bronze door transom (picted above)—the bronze door and door detail (below)—are but part of the contract. Inside the room itself are Art Metal counter screens, cagework, and complete system of light and call bells.

Besides, Art Metal dismantled the old equipment before installing the new. This indicates the diversity of Art Metal service and facilities. From blue prints to finished job, Art Metal executes your conception with consummate artistry. An experienced representative is ready to consult with you on any installation you have in mind—partial or complete. This entails no obligation. Please write. Art Metal Construction Co., Jamestown, N. Y.

Art Metal
JAMESTOWN - NEW YORK

BRONZE AND STEEL INTERIOR EQUIPMENT FOR BANKS, LIBRARIES AND PUBLIC BUILDINGS • HOLLOW METAL DOORS AND TRIMS
Architects Are Specifying
“Mantels in Cretan Stone”

“CRETAN STONE,” a synthetic product, was introduced by this House. It is an exclusive creation of our laboratories. Today a large number of Architects specify “Mantels in Cretan Stone;” and the number is constantly increasing. The reason is obvious to anyone who takes into mind what Cretan Stone Mantels offer. The stone itself is of an unusually hard and durable composition, allowing for chiseling and tooling of the finest character. At the same time, Cretan Stone is very light in weight. This latter feature makes for economy and convenience in shipping and installing. The finished Mantel represents workmanship you would expect from a house in the Mantel business for over a century. An extensive variety of period and modern designs are available. Have you one of our booklets illustrating them?

CRETAN STONE Mantels

This House is dominant in the field of Antique and Modern Mantels – Fireplace Accessories – Stone and Marble Garden Furniture of a distinguished character.

Wm. H. Jackson Company
ESTABLISHED IN THE YEAR 1827
2 WEST 47TH STREET 318 N. MICHIGAN AVE.
NEW YORK CHICAGO
THE OLDEST HOUSE OF ITS KIND IN AMERICA
Completes the Four Hour Line!

VALENTINE'S
ARCHITECTURAL
FOUR HOUR ENAMEL

ARCHITECTS and paint contractors, everywhere, hailed Valentine's Four Hour Interior Varnish and Four Hour Floor Varnishes as one of the greatest boons to speed construction. The success that these remarkable varnishes won on sheer merit, caused architects and paint contractors to demand a quick-drying Enamel that would possess the same fine qualities.

Our answer to this demand is Valentine's Four Hour Enamel. It flows freely, brushes easily, covers exceptionally well and actually dries hard in four hours or less. Valentine's Four Hour Enamel may be obtained in White—Satin Gloss or Flat; Ivory—Satin Gloss or Flat; and Gray—Satin Gloss or Flat.

Four Hour Enamel eliminates drying hours which formerly represented wasted time and so permits earlier occupation by owner or tenant.

VALENTINE & COMPANY
386 Fourth Avenue
New York
RISING impressively from the Hudson River at 168th Street, New York, is this massive and distinguished group of buildings. The architect was James Gamble Rogers Esq; the general contractor was Marc Eidlitz & Son, Inc.

This group of buildings, including the Presbyterian Hospital, the College of Physicians and Surgeons, the Harkness Private Patient Pavilion, and the Babies' Hospital (shown at the right) when finished will cost $16,000,000; and the painting contract is said to be the largest that has ever been let.

In so notable a structure as this, the finishes of the wood and metal are, of course, the finest and most durable that can be obtained and, very naturally, W. P. Nelson Company, the painting contractors, used Murphy Finishes.

For over 60 years Murphy has been the standard for appropriate, fine and durable finishes.

Medical Center, New York
(The largest painting contract ever let)

Murphy Varnish Company
Newark Chicago San Francisco Montreal
Beauty that Makes the Floor Part of the Picture

The distinctive beauty and the wide choice of patterns which make Sealex Linoleums appropriate for even the finest rooms are by no means the only reasons for choosing them.

Equally important is their moderate cost and the stain-resisting quality imparted by the exclusive Sealex Process which preserves their fresh, new appearance and minimizes care and upkeep expense. (See next page.)
Rich marbled effects ~ in a wide variety of colorings

Mellowness of coloring . . . subtle richness of veining . . . delicate shadings of tone that arrest and hold the eye. The true beauty of the most precious marbles has been achieved in these decorative Karnean Inlaids, only three of which are shown here. There are many other equally attractive Sealex Linoleums—smart designs for every type of interior.

Sealex Linoleums should not be confused with ordinary linoleums. The exclusive Sealex Process used in their manufacture penetrates and seals the tiny, dirt-absorbing pores of the material. As a result dust and dirt will not grind into the surface and dim the colors. Spilled things can be easily wiped away without leaving a trace of stain.

This Sealex Process also gives increased durability ... extra depth and richness to color and pattern ... and a resiliency that assures the maximum of luxurious comfort underfoot.

Complete data and samples of the goods will be sent on request.

CONGOLEUM-NAIRN INC., General Office: KEARNY, N. J.
New York Philadelphia Chicago Boston Pittsburgh San Francisco
Minneapolis Kansas City Dallas New Orleans Atlanta Rio de Janeiro

Soil-proof - Spot-proof - Easily cleaned
SEALEX LINOLEUMS
In these two splendid new buildings • Barreled Sunlight

In the interior of this handsome new office building, Barreled Sunlight insures cheerful light, spotless cleanliness and freedom from frequent repainting.

CHICAGO MEMORIAL HOSPITAL, CHICAGO
The interior of this new, modern hospital was painted throughout with Barreled Sunlight. No other paint or enamel was used! All corridors and service rooms were finished in tints—toilets and baths in white. Dirt-resisting and washable as tile, Barreled Sunlight assures the utmost in sanitary cleanliness.

An increasing number of experienced architects now solve many problems of interior painting by specifying Barreled Sunlight throughout.

In thousands of the most modern buildings Barreled Sunlight is replacing both paint and enamel for the finest interior work.

Barreled Sunlight is easily tinted and comes in three finishes: Gloss, Semi-Gloss, Flat—making it wonderfully adaptable for all interior purposes.


In cans and drums—in Gloss, Semi-Gloss and Flat. Five gallons or over tinted to order without extra charge.
The large and varied collection of Special Designs available in Ferrocraft Cast Grilles is a real aid to Architects and Decorators. For it contains designs adaptable to the Periods and motifs most frequently demanded. All of them are obtainable in cast iron, brass or bronze Ferrocraft without the inconvenience of having special patterns made. Send for catalog of The Ferrocraft Line.

Tuttle & Bailey Mfg Co.

Makers of Registers and Grilles for 82 years

441 Lexington Ave. New York City

This plastic paint gives low-relief effects... restrained and dignified yet distinctive. It is relatively low in cost. Easy to mix, on the job, from materials that painters use regularly—Dutch Boy white-lead, whiting, flattening oil and drier. Easy to apply... brushed on. Sets up overnight. Can be tinted with colors-in-oil. Finish is thoroughly washable. When textured, paint is complete as a finish though it may be glazed if desired. No size coat necessary before glazing. Ask our nearest branch for more information.

Dutch Boy White-Lead

NOW...

White-Lead and Oil Plastic Paint
Preserving beauty as well as national ideals
with the aid of a brush and

Vitralite
The Long-Life Enamel

In and around Richmond, Va., occurred
many of the most stirring and memorable
events in the political life of the nation.
Throughout the city are points of unusual
interest for the student of history. The state
capitol building is a fine example of Southern
Colonial architecture and is situated in the center
of the city. It was designed by Thomas Jefferson,
in 1787, new wings being added in 1902.

It is fitting, therefore, that in the recent re-decora­tion of the interior of this notable
structure that Vitralite, the Long-Life
Enamel, was selected for the wood trim. Vit­
ralite, in White Gloss, Eggshell or tints, is to
be found in stately buildings throughout the
nation because of its outstanding beauty and
charm. It is likewise used in modest homes
because of its extreme durability, unusual spread­
ing capacity and resulting economy.

The P&L Architectural Service Department
will co-operate with you on any finishing problem.

Write Pratt & Lambert-Inc., 122 Tonawanda
St., Buffalo, N.Y. Canadian address: 34
Courtwright St., Bridgeburg, Ontario.

PRATT & LAMBERT VARNISH PRODUCTS

"61" Floor Varnish
The transparent floor finish in clear and
colors, which stands the "hammer test."
You may dent the wood but the varnish
won't crack. For nearly forty years it has
withstood the utmost in foot traffic on
floors. The world walks on "61" Floor Varnish.
Individual Design at reasonable price

In the Roddis Custom Built Door you may have any design you want in any finish, at a price that incurs no premium for this made-to-measure service. Quick delivery, too, is a significant factor in this service.

Let a Roddis representative show you samples and quote on your requirements.

RODDIS LUMBER AND VENEER COMPANY
120 Fourth Street, Marshfield, Wisconsin
Branches in all Principal Cities

RODDIS DOORS
Made by the
WORLD'S LARGEST PRODUCER OF FLUSH DOORS

Not “lumber” not even “pine”
—but Pondosa Pine

Lumber, one of the most essential of all building materials, has always been the forlorn orphan of industry. A material on whose wise selection so much depends has gone to market, and into construction, uncertified and without identity.

That condition, however, has been changed. A machine recently perfected and installed in Pondosa mills will now stamp the pine tree trade-mark on the end grain of Pondosa Pine. The architect, builder or home owner can now order Pondosa Pine with the same certainty that he orders hardware, electric fixtures, plumbing or heating appliances carrying the certification of the maker’s name.

Pondosa Pine is no longer an orphan. The pine tree species-mark carries with it the assurance that the Western Pine Manufacturers Association stands back of every piece of Pondosa Pine, certifying to its excellence for any soft wood requirement. Buy by the mark. Western Pine Manufacturers Association of Portland, Oregon.

Pondosa Pine
The Pick o’ the Pines

There’s a promise in the policy of always being FIRST

Half a century ago, the first window sash ever successfully marketed with the glass in place, left the Curtis plants. Ten years ago, the priceless quality of architectural beauty was added to the excellence of Curtis materials and workmanship. For the first time in the history of the woodworking industry, leading members of the architectural profession were employed to design woodwork for the moderate-priced house.

Are not these important steps in the progress toward the house of good design, fraught with opportunities for every architect doing residential work? Do they not promise a plus value in every home built with Curtis Woodwork?

Forward-looking architects are making use of Curtis Woodwork with great profit to themselves. May we tell you how?

THE CURTIS COMPANIES SERVICE BUREAU
841 CURTIS BUILDING
CLINTON, IOWA
To help your client

Select the Color

The completed home stands as testimony to your ability—it adds or detracts from your reputation. From an architectural viewpoint it is an achievement. On the matter of color selection much depends. Either the general favorable impression will be enhanced or it will be marred.

The Pee Gee Color Selector precludes the possibility of poor judgment being exercised by your clients in the selection of colors.

Fifteen groups of colors each comprising a complete harmony are presented by simply turning the dial. The selection of colors is made quickly. The highest priced interior decorator could do no more.

Good paint is as essential as good colors. Since 1867—the Pee Gee trade mark on a can of paint has symbolized the finest quality—there is none better.

Peaslee Gaulbert Company, Incorporated
Louisville
Unrivaled in Beauty

KAWNEER windows of nickel-silver fully express the architect’s ideal of beauty. In them is embodied every worth while feature demanded of windows for homes and buildings of the better class. Rust, draft and rattle proof—as permanent as the building itself. Fully described in our new catalog M, copy of which has been mailed to you. If not in your files, write for another.

THE KAWNEER COMPANY
2820 Front St., NILES, MICH.
SEND CATALOG M TO

In leading American cities, Duraflex-A flooring material has met with the approval of those who build for permanent comfort, beauty and economy. It’s restful, resilient surface resists the effects of pounding footsteps and deadens all sound. It is easy to keep clean and dustless because it is seamless and uniformly smooth. Acids, alkalis, fire or water will not mar its enduring beauty. For complete data, write:

THE DURAFLEX COMPANY, Inc.
BALTIMORE - MARYLAND
OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES
DURAFLEX-A FLOORING

Hess Cabinets and Mirrors
Snow-White Steel

COLONIAL
Another De Luxe Style
Beautiful — Distinctive.
The mirror entirely conceals the cabinet.
Suitable for the finest bath room.
Made in six sizes. We make five other popular styles.
See Sweet’s Index; or write for illustrated booklet.
HESS WARMING & VENTILATING CO.
Makers of Hess Welded Steel Furnaces
1216 S. Western Avenue, Chicago.
When Captain John Hewlett 2nd, of Woodbury, L. I., chose the Dutch tile fireplace illustrated above to grace the living room of his XVIII Century home, he placed considerable responsibility upon his architect to devise suitable surroundings in which to frame it.

How admirably that responsibility was accepted is demonstrated in the illustration of the room which has been chosen for exhibit in the American Wing of the Metropolitan Museum.

How simple and classic the design of the wall which encloses the exquisite tiling!—that delightful touch of the unsupported pilasters separating the bolection moulding above the fireplace and the "beaufatt" with crudely carved shell, so characteristic of the mid-XVIII Century period.

The architects of the day were the skilled craftsmen. Only such could have conceived this room, for only in wood could a design of such simple and appealing beauty have been expressed.

Wood, the friendly, "living" construction material yields itself best to the full expression of the architect's genius.

It will always be plentiful—the right kind of the right quality upon order.

American Standard Lumber From America's Best Mills
These photographs of the United Artists' Theater, Los Angeles, show how well BEST BROS. Keene's Cement meets the requirements of unique decorative schemes.

No matter how intricate the ornamentation, BEST BROS. Keene's Cement carries out the architect's plans to the finest detail. The United Artists' Theater, Los Angeles, furnishes a striking example of its supple versatility. Here the ashlar surfaces are recognized as among the finest specimens of artificial travertine. Three grades of BEST BROS. Keene's Cement were used in this artistic work.

Write for descriptive literature containing full details of this plaster's versatile utility.

BEST BROS. KEENE'S CEMENT CO.
1050 West Second Ave., Medicine Lodge, Kans.
Sales Offices in:
New York, Chicago, San Francisco, St. Louis, Detroit, Atlanta

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN Part One
Another Weyerhaeuser achievement—Wasteless Lumber!
trimmed square at both ends—packaged—ready to use...

A Definite Standard of Lumber Quality for Architects

WEYERHAEUSER 4-Square Lumber now gives to Architects definite standards by which to specify lumber and prevent substitution. This means, first, that 4-Square Lumber is thoroughly seasoned and milled to precise standards of size and dressing. Second, every piece is cut to exact length and perfectly squared at both ends, ready to use as it comes to the job. Labor is saved and better workmanship assured. Third, 4-Square Lumber is packaged. It is delivered in good condition because faces and ends are protected. Fourth, and equally important, the species and grade are printed on the label to insure the use of the lumber you specified. 4-Square Lumber can now be supplied in a wide variety of sizes, species and grades, by reliable lumber dealers everywhere.

WEYERHAEUSER FOREST PRODUCTS • SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA
General Sales Office: WEYERHAEUSER SALES COMPANY, Spokane, Washington
District Sales Offices:
MINNEAPOLIS • KANSAS CITY • CHICAGO • TOLEDO • PITTSBURGH
PHILADELPHIA • NEW YORK
THE ROCHESTER CLINIC
Rochester, Minnesota
Architects—Ellerbe & Company
St. Paul, Minn.
Contractors
G. Schwartz Construction Company
Rochester, Minn.
The Rochester Clinic reaffirms this truth about Carney Cement!

We have repeatedly stated that once an architect specifies Carney Cement mortar on a project, he becomes a chronic user - because he secures a bonded wall of superlative quality - and at a cost far lower than ever experienced.

Ellerbe & Company again prove the point. Several years ago, Carney Cement was first used on one of their projects. They have used Carney consistently since - the most recent example being the Rochester Clinic.

THE CARNEY COMPANY
Cement Makers Since 1883

CLEVELAND
Leader Building

CHICAGO
Builders Building

DISTRICT SALES OFFICES

DETROIT
Book Tower

ST. LOUIS
Lauderman Building

MINNEAPOLIS
Builders Exchange

CARNEY CEMENT
for Brick and Tile Mortar

Specifications
1 part Carney Cement to 3 or 4 parts sand depending upon quality of sand.
The sign strikes the keynote!

WHAT is the first thing a man generally notices about a building as he walks down the street? Its sign!

What is it he remembers a building by? What leaves the most vivid impression of the building in his mind? Generally, its sign!

How important, then, that the sign strike the keynote of the building; that it produce a harmonious, pleasing effect!

Flexlume signs do this. Let our Department of Architectural Design work with you in the creation of effective and artistic electrical displays, whether for incorporation in the plans of a new building, or for adaptation to an older one.

FLEXLUME CORPORATION
1436 Military Road  Buffalo, N. Y.

FLEXLUME ELECTRIC DISPLAYS

Planned Lighting with HOLOPHANE

The best way to insure the greatest utility of artificial lighting for your clients, is to design a system for specific application to their requirements.

Holophane engineers will consult with you and give you the benefit of their long experience in every field of lighting without charge or obligation to you or your clients.

Holophane engineering specifications recommend the use of Holophane lighting specifics, i.e., lighting units designed for specific application.

This service is called Holophane planned lighting. For further particulars write to

HOLOPHANE CO., Inc.
342 Madison Ave., New York

New York  San Francisco  Chicago  Milwaukee  Toronto

BEARDSLEE
The NAME TO REMEMBER when SELECTING LIGHTING EQUIPMENT

BEARDSLEE CHANDELIER MFG. CO.
210 South Jefferson St.
CHICAGO—ILLINOIS

Sales and Service Offices in chief cities of U. S. and Can.

Factories also at Detroit, Los Angeles, Oakland & Toronto
To prevent mortar from varying in strength and quality, I specify Kosmortar

REALIZING that his major problem is getting his specifications carried out, the architect says, "Let us eliminate all chance; let us do away with the human element; let us specify a mason's cement which we know has the strength, beauty and working qualities we want"... and he specifies Kosmortar.

Men who know building and its requirements realize the value of uniformity. They know that if they rely on the cement mixer to prepare mortar it generally will not be uniform. Workmen are not created so dependable. As one architect has put it: "If I were to specify a mortar of 90% cement with a 10% admixture of lime, I'd just as likely get a mortar having 10% cement and 90% lime. When I specify Kosmortar I know the proper cement content will be in the mortar; the mixer has only to put in the right proportions of sand and water."

Kosmortar guarantees a uniformly strong and secure bond. It is a saver of time, a speeder-up of the mason's task, a source of money-saving for every building job. It is unsurpassed for workability; virtually pushes the trowel on its path; cuts clean; never works short and can be used in the narrowest joints. It is a soft-toned buff color—appearing as though it were colored—blending beautifully with any brickwork and mixing with all mortar colors.


Messick Masonic Temple, Shelbyville, Ind.; Donald Graham, Arch.; Indianapolis, Ind.; Leslie Colvin, Contr., Indianapolis, Ind.
FLEXIBILITY

Excessive breakage is an unnecessary evil. "A·W·G" Clear-Vision Window Glass is wonderfully flexible. Its high percentage of pure silica and the perfect process of annealing under which it is made gives it elasticity—resistance to wind pressure, shock and sudden change of temperature—a quality that means satisfaction for the user.

In actual test "A·W·G" Clear-Vision Window Glass exhibits a higher modulus of rupture and greater tensile strength than plate glass, rolled glass or other window glass. Our interesting book Window Glass in the Making and a complete specification sheet will be sent you free on request. Write today.

Quartz-Lite

A clear, beautiful ultra-violet ray transmission glass that makes every window a source of health. Write for Booklet and Specification Sheet.

AMERICAN WINDOW GLASS COMPANY

World's Largest Producer and Pioneer Manufacturer of Machine-made Window Glass of the finest quality—"The BEST Glass"

PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA  DISTRICT SALES OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manufacturers' Publications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>383 Madison Ave., New York, or the manufacturer direct, in which case kindly mention this publication.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| The publication listed in these columns are the most important of those issued by leading manufacturers identified with the building industry. They may be had without charge, unless otherwise noted, by applying on your business stationery to |}

**ACOUSTICS**

- *R. G. Guastavino Co.,* 40 Court St., Boston. Architectural Acoustics. Booklet, 10 x 15 ins. Important data on a valuable material.

**AIR FILTERS**


**BANK VAULTS**

- **Maconber Steel Co.,** Canton, Ohio. Book Vault Reinforcing. Folder, 8 pp., 8 1/2 x 11 ins. Designing Data and Insurance Rating.

**BASEMENT WINDOWS**


**BATHROOM FITTINGS**

- *Sheeted Brickwork.* Brick, 15 pp., 8 1/2 x 11 ins. Illustrated. Illustrated. Complete data on use of brick.
- *Carey Built-Up Roofing for Modern School Buildings.* Booklet. 8 x 10 1/2 ins. 32 pp. Illustrated. A study of school buildings of a number of different kinds and the roofing materials adapted for each.

**CEMENT**

- *Carmey Company,* The, Mankato, Minn. A Remarkable Combination of Quality and Economy. Booklet, 20 pp., 8 1/2 x 11 ins. Illustrated. Important data on valuable material.
- *Kosmos Portland Cement Company,* Louisville, Ky. Kosmocem for Enduring Masonry. Folder, 6 pp., 3 1/2 x 5 1/2 ins. Data on strength and working qualities of Kosmocem. Kosmocem, the Leader for Cold Weather. Folder, 8 pp., 8 1/2 x 11 ins. Tells why Kosmocem should be used in cold weather.
- *Laxatone.* Booklet, 15 pp., 8 1/2 x 11 ins. Illustrated. New interesting effects with common brick. Building Economy. Monthly magazine, 22 pp., 8 1/2 x 11 ins. Illustrated. 81 years, 10 cents a copy. For architects, builders and contractors.

**CIMENT—Continued**


**CONCRETE BUILDING MATERIALS**

- **Concrete Surface Corporation, 34 Madison Ave., New York.** Bonding Surfaces on Concrete. Brochure, 12 pp., 8 x 11 ins. Illustrated. Deals with an important detail of building.
- **Dowell Anchor Shot Co.,** 169 West Ohio St., Chicago. Dowell Anchor Shot. Booklet, 8 pp., 4 1/2 x 5 1/2 ins. Illustrated. Data on a system of anchoring masonry to concrete.

**CONCRETE COLORINGS**

- **The Master Builders Co.,** 7016 Euclid Ave., Cleveland. Color Mix, Colored Hardened Concrete Floors (Integral). Brochure, 16 pp., 8 1/2 x 11 ins. Illustrated. Data on coloring for floors.

**CONSTRUCTION, FIREPROOF**

- **Master Builders Co.,** Cleveland, Ohio. Color Mix Booklet, 20 pp., 8 1/2 x 11 ins. Illustrated. Valuable data on concrete hardener, waterproofer and dustproofer in permanent colors.

**DAMPPROOFING**

- **Philip Carey Co., Lockland, Cincinnati, Ohio.** Architects' Specifications for Carey Built-Up Roofing. Booklet, 8 x 10 1/2 ins. 24 pp. Illustrated. Complete data to aid in specifying the different types of built-up roofing to suit the kind of roof construction to be covered. Carey Built-Up Roofing for Modern School Buildings. Booklet, 8 x 10 1/2 ins. 32 pp. Illustrated. A study of school buildings of a number of different kinds and the roofing materials adapted for each.
- **Squamosa Sons, Inc., Los Angeles.** Specification Sheet, 8 1/2 x 11 ins. Descriptions and specifications of compounds for dampproofing interior and exterior surfaces.
- **The Vortex Mfg. Co.,** Cleveland, Ohio. Par-Lock Specification "Form A" and "Form B" for dampproofing and plates key over concrete and masonry surfaces.
- **Par-Lock Specification "Form J" for dampproofing tile wall surfaces that are to be plastered.
- **Par-Lock Specification Forms C, F and T.** Describes the planning of computations of aggregates of concrete and cement; also for measuring lumber of different sizes.
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DOORS AND TRIM, METAL
The American Brass Company, Waterbury, Conn.

Architectural Bronze Electrical Brass Shapes. Brochure, 190 pp., 8 1/4 x 11 in., illustrating and describing more than 2,000 standard bronze shapes of cornices, jamb casings, moldings, etc.


Fireproofing Booklet. 85 x 11 ins. 64 pp. Illustrated. Describes entire line of thin-clad and corrugated fire doors, and fireproofing with automatic closers, track hangers and all the latest equipment—all approved and labeled by Underwriters' Laboratories.

DOORS, SOUNDPROOF
Irving Hamlin, Evanston, Ill.
The Evanston-Cook Door. Folder, 8 pp., 8 1/2 x 11 ins. Illustrated. Deals with a valuable type of door.

DUMBWAITERS
Sedgwick Machine Works, 151 West 15th St., New York.


General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.


Electric Appliances (Catalog 44-A). 32 pp., 8 1/4 x 11 ins. Deals with Westinghouse Commercial Cooking Equipment (Catalog 280).

Westinghouse Panelboards and Cabinets (Catalog 42-A). Booklet, 13 pp., 8 1/2 x 11 ins. Illustrated. Deals with Benjamin Electric Range for Heating and Ventilating Systems. Brochure, 24 pp., 8 1/2 x 11 ins. Illustrated. This is "Motor Application Circular 7254." Handy Quality Sample Folder of Linoleums. Gives actual samples, 3 x 6 ins. of various types of floor coverings.


Linoleum Layer's Handbook. 5 x 7 in. 32 pp. Instructions for laying linoleum layers and others interested in learning most satisfactory methods of laying and taking care of linoleum.


Armstrong Cork Co., (Linoleum Division), Lancaster, Pa.


Quality Sample Book. 9 1/4 x 6 1/4 ins. Showing all gauges and thicknesses in the Armstrong line of linoleums.

Lindsay's Pile Flooring Catalog. 3 x 6 ins. 28 pp. Instructions for laying linoleum layers and others interested in learning most satisfactory methods of laying and taking care of linoleum.


Hitlorne for Home Floors. Catalog. 11 x 15 ins. 75 pp. Illustrated. Describes entire line of tin-clad and corrugated fireproofing.

Armstrong Cork Co., (Linoleum Division), Lancaster, Pa.


Linoleum Layer's Handbook. 5 x 7 in. 32 pp. Instructions for laying linoleum layers and others interested in learning most satisfactory methods of laying and taking care of linoleum.

Light for illumination is one thing. For decoration quite another. But whichever your problem our engineers and designers are at your service.

The FRINK CO., Inc.
10th AVE. AT 24th ST., NEW YORK
Branches in Principal Cities

Plate No. 1

Complete folio of these drawings sent on request
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FLOORING—Continued
Albert Grauer & Co., 1407 Seventeenth St., Detroit, Mich.

Bestwood Floors, 165 W. Wacker Drive, Chicago.

Better Floors, Folder, 4 pp., 31/2 x 51/4 ins. Illustrated. Floors for offices, administration and municipal buildings.


U. S. Gypsum Co., Chicago.

&

White Door Bed Company, 130 North Wells St., Chicago, Ill.


Building Garages for Profitable Operation. Booklet. 81/2 x 11 ins. Important data on heating.

Taking the Quest out of the Question. Brochure, 16 pp., 6 x 9 ins. Illustrated. Explains working of this detail of heating apparatus.


Excelso Products Corporation, 119 Clinton St, Buffalo, N.Y.

Excelso Water Heater. Brochure, 12 pp., 3 x 6 ins. Illustrated. Describes a fine assortment of lanterns for various uses.

The Fulton Styrphon Company, Knoxville, Tenn.


Kewanee Boiler Corporation, Kewanee, Ill. Kewanee Boiler Co. Catalog. 81/2 x 11 ins. Illustrated. Describes and hardware in style of each.

Kewanee Boiler Corporation, 40 West 46th St., N. Y. C.

Ideal Boilers for Oil Burning. Catalog 255 81/2 x 11 ins. Illustrated. Deals with Johnson Rotary Burner With Full Automatic Controls.

Kewanee Boiler Corporation, 40 East Ohio St., Chicago, Ill.

Radnor Heat Systems. Catalog No. 44A, 8 x 11 ins. Illustrated. Shows installations of Kewanee boilers, water heaters, radiators, etc.

Illinois Engineering Co., Racine Ave., at 21st St., Chicago, Ill.

Vapor Heat Bulletin 21. 8 x 11 ins. 32 pp. Illustrated. Contains data on heating apparatus and various accessories, such as radiation, pipe sizes, radiator tappings. Table showing weights and sizes of parts with complete list of various pressures, also description of Illinois Vapor Specialties.

S. T. Johnson Co., Oakland, Calif.

Bulletin No. 4A, 8 pp., 8 x 11 ins. Illustrated. Describes different kinds of oil-burning apparatus.

Bulletin No. 21, Brochure, 8 x 11 ins. Illustrated. Describes Kewanee fireboxes with specifications.

May Oil Burner Corp., Baltimore.


Milwaukee Valve Co., Milwaukee.

MILVACO Vacuum & Vapor Heating System. Nine 4-p. bulletins, 8 x 11 ins. Illustrated. Important data on heating.

MILVACO Vacuum & Vapor Heating Specialties. Nine 4-p. bulletins, 8 x 11 ins. Illustrated. Deal with a valuable line of specialties used in heating apparatus and fans.

Modine Mfg. Co., Racine, Wis.


Thermocoax Cabinet Heater. Brochure, 12 pp., 8 x 11 ins. Illustrated. Cabinet heaters to buildings of different kinds.


Mulley Heating Boilers. Brochure, 6 pp., 8 x 11 ins. Illustrated. Deals with well known line of boilers.

Chicago Boiler Co., 26 pp., 6 x 9 ins. Data recommended by National Board of Fire Underwriters.

Hardware—Continued


Hardware for the Home. Booklet, 24 pp., 31/2 x 6 ins. Deals with sliding glass doors, etc.

Door Closer Booklet. Brochure, 16 pp., 31/2 x 6 ins. Data on a valuable line of hardware intended for garage use.

Famous Homes of New England. Series of folders on old homes and hardware in style of each.

HEATING EQUIPMENT
American Blower Co., 6044 Russell St., Detroit.

Heating and Ventilating Utilities. A binder containing a large number of valuable publications, each 8 x 11 ins., on these important subjects.

American Radiator Company, The, 40 West 46th St., N. Y. C.

Ideal Boilers for Oil Burning. Catalog 255 81/2 x 11 ins. Illustrated. Discussing the use of Heating Boilers especially adapted to use with Oil Burners.


Ideal Arco Radiator Warmth. Brochure 8 x 11 ins. Illustrated. Describes a central all-on-one-floor heating plant with radiators for small residences, stores, and offices.

How Shall I Heat My Home? Brochure, 16 pp., 8 x 11 ins. Illustrated. Full data on heating apparatus of this kind.

New American Radiator Products. Brochure, 44 pp., 5 x 71/4 ins. Illustrated.

James B. Cowen & Sons, 526 S. Franklin St., Chicago.


C. A. Dunham Company, 400 East Ohio St., Chicago, Ill.


Dunham Return Heating System. Bulletin 106, 8 x 11 ins. Illustrated. Covers the use of heating apparatus of this kind.


Excedo Products Corporation, 119 Clinton St, Buffalo, N.Y.


The Fulton Styrphon Company, Knoxville, Tenn.


Kewanee Boiler Corporation, Kewanee, Ill.

Kewanee Boiler Co. Catalog. 8 x 11 ins. 80 pp. Illustrated. Shows installations of Kewanee boilers, water heaters, radiators, etc.

Catalog No. 76, 8 x 9 ins. Illustrated. Describes Kewanee fireboxes with specifications and heating plans.

Catalog No. 79. 6 x 9 ins. Illustrated. Describes Kewanee power boilers and smokeless tubular boilers with specifications.

Way Oil Burner Corp., Baltimore.


MILVACO Vacuum & Vapor Heating System. Nine 4-p. bulletins, 8 x 11 ins. Illustrated. Important data on heating.

MILVACO Vacuum & Vapor Heating Specialties. Nine 4-p. bulletins, 8 x 11 ins. Illustrated. Deal with a valuable line of specialties used in heating apparatus and fans.

Modine Mfg. Co., Racine, Wis.


Thermocoax Cabinet Heater. Brochure, 12 pp., 8 x 11 ins. Illustrated. Cabinet heaters to buildings of different kinds.


Mulley Heating Boilers. Brochure, 6 pp., 8 x 11 ins. Illustrated. Deals with well known line of boilers.

Chicago Boiler Co., 26 pp., 6 x 9 ins. Data recommended by National Board of Fire Underwriters.
The Shadow Chasers in Massachusetts

Designers of the beautiful new home office building of the Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance Company have achieved, at Springfield, Mass., what is probably one of the finest modern examples of the Georgian style. For sheer dignity of line and symmetry of mass, the building commends itself to lovers of fine architecture.

 Appropriately, the designers of this building chose Monax Globes for lighting its stately rooms and corridors. Monax Globes, carefully placed, shed an abundant flood of light, far into all corners. The light, being thoroughly diffused by Monax Glass, is spread evenly, without harsh glare and without sharp shadow. It is exceptionally restful to the eyes, yet adequate for every purpose.

Monax Globes are economical to maintain because they do not collect and hold dust. They are economical of wattage, too, because they absorb so little light.

Correct lighting is becoming a more and more important factor in the designing of all kinds of buildings. Macbeth Illuminating Engineers are glad to help architects, engineers, and building managers in the actual preparation of plans for lighting systems. There is no charge for this service. Macbeth-Evans Glass Company, Department J, Charleroi, Pa.
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HEATING EQUIPMENT—Continued

Nash Engineering Company, South Norwalk, Conn.

Filling Roof Lack with Pipe Covering. Made in accordance with A. I. A. A. rules.

The Cork Lined House Makes a Comfortable Home. F. W. H. and 7 in. x 11 in. illustrated.


Cabot’s Insulating Quilt. Booklet, 2¼ x 2½ ins. 24 pp. Illustrated. Deals with a valuable type of insulation.

Philip Carey Co., The, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Carey Insulation and Magnesia Products. Catalog. 6 x 9 ins. 72 pp. Illustrated.

Celite Products Co., 1320 South Hope St., Los Angeles.
Celite Products. Folder, 8 pp., 8½ x 11 ins. Illustrated. On insulating boiler walls, breechings, and stacks to reduce amount of radiation.


Structural Gypsum Corporation, Limited, 57 E. 57th St., New York, N. Y.

JOINTS

Bates Expanded Steel Truss Co., East Chicago, Indiana.
Catalog No. 4. Booklet. 32 pp., 8½ x 11 ins. Illustrated. Gives details of truss construction with loading tables and specifications.

Carey Asbestos and Magnesia Products. Catalog. 6 x 9 ins. 72 pp. Illustrated. Data regarding Petro Burner in a bulletin ap­
UR latest
and greatest innovation—
Celestialite Antique—a decorated
lighting globe that will assist the architect in
his incessant striving for beauty. Read the
above card thoroughly. It will give you an
idea of the possibilities of Celestialite Antique.

Celestialite is the only lighting globe of
its kind made in three layers. The illustration
above explains the composition
of Celestialite which has been acclaimed as giving illu-
mination "Next to Daylight".

Arrange for a demonstration of Celestia-
lite in your own office. Compare with any
other lighting globe and you will appreciate
the difference... A fragment showing the un-
usual three layers, will be sent on request.
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LATHE, METAL AND REINFORCING—Continued

LAUNDRY CHUTES

LAUNDRY MACHINERY
American Laundry Machinery Co., Norwood Station, Cincinnati, Ohio. Functions of the Hotel and Hospital Laundry. Brochure, 8 pp., 8½ x 11 in. Valuable data regarding an important subject.

LIBRARY EQUIPMENT

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT

LUMBER

MAIL CHUTES
Cutler Mail Chute Company, Rochester, N. Y. Cutler Mail Chute Model F. Booklet. 4 x 9½ in. 8 pp. Illustrated.

MANTEL

MARBLE

METALS

MILLS AND MILLinery

MORTAR AND CEMENT COLORS
Johnston's Color Card. 65 x 4 in. 36 pp. Illustrated. Contains information on columns and columns in composite style. Illustrated. Contains illustrations of pergola lattices, garden furniture in wood, wrought iron, and brackets of bronze or cast iron.

MORTAR AND CEMENT COLORS
Johnston's Color Card. 65 x 4 in. 36 pp. Illustrated. Contains information on columns and columns in composite style. Illustrated. Contains illustrations of pergola lattices, garden furniture in wood, wrought iron, and brackets of bronze or cast iron.

MORTAR AND CEMENT COLORS
Johnston's Color Card. 65 x 4 in. 36 pp. Illustrated. Contains information on columns and columns in composite style. Illustrated. Contains illustrations of pergola lattices, garden furniture in wood, wrought iron, and brackets of bronze or cast iron.

MORTAR AND CEMENT COLORS
Johnston's Color Card. 65 x 4 in. 36 pp. Illustrated. Contains information on columns and columns in composite style. Illustrated. Contains illustrations of pergola lattices, garden furniture in wood, wrought iron, and brackets of bronze or cast iron.

MORTAR AND CEMENT COLORS
Johnston's Color Card. 65 x 4 in. 36 pp. Illustrated. Contains information on columns and columns in composite style. Illustrated. Contains illustrations of pergola lattices, garden furniture in wood, wrought iron, and brackets of bronze or cast iron.

MORTAR AND CEMENT COLORS
Johnston's Color Card. 65 x 4 in. 36 pp. Illustrated. Contains information on columns and columns in composite style. Illustrated. Contains illustrations of pergola lattices, garden furniture in wood, wrought iron, and brackets of bronze or cast iron.

MORTAR AND CEMENT COLORS
Johnston's Color Card. 65 x 4 in. 36 pp. Illustrated. Contains information on columns and columns in composite style. Illustrated. Contains illustrations of pergola lattices, garden furniture in wood, wrought iron, and brackets of bronze or cast iron.

MORTAR AND CEMENT COLORS
Johnston's Color Card. 65 x 4 in. 36 pp. Illustrated. Contains information on columns and columns in composite style. Illustrated. Contains illustrations of pergola lattices, garden furniture in wood, wrought iron, and brackets of bronze or cast iron.

MORTAR AND CEMENT COLORS
Johnston's Color Card. 65 x 4 in. 36 pp. Illustrated. Contains information on columns and columns in composite style. Illustrated. Contains illustrations of pergola lattices, garden furniture in wood, wrought iron, and brackets of bronze or cast iron.

MORTAR AND CEMENT COLORS
Johnston's Color Card. 65 x 4 in. 36 pp. Illustrated. Contains information on columns and columns in composite style. Illustrated. Contains illustrations of pergola lattices, garden furniture in wood, wrought iron, and brackets of bronze or cast iron.

MORTAR AND CEMENT COLORS
Johnston's Color Card. 65 x 4 in. 36 pp. Illustrated. Contains information on columns and columns in composite style. Illustrated. Contains illustrations of pergola lattices, garden furniture in wood, wrought iron, and brackets of bronze or cast iron.

MORTAR AND CEMENT COLORS
Johnston's Color Card. 65 x 4 in. 36 pp. Illustrated. Contains information on columns and columns in composite style. Illustrated. Contains illustrations of pergola lattices, garden furniture in wood, wrought iron, and brackets of bronze or cast iron.

MORTAR AND CEMENT COLORS
Johnston's Color Card. 65 x 4 in. 36 pp. Illustrated. Contains information on columns and columns in composite style. Illustrated. Contains illustrations of pergola lattices, garden furniture in wood, wrought iron, and brackets of bronze or cast iron.

MORTAR AND CEMENT COLORS
Johnston's Color Card. 65 x 4 in. 36 pp. Illustrated. Contains information on columns and columns in composite style. Illustrated. Contains illustrations of pergola lattices, garden furniture in wood, wrought iron, and brackets of bronze or cast iron.

MORTAR AND CEMENT COLORS
Johnston's Color Card. 65 x 4 in. 36 pp. Illustrated. Contains information on columns and columns in composite style. Illustrated. Contains illustrations of pergola lattices, garden furniture in wood, wrought iron, and brackets of bronze or cast iron.

MORTAR AND CEMENT COLORS
Johnston's Color Card. 65 x 4 in. 36 pp. Illustrated. Contains information on columns and columns in composite style. Illustrated. Contains illustrations of pergola lattices, garden furniture in wood, wrought iron, and brackets of bronze or cast iron.

MORTAR AND CEMENT COLORS
Johnston's Color Card. 65 x 4 in. 36 pp. Illustrated. Contains information on columns and columns in composite style. Illustrated. Contains illustrations of pergola lattices, garden furniture in wood, wrought iron, and brackets of bronze or cast iron.

MORTAR AND CEMENT COLORS
Johnston's Color Card. 65 x 4 in. 36 pp. Illustrated. Contains information on columns and columns in composite style. Illustrated. Contains illustrations of pergola lattices, garden furniture in wood, wrought iron, and brackets of bronze or cast iron.

MORTAR AND CEMENT COLORS
Johnston's Color Card. 65 x 4 in. 36 pp. Illustrated. Contains information on columns and columns in composite style. Illustrated. Contains illustrations of pergola lattices, garden furniture in wood, wrought iron, and brackets of bronze or cast iron.

MORTAR AND CEMENT COLORS
Johnston's Color Card. 65 x 4 in. 36 pp. Illustrated. Contains information on columns and columns in composite style. Illustrated. Contains illustrations of pergola lattices, garden furniture in wood, wrought iron, and brackets of bronze or cast iron.

MORTAR AND CEMENT COLORS
Johnston's Color Card. 65 x 4 in. 36 pp. Illustrated. Contains information on columns and columns in composite style. Illustrated. Contains illustrations of pergola lattices, garden furniture in wood, wrought iron, and brackets of bronze or cast iron.

MORTAR AND CEMENT COLORS
Johnston's Color Card. 65 x 4 in. 36 pp. Illustrated. Contains information on columns and columns in composite style. Illustrated. Contains illustrations of pergola lattices, garden furniture in wood, wrought iron, and brackets of bronze or cast iron.

MORTAR AND CEMENT COLORS
Johnston's Color Card. 65 x 4 in. 36 pp. Illustrated. Contains information on columns and columns in composite style. Illustrated. Contains illustrations of pergola lattices, garden furniture in wood, wrought iron, and brackets of bronze or cast iron.

MORTAR AND CEMENT COLORS
Johnston's Color Card. 65 x 4 in. 36 pp. Illustrated. Contains information on columns and columns in composite style. Illustrated. Contains illustrations of pergola lattices, garden furniture in wood, wrought iron, and brackets of bronze or cast iron.

MORTAR AND CEMENT COLORS
Johnston's Color Card. 65 x 4 in. 36 pp. Illustrated. Contains information on columns and columns in composite style. Illustrated. Contains illustrations of pergola lattices, garden furniture in wood, wrought iron, and brackets of bronze or cast iron.
THE RECOGNIZED higher quality of LIBBEY-OWENS flat-drawn clear sheet glass is giving a decided impetus to the movement among architects and home-builders to make windows everywhere more beautiful.

The superiorities which have won leadership for LIBBEY-OWENS glass are produced by an exclusive LIBBEY-OWENS process of manufacture which makes glass truly flat and uniform in thickness and strength, and gives it a brilliant lustre.

Wherever beauty, attractiveness and clear vision are desired we recommend LIBBEY-OWENS "A" quality glass — labeled and paper-packed.

THE LIBBEY-OWENS SHEET GLASS COMPANY

TOLEDO, OHIO

FLAT-DRAWN CLEAR SHEET GLASS

Libbey-Owens
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PLUMBING EQUIPMENT

American Brass Company, Waterbury, Conn.


Clow & Son, 534 S. Franklin St., Chicago, Ill.

Catalog "A." 4 x 5/16 ins. 700 pp. Illustrated. Shows a full line of steampump and water works supplies.

Coblis Rolling Mill Company, Cohoes, N. Y.


Duriron Company, Inc., Dayton, Ohio.

Duriron Acid, Alkali, and Rust Proof Drain Pipe and Fittings. Booklet, 20 pp., 8 x 11 ins. Illustrated. Describes origin of Keene's Cement and views of buildings in which it is used.

PLUMBER'S HANDBOOK


Plumbing Suggestions for Industrial Plants. Catalog. 24 pp., 5 x 7 1/4 ins. Lists grades of plumbers' manufactured; gives specifications and uses for plumbing fixtures.

Plumber's Handbook. Booklet, 16 pp., 3/5 x 5 1/2 ins. Illustrated. Describes origin of Keene's Cement and views of buildings in which it is used.

PLUMBING EQUIPMENT


Clow & Son, 534 S. Franklin St., Chicago, Ill.

Catalog "M." 9 x 12 ins. 184 pp. Illustrated. Shows complete line of plumbing fixtures for Schools, Railroads, and Industrial Plants.

Crane Company, 836 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill.


John D. Holmes, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Douglas Plumbing Fixtures. Round Volume. 200 pp. 8 1/2 x 11 ins. Illustrated. Describes origin of Keene's Cement and views of buildings in which it is used.

Another Douglas Achievement. Folder. 4 pp. 8 1/2 x 11 ins. Illustrated. Describes origin of Keene's Cement and views of buildings in which it is used.

Pickerill, 80 W. Harrison St., Chicago, Ill.

Hospital, Brochure. 60 pp. 8 x 11 ins. Illustrated. Deals with a new type of V-Rib expanded metal.


Philo Carey Co., Lockland, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Architects Specifications for Carey Built-up Roofing. Booklet. 8 x 10 1/4 ins. 24 pp. Illustrated. Complete data to aid in specifying the different types of built-up roofing to suit the kind of roof construction to be covered.

Carey Built-up Roofing for Modern School Buildings. Booklet. 8 x 10 1/4 ins. 32 pp. Illustrated. A study of school buildings of a number of different kinds and the roofing materials adapted for each.

Heinz Roofing Tile Co., 1255 West Third Avenue, Denver.

Plymouth Shingle Tile with Specialty Lines. Booklet. 8 x 10 1/4 ins. 6 pp. Illustrated. Shows specifications for use of several valuable roofing and waterproofing materials.

The Barrett Company, 40 Rector St., New York City.


Lorillard Refrigerator Company, Kingston, N. Y.

Lorillard Refrigerators, for hotels, restaurants, hospitals and clubs. Brochure, 43 pp. 8 x 10 ins. Illustrated. Data on line of refrigerators.

Ludowici-Celadon Company, 104 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill.


"Ancient" Tapered Mission Tiles, hand-made with full corners and designed to be applied with irregular exposures.

Ludowici-Celadon Company, 104 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill.

"Ancient" Tapered Mission Tiles. Leaflet, 8 x 11 ins. Illustrated. Illustrated. For architects who desire something out of the ordinary, this leaflet has been prepared. Describes briefly the "Ancient" Tapered Mission Tiles, hand-made with full corners and designed to be applied with irregular exposures.

Structural Gypsum Corporation, Linden, N. J.

Relative Effectiveness of Various Types of Roofing Construction in Preventing Condensation of the Under Surface. Folder, 16 pp. Illustrated. Important data on the subject.

Gypsette Pre-Cast Fireproof Roofs. Booklet, 41 pp., 8 x 11 ins. Illustrated. Information regarding a valuable type of roofing.

U. S. Gypsum Co., Chicago.

Probar Roof Construction. Booklet. 8 x 11 ins. 40 pp. Illustrated. Gives complete data on the subject.

Sheering, Pyrofull Roof Construction. Folder. 8 x 11 ins. Illustrated. Covers uses of roof surfacing which is poured in place.

SASH CHAIN

Smith & Egge Mfg. Co., The, Bridgeport, Conn.

Chain Catalog. 8 x 11 ins. 26 pp. Illustrated. Covers complete line of chains.

SEWAGE DISPOSAL

Kewanee Private Utilities, 426 Franklin St., Kewanee, Ill.

Specified and fire pumps, x 1014 ins. Illustrated. Detailed drawings and specifications covering water supply and sewage disposal systems.

SCREENS

American Brass Co., The, Waterbury, Conn.

Facts for Architects About Screening. Illustrated folder, 934 x 11 1/4 ins. 12 pp. Showing actual samples of metal screen cloth and data on 87 screens and screen doors.
EVERYBODY is talking about high early strength cement. That is a sign of the times—evidence of a rapidly growing realization that time saved is money earned.

But it pays to stick to first principles. In other words, you want speed with safety. That is to say, you want concrete of assured permanence plus the high early strength that saves real money on forms, allows of earlier occupancy or use, releases capital sooner, helps solve knotty engineering problems such as dangerous sub-soil conditions, traffic detours, etc.

“Incor” Cement is the answer to this dual need of speed with safety.

Concrete made with “Incor” Cement is strong enough to use in 24 hours; yet it has the assured permanence of Portland cement, because it is a perfected Portland cement in every sense of the term.

“Incor” Cement is made without admixtures of any kind; no foreign substance has been added. It is used in precisely the same way as other Portland cements. No new methods to teach the workmen.

Here is the soundest answer to the pressing need for speed. “Incor” Cement produces dependable 24-hour concrete.

INTERNATIONAL CEMENT CORPORATION
342 Madison Avenue, New York
One of the world's largest cement producers—13 mills, annual capacity 20,000,000 barrels

“INCOR”
Perfected Portland Cement — Guaranteed by the manufacturers of Lone Star Cement
For Sale by

ALABAMA PORTLAND CEMENT CO.
Birmingham, Alabama

INDIANA PORTLAND CEMENT CO.
Indianapolis, Indiana

THE KANSAS PORTLAND CEMENT COMPANY
Kansas City, Missouri

LONE STAR CEMENT CO. OF PA.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

LOUISIANA PORTLAND CEMENT CO.
New Orleans, Louisiana

TEXAS PORTLAND CEMENT CO.
Dallas and Houston, Texas

KNICKERBOCKER PORTLAND CEMENT CO., Inc.
Albany, New York

VINIGRIA PORTLAND CEMENT CORP.
Norfolk, Virginia
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STORE FRONTS—Continued

Davis Solid Architectural Bronze Sash. Set of five sheets, printed on transparent paper, giving complete details and suggestions for designing of special bronze storefront construction, including methods for use in filling. Folds to 8½ x 11 ins.

The Kawneer Company, Niles, Mich.

Store Front Suggestions. Booklet, 96 pp., 6 x 9½ ins. Illustrated. Shows different types of Kawneer Solid Copper Store Fronts.


Kawneer Construction in Solid Bronze or Copper. Booklet, 64 pp., 8½ x 11 ins. Illustrated. Complete data on the subject.

Modern Bronze Store Front Co., Chicago Heights, III.


Zour Drawn Metals Company, Chicago Heights, Ill.

Zour Drawn Metal Store Front Catalog. 8½ x 10½ ins. 20 pp. Illustrated. Complete information with detailed sheets and installation instructions convenient for architects' files.


TERRA COTTA

National Terra Cotta Society, 19 West 44th St., New York, N. Y.


Color in Architecture. Revised Edition. Permanently bound volume. 96 x 12½ ins., containing a treatise upon the basic principles of color in architectural design, illustrating early European and modern American examples. Excellent illustrations in color.

Present Day Schools. 8½ x 11 ins. 32 pp. Illustrated. 42 examples of school architecture with article upon school building design by James O. Betelle, A. I. A.

Better Barns. 8½ x 11 ins. 32 pp. Illustrating many banking buildings in terra cotta with an article on its use in bank design by Alfred C. Boscom, Architect.

TILE, HOLLOW


Standard Fireproofing Bulletin 171. 8½ x 11 ins. 32 pp. Illustrated. A treatise on the subject of hollow tile as used for floors, skids, column and beam covering and similar construction.

Natoo Double Shell Load Bearing Tile Bulletin. 8½ x 11 ins. 16 pp. Illustrated.

Natoo Unbacker Tile Bulletin. 8½ x 11 ins. 4 pp. Illustrated.

Natoo Header Backer Tile Bulletin. 8½ x 11 ins. 4 pp. Illustrated.

Natoofer Bulletin. 8½ x 11 ins. 6 pp. Illustrated.

Natoo Face Tile for the Up-to-Date. Farm Bulletin. 8½ x 11 ins.

TILES

Krafttile Company, 55 New Montgomery St., San Francisco.

High Fired Faience Tile. Booklet, 32 pp., 8½ x 11 ins. Illustrated. Presents a fine line of tiles for different purposes.


Art Portfolio of Floor Designs. 9¼ x 12½ ins. Illustrated in colors. Patterns of quarry tiles for Roofs.

VALVES

Cranes, 860 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill.

No. 51 General Catalog. Illustrated. Describes the complete line of the Crane Co.

C. A. Dunham Co., 40 East Ohio St., Chicago.

The Dunham Packet Radiator Valve Brochure, 12 pp., 8 x 11 ins. Illustrated. Data on an important type of valve.

Illinois Engineering Co., Racine Ave., at 21st St., Chicago, Ill.

Catalog. 8½ x 11 ins. 88 pp. Illustrated.

Jenkins Bros., 110 White St., New York.

The Valve Behind a Good Heating System. Booklet, 45 x 7¾ ins. 16 pp. Color plates. Description of Jenkins Radiator Valves for steam and hot water, and brass valves used as boiler connections.

Jenkins Bros. plumbing Service Booklet. 45 x 7¾ ins. 16 pp. Illustrated. Jenkins Brass Globe, Angle Check, and Gate Valves commonly used in home plumbing, and from Body Valves used for larger plumbing installations.

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN

Part One

SCREENS—Continued

Athos Company, 601 West 66th St., Chicago, Ill.

The Laminated Metal Window Screen. An accordion pleated window shade, made from translucent Harrington woven cloth suspended from frame from the bottom and lowers from the top. It eliminates awnings, affords ventilation, can be dry-cleaned and will wear indefinitely.

Oroco Co., Maplewood, N. J.

Oroco Aluminum Screens. Booklet, 8 pp., 8 x 11 ins. Illustrated. Data on a valuable line of screens.

Oroco Screens and Other Products. Brochure, 20 pp., 8 x 11 ins. Illustrated. Details of Door and window screens and other hardware.

SHELVING-STEEL


Lupton Steel Shelving. Catalog D. Illustrated brochure, 40 pp., 8½ x 11 ins. Deals with steel cabinets, shelving, racks, doors, partitions, etc.

SKYLIGHTS

Albert Grauer & Co., 1408 Seventeenth St., Detroit, Mich.

Granite Glares of Skylights. Folder, 4 pp., 8½ x 11 ins. Illustrated. Data on an important line of wire glass lights.

The Effectiveness of Sidewalk Lights. Folder, 4 pp., 8½ x 11 ins. Illustrated. Sidewalk or vault lights.

Let in the Light—The Light That's Free. Folder, 4 pp., 8½ x 11 ins. Illustrated. Data on securing good lighting.

SOUND DEADENER

Cabet, Inc., Samuel, Boston, Mass.


STAIRWAYS

Woodbridge Ornamental Iron Co., 1515 Algoft St., Chicago.

Prestet Tested for Strength—staircases, catalog, 92 pp., 8½ x 11 ins. Illustrated. Important data on stairways.

STEEL PRODUCTS FOR BUILDING

Bethlehem Steel Company, Bethlehem, Pa.

Steel Joists and Stringers. Booklet, 72 pp., 4 x 6¼ ins. Data from the mill, apart from house plans, etc.

Genful Steel Company, Youngstown, Ohio.


Rigid Metal Lath and interior plastering.

Fireproofing Handbook. 8½ x 11 ins. 32 pp. Illustrated. Describes the full line of products manufactured by the Genful Steel Company.

Ingalis Steel Products Co., Birmingham, Ala.

Construction Details. Booklet, 16 pp., 8½ x 11 ins. Illustrated. Important data on building with steel.


Ingalis Trusses. Booklet, 12 pp., 8½ x 11 ins. Loading values and details.

Steel Frame House Co., Pittsburgh.

Steel Framing for Dwellings. Booklet, 16 pp., 8½ x 11 ins. Data and details.


The Building of Structural Steel. Brochure, 23 pp., 8½ x 11 ins. Illustrated. Deals with an important structural process.

STONE, BUILDING

Indiana Limestone Company, Bedford, Ind.

Volume 1, Series A-1. Standard Specifications for Cut Indiana Limestone work, 8½ x 11 ins. 56 pp. Containing specifications and supplementary data relating to the best methods of specifying and using this stone for all building purposes.

Vol. 1, Series B. Indiana Limestone Library. 6 x 9 ins. 36 pp. Illustrated. Giving general information regarding Indiana Limestone, its physical characteristics, etc.


Volume 6, Series B—Indiana Limestone School and College Buildings. 8½ x 11 ins., 80 pages, illustrated.

Volume 12, Series B—Distinctive Homes of Indiana Limestones. 8½ x 11 ins. 48 pages, illustrated.

Old Gothic Random Ashlar. 8½ x 11 ins., 36 pages, illustrated.

STORE FRONTS

Brasco Manufacturing Co., 5025-35 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Ill.

Catalog No. 31. Series 590. All-Copper Construction. Illustrated brochure. 20 pp., 8 x 11 ins. Deals with store fronts of a high class.

Brasco Copper Store Fronts. Catalog No. 32. Series 201.

Brasco Standard Construction. Illustrated brochure, 16 pp., 8½ x 11 ins. Complete data on an important type of building.

Detail Sheet B-10. Set of seven sheets, printed on tracing paper, showing full sized details and suggestions for store front design. Enclosed in envelope suitable for filing. Folds to 8½ x 11 ins.
In Schools—
Linoleum must wear —and be easily cleaned.
Vanos Street High School of New Britain, Connecticut, used 2500 yards of Sloane's Brown Battletship Linoleum.

In Hospitals—
Linoleum must wear —and be sanitary.
Jefferson Barracks, the Government Veteran Hospital at St. Joseph, Missouri, used 7700 square yards of Sloane's Grey Battletship Linoleum to cover the floors of all wards and private rooms.

In Public Buildings—
Linoleum must wear —and have eye-value
Los Angeles City Hall, Barker Bros., of Los Angeles, installed 10,000 yards of Sloane's Grey Battletship Linoleum.

In Office Buildings—
Linoleum must wear —and be dignified.
The Bank Building, one of San Francisco's skyscrapers, has installed 81,000 yards of Sloane's Brown Battletship Linoleum throughout the entire 32 floors.

... wherever Linoleum must wear

In buildings where Linoleum will have particularly hard wear, the number of installations of Sloane's Battletship Linoleum is notable. You, too, will be interested in the reports of tests of W. & J. Sloane Linoleum made by the Pittsburgh Testing Laboratories. A copy will be forwarded on request. Address: Architects' Service Division, W. & J. Sloane, 579 Fifth Avenue, New York City—W. & J. Sloane Mfg. Co., Trenton, N. J.

W. & J. SLOANE LINOLEUM
SELECTION LIST OF MANUFACTURERS' PUBLICATIONS—Continued from page 84

VENETIAN BLINDS

VENTILATION
American Blower Co., Detroit, Mich.
Durham Company, Dayton, Ohio.
Acid-proof Exhaust Fans. Folder, 8 x 10½ ins. 8 pp. Data regarding fans for ventilation of laboratory fume hoods.
Globe Ventilator Company, 205 River St., Troy, N. Y.
Specification Form for Acid-proof Exhaust Fans. Folder, 8 x 10½ ins.

WATERPROOFING
Genfire Steel Company, Youngstown, Ohio.
Master Builders Company, Cleveland, Ohio.
Waterproofing and Dampproofing and Allied Products. Sheets in loose index file, 9 x 12 ins. Valuable data on different types of materials for protection against dampness. Dampproofing and Dampproofing File, 36 pp. Complete descriptions and specifications for materials used in building with concrete.
"Permanente Liquid Waterproofing", for making concrete and cement mortar permanently impervious to water. Also circulates for floor treatments and cement colors. Complete data and specifications. Sent upon request to architects using business stationery.
Sonnore Sons, Inc., Ltd., 116 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.
Pamphlet, 8½ x 11 ins. 8 pp. Explanation of waterproofing principles, building for waterproofing walls, floors, swimming pools and treatment of concrete, stucco and mortar.
Tech Brothers, 110 East 42nd St., New York City.
Specification for Dampproofing, Waterproofing, Enameling and Technical Painting. Complete and authoritative directions for use of an important line of materials.
The New Lumber Mfg. Co., 3708 West 77th St., Cleveland, Ohio.

WEATHER STRIPS
Atchison Co., 609 West 68th St., Chicago.
The Only Weatherstrip with a Cloth to Metal Contact. Booklet, 16 pp., 8½ x 11 ins. Illustrated. Data on an important type of weather stripping.

WINDOS
The Kawneer Company, Niles, Mich.
Lupton Casement of CopperSteel. Catalog C-122. Booklet, 16 pp., 8½ x 11 ins. Illustrated. Shows principal types of buildings on which "Globe" ventilators are in successful service, showing their adaptability to meet varying requirements.
Staynew Filter Corporation, Rochester, N. Y.

WINDOS, CASEMENT
Crittall Casement Window Co., 19951 Bearden Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Crittall Catalog. 24 pp., 9 x 12 ins. 76 pp. Illustrated. Photographs of actual work accompanied by scale details for casements and composite steel windows for banks, office buildings, hospitals and residences.
Genfire Steel Company, Youngstown, Ohio.
Architectural Details, Casement Windows and Doors. 8½ x 11 ins. 28 pp. A. I. A. File No. 156c. Specifications and construction details.
Hope & Sons, Henry, 103 Park Ave., New York, N. Y.
Catalogue 1247 x 1864 ins. 30 pp. Illustrated. Full size details of outward and inward opening casements.
The Kawneer Company, Niles, Mich.

WINDOS SHADES
Columbia Mills, Inc., 225 Fifth Avenue, New York.
Window Shade Data Book. Folder, 28 pp., 8½ x 11 ins. Illustrated.

WINDOS, STEEL AND BRONZE
Genfire Steel Company, Youngstown, Ohio.
A Rain-screen and Ventilator of Glass and Steel. Pamphlet, 4 pp., 8½ x 11 ins. Deals with Pond Continuous Sash. Sawtooth Roofs, etc.
Lupton Heavy Casements. Detail Sheet No. 16, 4 pp., 8½ x 11 ins. Details and specifications.
Architectural Details. Booklet, 8½ x 11 ins. 16 pp. Tables of specifications and typical details of different types of construction.
List of Parts for Assembly. Booklet, 8½ x 11 ins. 16 pp. Full lists of parts for different units.

WOOD—See also Millwork
American Walnut Mfrs. Association, 618 So. Michigan Blvd., Chicago, III.
American Walnut. Booklet, 7 x 9 ins. 45 pp. Illustrated. A very useful and interesting little book on the use of Walnut in Fine Furniture with illustrations of pieces by the most notable furniture makers from the time of the Renaissance down to the present.
American Walnut for Interior Woodwork and Paneling. 7 x 9 ins. Pages illustrated. Discusses interior woodworking, giving costs, specifications of a specimen room, the different figures in Walnut wood, Walnut floors, finishes, comparative tests of physical properties and the advantages of American Walnut for woodwork.
Curtis Companies Service Bureau, Clinton, Iowa.
Better Built Homes. Vols. XV-XVIII, inc. Booklet. 9 x 12 ins. 60 illustrations. Designs for houses of five to eight rooms, respectively, in several authentic types, by Towbridge & Ackerman, architects, for the Curtis Companies.
West Coast Lumber Trade Extension Bureau, Seattle, Wash.
"Durable Douglas Fir; America's Permanent Lumber Supply." Booklet, 32 pp., 7 x 11 ins. Illustrated. Complete data on this valuable wood.
"Where to Use Douglas Fir in Your Farm." Brochure, 12 pp., 8 x 7 ins. Data on use of this wood for farm buildings.
Joseph Wild & Co. offer:

**Wild's Linoleum**
"The Line Par Excellence"

**Cocoa Matting and Mats**
In all grades, styles, widths and sizes

**India Druggets**
From 2x3 ft. to 12x18 ft. now in stock

**Japan and China Mattings and Rugs**
A splendid assortment of fabrics and styles in
Rag, Rush, Grass and Straw

**Chinese Wool Rugs**

**Complete Sandura Line**
Sanduralac and Feltona Rugs and Piece Goods

**Joseph Wild & Co.**
230 Fifth Avenue, New York

BOSTON
91-93 Summer Street

CHICAGO
63 East Adams Street

ST. LOUIS
313 North Ninth Street
Perfection in Casement Controls

MONARCH CONTROL LOCK
(The Installation shown above)
Operates outswinging Casement Windows from the inside without raising screens. No gears, ratchets or keys to rattle. Used on thousands of fine homes.

MONARCH AUTOMATIC STAY
Holds swinging Casement Windows or Transoms in any position. Adjusts by merely turning cylinder. Reasonably priced.

MONARCH CASEMENT CHECK
A moderate-priced check for similar use. Tension is easily adjusted. Can also be used on Seats and Cabinets.

MONARCH METAL PRODUCTS CO.
5010 Penrose Street • • • St. Louis, Mo.
Please send me your A.I.A. Manual 27-C-2 for my files.

Two unobtrusive lever handles in decorative brass finishes, operating positive locking cams, are the only parts of this Monarch Casement Control on the inside of the window. Instantly regulated and rigidly locked in any position. Neat, sure, and silent; no interference with screens, shades or drapes. A perfect Casement Control for interior operation. This same lock can also be installed above the sill, if necessary.

The Monarch A.I.A. Manual 27-C-2 is especially interesting in connection with the growing demand for effectively-controlled casement windows. Its detailed drawings show the easy method of installing Monarch Control Locks, Automatic Casement Stays, and Casement Checks. It is based on recommendations of the A.I.A. Committees on Standard Sizes and Specifications. You will find it a reliable guide in making up specifications for Casement Windows, with devices that give permanent satisfaction.

We will gladly send you a copy of this Manual on request. The coupon herewith is for your convenience.

MONARCH METAL PRODUCTS CO.
5010 PENROSE STREET • • • ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI
Solid Oak Floor Planks

*CELLized — Cost no longer prohibitive

Wide solid boards that are unaffected by moisture—that will not cup or shrink—blind-nailed like strip flooring, and that will take the usual finishing processes!

All these factors, which greatly reduce the cost, and bring for the first time, solid Colonial plank floors within any flooring estimate, are due to *CELLizing. This deep-cell chemical treat stabilizes oak, and prevents distortion by moisture. It makes unnecessary the expensive laminating or veneering now resorted to in an effort to prevent movement in the finished floor. It permits a superior and richer finish with less finishing materials, and easier nailing. It is proof against woodboring insects, and decay.

Architects may now include in plans for modest homes, as well as buildings in which a Colonial room is desired, solid oak plank flooring at reasonable cost.

Sold through lumber dealers everywhere. Manufactured by the following:

THE LONG-BELL LUMBER CO. ... Kansas City, Mo.
ARKANSAS OAK FLOORING CO. ... Pine Bluff, Ark.
TENNESSEE OAK FLOORING CO. ... Nashville, Tenn.

NASHVILLE HDW. FLOORING CO., ... Nashville, Tenn.
BRADLEY LUMBER CO. of Arkansas ... Warren, Ark.
E. L. BRUCE CO. ... Memphis, Tenn.

Write for booklet “Style in Oak Floors” to

*CELLized Oak Flooring Inc.
MEMPHIS ~ TENNESSEE
HIGH ABOVE THE STREETS

Win-Dor Equipped Casements are Safe!

No matter in what position they're set, Win-Dor Operators and Stays are positive and automatic locking—fixed until some human hand changes their position. Rattle and rust proof, impervious to the elements, they give your casement projects the factor of safety you want, for even a gale won't budge them from their set position.

This means much to the architect handling modern apartments, hotels, and other large projects. The positive automatic locking Win-Dor devices are exclusive, patented features, and usage has proven their safety and permanent ease of operation beyond a doubt. On your next job, specify Win-Dor Casement Operators or Stays—Series 25, Under-screen Operators for screened casements—Series 61 Automatic Stays for non-screened casements. If it's a residence, the hardware that gives skyscraper casements protection will also protect the home of your client—and give the maximum of convenience and finished appearance. Meanwhile a card will bring you something you'll want—our new A. I. A. catalog for your personal file.

Win-Dor

CASEMENT HARDWARE

The Casement Hardware Co.
402-P North Wood Street, Chicago

CASEMENT HARDWARE HEADQUARTERS

Any Window Made PERFECT

Any steel or wooden window, Athey equipped, raises and lowers smoothly and easily, yet is absolutely draft-tight when closed. A large Chicago office building saved $3500 in coal the first year. The installation of Athey Weatherstrips cost $4900.00 and will last the life of the building.

When cold air enters the window, more fuel goes in the fire door.

Athey Shades let in the light and eliminate the glare. Instantly adjustable to shade any part of the window.

ATHEY COMPANY

26 of the most modern recent skyscrapers in Detroit are equipped with Athey Shades.

Send for Latest Catalog.

Representatives in all Principal Cities and in Canada.

LUTTON V-BAR GREENHOUSES

Lutton V-Bar greenhouses owned by Mr. William L. Ward of Port Chester, N.Y., which produced the prize-winning flowers shown below. Note the spacious curved eaves and general lightness of construction.

Judge a Greenhouse By Its Flowers!

At the New York Flower Show and the Tulip Show, the number of winners for whom we had built greenhouses, was a matter of real pride to us.

One reason Lutton V-Bar greenhouses produce prize-winning flowers is the reduction of shadow to a minimum by the use of the original, patented Lutton V-Bar, of which we are the exclusive builders.

Now is the time to start building your greenhouse for next winter's flowers.

WM. H. LUTTON COMPANY, INC.

222 Kearney Avenue - Jersey City, New Jersey
ANNOUNCING

A new plan of Distribution

... for Armstrong's Linotile and Cork Tile Floors — which makes these products available in all larger cities the nation over —

EFFECTIVE July 1, 1928, all sales of Armstrong's Linotile and Armstrong's Cork Tile will be directed by the Linoleum Division of the Armstrong Cork Company. The Linotile line has been strengthened by the addition of fourteen new marble colorings to the group of sixteen plain colors now available. New floor designs have been developed in keeping with modern trends in architectural floor treatment.

Both Linotile and Cork Tile will be sold by leading handlers of Armstrong's Linoleum in practically every city of any size in the country. Installation will be made and guaranteed by local stores or contractors, whose layers are trained to follow the Armstrong specifications.

A special floor design service is offered through the Armstrong Bureau of Interior Decoration. By submitting plans any architect can obtain individualized service ... floors of either Linotile or Cork Tile will be designed to fit the specific requirements of any room, as dictated by the plan, use, and color scheme.

ARMSTRONG CORK COMPANY
LINOLEUM DIVISION LANCASTER, PA

Armstrong's Linotile and Cork Tile Floors
ROLLING PARTITIONS

Divide the Room As Occasion Demands

A quick, effective division of space is accomplished by Wilson Rolling Partitions. When the Partitions are lowered, each room is completely separated from the others; and when necessary, all may be combined into one.

They roll overhead or sideways. They take up practically no space and are substantial and attractive in appearance. A portion of one side of the horizontal partition can be finished with black silicate providing additional blackboard surface.

They are installed in many hundreds of churches, schools and other institutions and are recognized as standard by architects the country over.

Write for 40-page Catalogue No. 3.

THE J. G. WILSON CORPORATION

The partitions (horizontal type) may be rolled up out of the way, and posts removed, leaving the entire opening clear.

OVER FIFTY YEARS IN BUSINESS

VENUS

Pencils

The largest selling quality pencil in the world

The accuracy with which VENUS Pencils are made—the smooth, durable, dependable lead, in 17 degrees of hardness—each degree running true and uniform always—has made VENUS the ultimate choice of the technical men and all others who desire the utmost in pencil quality and service.

17 Black Degrees—3 Copying
For bold, heavy lines... 6B-5B-4B-3B
For writing, sketching... 2B-4B-6B-8B
For clean, fine lines... 2H-3H-4H-5H-6H
For delicate, thin lines... 7H-8H-9H
Plain Ends, per doz... $1.00
Rubber Ends, per doz... 1.20

Available in all principal cities

AMERICAN LEAD PENCIL COMPANY

510 Willow Ave., Hoboken, N. J.

Adamston

Vertically Drawn Flat Glass

A ample capacity to promptly fill the most exacting specifications.

ADAMSTON FLAT GLASS COMPANY

CLARKSBURG, W. VA.
Permanent, Practical School Floors

To be thoroughly satisfactory a school floor must be durable, comfortable and easy to keep clean.

T-M-B meets these requirements perfectly. Its seamless, velvety, rubber-like surface never wears rough or gritty. There are no joints to catch dirt.

A T-M-B floor can be kept in perfect condition always. Any worn or damaged area can be invisibly repaired without removal of existing floor. A very small maintenance investment keeps the floor always like new.

For areas resting on ground T-M-B is ideal as it is not affected by dampness. Its acid resistant qualities give it special adaptability for laboratories.

Both in initial cost and maintenance T-M-B is less than other approved materials.

Full information will be gladly furnished upon request.

MARIETTA HIGH SCHOOL, MARIETTA, OHIO
Garber & Woodward, Architects
65,000 sq. ft. of T-M-B in Corridors and Classrooms

THOS. MOULDING FLOOR CO.
(Flooring Division—Thos. Moulding Brick Co.)

Grand Central Terminal Bldg.
New York, N. Y.

165 W. Wacker Drive
Chicago, Ill.

279 E. Broad St.
Columbus, Ohio.
The new way of SCREENING the garage entrance

HERE was a case where the architect got the most practical solution to a problem and found he had gained a very artistic effect as well.

This charming fence comes from France where it has been used for centuries to prevent trespassing. It is made of straight, live, young chestnut saplings, closely woven together. Retaining its natural appearance, it blends as readily as trees with all types of architecture. Its beauty and its gift for shutting out unlovely sights make it extremely adaptable to modern landscaping schemes.

Dubois comes in sections five feet long, in three heights, 3'-10", 4'-11" and 6'-6", with charming gates made to meet individual desires. It has very long life and requires no paint or upkeep expense.

Have you sent for the new Architects' Album of Dubois photographs? It suggests answers for almost every landscaping problem.

DUBOIS Woven Wood Fence

Imported from France solely by

ROBERT C. REEVES CO.

187 Water Street, New York

ROBERT C. REEVES COMPANY, 187 Water Street, New York

Gentlemen: I think we should have that illustrated Dubois album you issue free. Please send us one.

Firm

Name

Address

City State A.F. 7

FOR modern university buildings, as well as finer residences, leading architects of two Continents specify Hope steel casements.

HENRY HOPE & SONS

101 Park Avenue • New York

CASEMENTS IN STEEL AND BRONZE • LEADED GLASS FINE HARDWARE • DECORATIVE LEAD-WORK

SWIFT HALL, UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO

COODGE & HODGDON, ARCHITECTS
Highest Attraction
Value—yet Dignified

Where display space is properly valued for its permanent earning power, the use of Davis Solid Bronze for the store windows is rapidly proving the soundest possible investment.

Automobile sales rooms—the quality shops of fine office and hotel buildings—department stores—all modern business buildings—utilize this rich bronze framing in preference to all other store front construction because of its quality appeal.

Why not—when Davis offers not only surpassing beauty, but brings in addition every advantage essential to good construction—unequalled safety to the plate glass—strength to outlast the building—ease of installation—indirect screw pressure—outside setting—and many more invaluable factors—all at moderate cost.

Architects will find the full-sized details of this new and unique construction, of interest—freely available with actual samples, on request.

DAVIS EXTRUDED SASH CO.
LINCOLN, NEBRASKA

Complete stocks and sales service at New York, Chicago and convenient centers
The West Builds Beautifully

RISING out of the heart of the Southern California metropolis is the new Los Angeles City Hall, a towering structure of austere, enduring beauty.

Much of this permanence and beauty is due to Raymond Granite, "The Aristocrat of Western Building Stones," so extensively used in this skyscraper.

Versatility, texture, coloring and permanence have earned for Raymond Granite its place not only in the Los Angeles City Hall, but in the entire construction program of the West.

RAYMOND GRANITE CO., INC.
Contractors for Granite Exterior and Interior Stone Work
Office and Yards: 3 POTRERO AVENUE
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
Office and Yards: 1350 PALMETTO, STREET
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

Raymond Granite National Broadcasting Co. equipped with HAMLIN Sound-Proof DOORS

In the rooms of a broadcasting station, the greatest care should necessarily be taken in choosing the sound-proofing efficiency of the doors to be used.

In the Chicago station of the National Broadcasting Company, Hamlin Doors were used, due to the very satisfactory results evident in the New York Station of the same company.

Used in hundreds of SCHOOLS, HOSPITALS, HOTELS, LIBRARIES, CHURCHES, OFFICES, Etc.

Write for Details

IRVING HAMLIN
Manufacturers of Sound-Proof Doors and Folding Partitions
1506 Lincoln St., EVANSTON, ILL.

OFFICE PARTITIONS

In addition to producing office partitions that are accepted as the standard by many large corporations, we offer the service of our engineers who can show you how to get the full value from every square foot of floor space.

MOUNT & ROBERTSON, INC.
Established in 1805
62 Broad St. · Tel: Hanover-5727
NEW YORK
So easy to keep these windows clean

She can easily reach and clean the outside of Lupton Windows while standing inside the room. What an improvement! The formerly irksome task of washing windows becomes an easy matter with these modern and convenient steel casements. Now one can indulge in the luxury of window panes that are always crystal clear, and safely, too, for with Lupton Casements, there's no need to perch upon the window sill.

Convenience of cleaning is but one of the many conveniences which Lupton Windows offer. They open so easily, ventilate so efficiently and shut so snugly in all weathers that they make every room a pleasanter place.

By making your selection from among the 53 standard Lupton Casement units, you can install these desirable windows in every room of your client's residence for comparatively little money. The house pictured here is one of many Lupton-equipped homes which demonstrate the practicality and economy of Lupton Casements. Other installations and construction details are shown in our catalogue C-217. If you haven't a copy in your files, please let us know and we will send you one.
It is always interesting as well as encouraging to note progress in the successful use of building materials. Some years ago, when the use of concrete in domestic building first became general, the results were frequently disappointing. There seemed to be a certain hardness or rigidity about the concrete-built houses which made them bleak, hard and brusque if not almost brutal. These qualities are still found sometimes, but a number of well known architects have learned to handle concrete to produce the most pleasing and graceful of residence structures, as the illustrations in this highly attractive brochure abundantly prove. As one examines the booklet it would seem that this material is particularly successful in buildings of the so-called "Mediterra­nean" type,—Spanish or Italian,—perhaps because archi­ecture of these styles calls for broad expanses of walls with deep reveals to windows and doors. Some of the most beautiful of the illustrations show houses designed in these styles built in either Florida or southern California. THE PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION, Chicago. "The progressiveness of America, of which we are so fond of talking, is real enough in many ways, though in other respects it seems to leave much to be desired. It is described, for example, that every year fire claims a toll of more than 14,000 lives,—more than 30 daily,—that each year the property loss caused by fire amounts to more than $500,000,000, and that every five minutes a building somewhere in the United States bursts into flames, many being residences. Much has been done, of course, in the fireproofing of large structures of many types, and much could be done toward making residence structures fireproof or at least fire-resistant were we to give to our floors the same thought and effort which we devote to walls, building them of brick, tile, concrete or stone, or to roofs, which are often of slate, cement-asbestos shingles, clay or concrete tile. The weak point, the vulner­able spot, seems to be the floor, proved by the fact that many a ruined house is left with walls standing and some­times with its roof intact, but with its interior entirely gutted, due to the burning out of its floors. This booklet is devoted to the use in building floors of fireproof substances, giving detailed drawings showing the correct methods of using solid slab and ribbed floor construction, tile and joist construction, and the like, and giving data which may well afford matter for thought. One interesting detail of the booklet is its quoting letters from a number of widely known architects on the subject of building fireproof floors. One well known architect in Chicago says: "I was very much astonished when, about three years ago, I discovered that concrete floor slabs would increase the cost of a resi­dence so little (about ½ per cent) that it seemed absurd and shortsighted not to use them instead of wooden joists."

 Architects who are interested in the decoration and furn­ishing of the buildings which they design and plan have had their attention drawn to the reproductions of many old fashioned accessories of furnishing which are now easily to be had. This booklet, for example, illustrates and de­scribes the cornices and "tie-backs" which add greatly to the decorative interest of window draperies, the cornices of course supplying a highly effective heading from which the draperies may be hung, while the tie-backs afford means of holding their folds in alignment. These cornices, which are of metal and worked in relief, are usually gilded or else polychromed and are of varying widths which come in sections of convenient length, several sections being joined and fixed to a wooden backing to form a cornice of any required length. The designs illustrated suggest the different French periods,—Regence, Directoire, or Empire,—and are of a character which would render them acceptable for any interior sufficiently sophisticated to be given this treatment.

THE KAWNEER COMPANY, Niles, Mich. "Kawneer Store Front Construction in Bronze or Copper." Many a shop has taken on new dignity and character by being given a new front or facades facing the world. Lately, several volumes and magazine articles have been published dealing with fronts in America and the different countries of Europe, with old and new. The new suffering which must be admitted, from comparison with many of the beautiful old facades which illustrations show existed in France during the eighteenth period or in England during the time of the later Stuarts and the Georges. It is not possible in America, of course, to draw comparisons between the very old and the new, but it is easy enough to compare what was being done a decade or two ago with what is done today, and the comparison is often encouraging. The im­provement is due in many instances to the offering by manufacturers of well designed metal parts used in such work, parts which since they are made in quantities are not of prohibitive cost. This work illustrates and describes mouldings, sills, spandrels, transoms, bulkheads, grilles, and a long list of other details useful to architects and designers.

The progressiveness of America, of which we are so fond of talking, is real enough in many ways, though in other respects it seems to leave much to be desired. It is described, for example, that each year fire claims a toll of more than 14,000 lives,—more than 30 daily,—that each year the property loss caused by fire amounts to more than $500,000,000, and that every five minutes a building somewhere in the United States bursts into flames, many being residences. Much has been done, of course, in the fireproofing of large structures of many types, and much could be done toward making residence structures fireproof or at least fire-resistant were we to give to our floors the same thought and effort which we devote to walls, building them of brick, tile, concrete or stone, or to roofs, which are often of slate, cement-asbestos shingles, clay or concrete tile. The weak point, the vulner­able spot, seems to be the floor, proved by the fact that many a ruined house is left with walls standing and some­times with its roof intact, but with its interior entirely gutted, due to the burning out of its floors. This booklet is devoted to the use in building floors of fireproof substances, giving detailed drawings showing the correct methods of using solid slab and ribbed floor construction, tile and joist construction, and the like, and giving data which may well afford matter for thought. One interesting detail of the booklet is its quoting letters from a number of widely known architects on the subject of building fireproof floors. One well known architect in Chicago says: "I was very much astonished when, about three years ago, I discovered that concrete floor slabs would increase the cost of a resi­dence so little (about ½ per cent) that it seemed absurd and shortsighted not to use them instead of wooden joists."


MURPHY DOOR BED COMPANY, 22 West Monroe Street, Chicago. "More Home in Less Space." The advantages arising from being able to use the same space in an apartment house to-day as one had in a full 24 hours of the day are apparent. In a hotel the bedroom, by the use of "In-a-door" beds, becomes a comfortable sitting room during the day, and in an apartment building the same room can be converted into a charming bedroom at a moment's notice, while in private residences a sun-room can be combined with a sleeping porch. A sun-room can be used as a day bed during the day and as a sitting room for the use of guests during the day; the maid may have a sitting room to herself, as well as a bedroom; and the children's bedroom becomes a playroom without the addition of more space. The great advantage of the "In-a­door" bed, which is made exclusively by the Murphy Door Bed Company, is that during the day there is no suggestion of the room's nocturnal use, it being the only such bed that will swing through a standard 3-foot door opening. The Murphy catalog, "More Home in Less Space," is illustrated in color and shows how Murphy beds may be selected to harmonize with the furnishings of any room in the house.

THE PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION, Chicago. "The Key to Firesafe Homes." A booklet on the subject.

NATIONAL TERRA COTTA SOCIETY. "Building Flood­lighting and Its Possibilities with Terra Cotta." Modern building is on such a vast scale that it has given rise to many specialized branches of architecture. One of these is comparatively new and undeveloped is "night architecture," in which the exterior or facing of the building is given special attention, almost as in the application of floodlighting, the concern being to attract attention to the building as a whole rather than to any logical reason why a building should not be made to move and flutter." In the application of floodlighting, the surface to which it is to be applied is of the greatest im­portance, and there is no building material more adaptable to this purpose than terra cotta. A recent booklet published by the National Terra Cotta Society presents selections from three addresses delivered before a meeting of the society by General Electric engineers covering the subject.

REVIEWS OF MANUFACTURERS' PUBLICATIONS
The school auditorium at Glencoe, Illinois, a beautiful suburb on Chicago's famous north shore, will go down to future generations as a notable example of the appropriate and effective use of stately columns. To be called on to contribute to so outstanding an example of public school design and construction is indeed a tribute to any organization. But to be entrusted with the most conspicuous feature of its exterior appearance implies a degree of confidence which, while not uncommon with us, is nevertheless deeply appreciated. Catalog I-47 of Columns or Catalog I-53 of Model Entrances gladly sent on request. Hartmann-Sanders Co., 2151 Elston Avenue, Chicago; Eastern Office and Showroom 6 East 39th Street, New York City.

HARTMANN-SANDERS
Pergolas Colonial Entrances Koll
Rose Arbors Garden Equipment Columns

The lasting value of furniture, as well as of other works of art, depends entirely on the quality of the material and workmanship that go into its making. It is such things wrought by skilled craftsmen in carefully selected solid material that will be treasured in the future as heirlooms and reminders of the periods in which they were made. It is a group of bedroom furniture made in such a manner that is illustrated in a booklet by The Kittinger Company of Buffalo, called "A Distinguished Group for the Bedroom." The design is derived from the Jacobean style of early English furniture, and it combines the sturdy grace of that period with the best practice of modern furniture design. It is executed throughout in solid American walnut and the graceful cabinet lines, the carefully executed carving, and the harmonized pieces all go to make up a satisfying group which may be treasured in any home for generations to come. It is the first of a series of bedroom suites in period adaptations, all of which will be executed in solid woods besides being in accordance with the best Kittinger standards.


As the antiques of the present are the work of the master craftsmen of the past, so the work of the artisan of today will undoubtedly be treasured as works of art in times to come. Prominent among these present day makers of beautiful things is the firm of Osler & Faraday, Ltd., London, designers and makers of electric lighting fittings. Established in 1807, they have been studying the metal and cut crystal work of Europe for the past 120 years, and their workmen and designers are in a position to offer creations based on the best tradition of artistic lighting. An idea of the quality of their work is given in the list of buildings for which they have furnished lighting fittings, which includes such structures as the Houses of Parliament, Buckingham Palace, and the American Embassy. They are now offering their services to American architects and decorators and are sending "pulls" of their recent advertisements in The Spur, showing a few examples of their work in cut crystal and metal chandeliers, candelabra and girandoles. The examples shown are in excellent taste and are suitable for high class interiors in the various English period styles. While the remarkable finish and style of the English manner are strictly adhered to, they also embody sufficient originality to lend interest and appropriateness for modern use.

THE UNITED STATES GYPSUM CO. "The Gypsumist." A publication dealing with design and construction.

The architects' edition of The Gypsumist contains an interesting discussion, in serial form, of the various styles of architecture as well as other interesting articles. As an example, one number deals with the French Renaissance period, including the Directoire, Consulate and Empire styles. The French revolution dealt a serious blow to the French architecture, as during that period almost no buildings were built, the patrons of architecture and the architects themselves were dispersed, and many of the buildings were destroyed. However, the schools soon became active again, and archaeology became the leading theme of the new era, which soon gave place to more individualistic work, leading to many changes of style between 1789 and 1830, passing rapidly from the Directoire through the Consulate to the Empire style, with its excessively literal imitation of antiquity, its pretentiousness, and straightness of line. Another interesting feature of this issue is an article following the development of lathed and plastered walls of modern times from the crude building of prehistoric times. Starting with the primitive dwellings fashioned in wattle and daub, the material was then to the more recent wood lath and plaster, and finally to the modern Gypsum lath, which in addition to being fire-resistant forms a perfect bond with its plaster covering.

ZENITHERM COMPANY, Newark. "Zenitherm Walls." A new and important material for facing walls.

One of the most important developments of modern building is the way in which new materials are being introduced to take the place of the traditional stone and wood, materials which combine many of the admirable qualities of the materials they imitate with qualities that were not present in the original materials and which has all the beauty and durability of stone, but in addition is very light and workable and much more economical. It may be saved as easily as pine and applied with nails or screws in thin strips over wood framework. It is adaptable for exterior walls and floors as well as for interior work and has remarkable insulating and acoustical properties. It is also impervious to weather conditions and highly fire-resistant. Many fine examples of work in this material by noted architects are shown in the booklet "Zenitherm Walls." These include both exteriors and interiors of private residences as well as large public buildings, such as theaters and chapels. A partial list of installations and of prominent architects who have specified Zenitherm is given.


The possibility of securing beautiful floors to be had by the use of terrazzo is practically unlimited. Marble is to be had in such a vast number of different colors, combinations of colors and textures that it offers an opportunity of securing countless delicate and pleasing color schemes. The possibilities of this medium are still further widened by the use of white Portland cement as the binder in place of gray, one in connection with it. It is surprising to note what a great difference in the general effect of the floor is produced by varying the shade of the background in which the bits of colored marble are set. By the principle of "simultaneous contrasts," the color of the marble itself seems to be entirely changed when surrounded by a binder of a different shade of gray. Many color plates illustrating this fact are shown in an A. I. A. file booklet issued by the Atlas Portland Cement Company on "White Portland for Terrazzo." Each plate shows an example of terrazzo work in full colors, one portion of which is made with white cement, and the other part, separated from it by a brass strip, is made with ordinary gray cement, the aggregate in both being identical but appearing different in color by reason of the different shades of gray as a background. Interior illustrations showing terrazzo floors are presented.

WEST COAST LUMBER TRADE EXTENSION BUREAU. "Western Red Cedar." Certain benefits secured by its use.

Cedar was one of the first woods used by man in the construction of buildings, and it has been used extensively for certain purposes ever since. The variety found in the Pacific northwest region is a distinct species, having all the advantages of other varieties and, in addition, many peculiar to itself, the most striking of which is its practical indestructibility, there being a case on record where a log had been partly buried in damp soil for 1400 years, yet most of the wood was still suitable for lumber when found. Indians in the northwest have long used it for canoes, shelters and totem poles. A great proportion of all the shingles used in the United States are now made from Western Red Cedar and, as well as large quantity of trim, siding and other building material, where great strength is not required. It is especially useful where it is to be exposed to the weather and is extensively used in boat building and garden pieces. An idea of its many uses is given in the booklet "Western Red Cedar," which contains much valuable information on the use of this remarkable wood. There are interesting ideas developed in the booklet showed practically every way that it is possible to use wood, and the text matter gives a full description of its properties, uses and manufacture. The booklet contains a fund of valuable information for use in connection with the writing of specifications for practically every type of building work. The brochure covers fully the advantages possessed by cedar.
Perfectly healed and preserved inside and out

DAVEY TREE SURGEONS constantly test and check their work through the Davey Research Department.

On their own proving grounds around Kent, Ohio, hundreds of trees are treated for purposes of test and experimentation. Repeatedly we have taken the cement fillings out after they have been in for periods of three to ten or twelve years to see what the conditions are.

Up to date, we have removed 255 of these fillings. In 251 cases, we found the wood in a perfect state of preservation. We do this because we want the things done under the Davey name to be right, to be tested and proved, to represent the highest measure of value and success. We never experiment on a client's trees.

As a part of its program of constant test and experimenting, the Davey Research Department sawed this elm tree through, as shown, on March 10, 1928, five years after it had been treated by Davey Tree Surgeons. Note what they found—the wood in a perfect state of preservation, just exactly as it was when the filling was made.


John Davey 1846-1928 Founder of Tree Surgery
992 City Bank Bldg., Kent, Ohio
First National Bank Bldg.; Atlanta, Hersey Bldg.; Pittsburgh, 211 Fourth Ave.; Cleveland, Hancock Bldg.; Toledo, Nicholas Bldg.; Columbus, 26 N. Washington St.; Cincinnati, Mercantile Library Bldg.; Louisville, Todd Bldg.; Memphis, Exchange Bldg.; Indianapolis, Fletcher Savings & Trust Bldg.; Detroit, General Motors Bldg.; Grand Rapids, Michigan Trust Bldg.; Chatauqua, Westminister Bldg.; Minneapolis, Andrus Bldg.; St. Louis, Arcade Bldg.; Kansas City, Souriff Bldg.

DAVEY TREE SURGEONS
MARTIN L. DAVEY, President and General Manager
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**PART 1—ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN**
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**PART 2—ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING AND BUSINESS**

| Alberene Stone Company | 188 |
| American Blower Company | 193 |
| American Laundry Machinery Co | 171 |
| American Rolling Mill Company, The. | 115 |
| A. F. W. Paper | 126 |
| Armstrong Cork Co | 19 |
| Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co. | 179 |
| Automatic Electric Company | 187 |
| Baldwin Electric Company | 162 |
| Baldwin-Lima-Hamilton Corporation | 162 |
| Bates Expanded Steel Truss Co. | 125 |
| Benjamin Electric Mfg. Co. | 162 |
| Bier & Son, Inc. | 170 |
| Brunswick-Blue-Cellender Co., The | 183 |
| Cabot, Inc., Samuel | 166 |
| Carey Company, The Philip | 185 |
| Carter Blownwood Flooring Co. | 135 |
| Chicago Pump Company | 230 |
| Chromium Corp. of America | 152 |
| Church Manufacturing Co., C. F. | 152 |
| Clay Products Association | 204 |
| Coors Bros. | 138 |
| Cabot | 150 |
| Cutler Muff Co., The | 196 |
| Dixon Crucible Co., Joseph | 131 |
| Douglas Co., The John | 131 |
| Dowdall Anchor Slot Co., The | 202 |
| Dowdall Co., A. A. | 199 |
| Durbin Co., The | 152 |
| Electric Storage Battery Co., The | 131 |
| Elgin | 279 |
| Elmer Company | 272 |
| Electromotive Co., The | 162 |
| Fulton Syphon Company, The | 177 |
| General Electric Company | 124, 125 |
| Globe Ventilator Company | 209 |
| Grauer & Co., Al | 171 |
| Hardinger Brothers, Inc. | 205 |
| Hague Simplex Boiler Co. | 117 |
| Imperial Brass Mfg. Co., The. | 160 |
| Invalis Steel Products Co., The. Third Cover | 119 |
| International Nickel Co., The | 124 |
| Jenkins Bros. | 147 |
| John-Mansley Corporation | 121, 164 |
| Johnson Co., S. Y. | 191 |
| Kalman Steel Co. | 127 |
| Kerner Instrumen Co., The | 118 |
| Kewanee Boiler Company | 185 |
| Keene Environment Co. | 202 |
| Kooler Company | 144 |
| MacArthur Concrete Pile Corporation | 166 |
| Maddock's Sons Co., Thomas | 151 |
| Mason Fibre Company | 123 |
| Mather Builders Company, The. | 113, 114 |
| May Oil Burner & Corporation | 189 |
| McCray Refrigerator Sales Co. | 166 |
| McCrory Radiator Corporation | 192 |
| Midflume Valve Company | 112 |
| Mississippi Wire Glass Co. | 164 |
| Modine Manufacturing Co. | 176 |
| Mueller Co. | 142, 143 |
| Nash Engineering Co.., 175, Fourth Cover | 105 |
| National Fireproofing Company | 153 |
| National Paper Products Co., The | 181 |
| National Radiator Corporation | 152 |
| National Tube Corporation | 153 |
| North American Cement Corporation | 129 |
| North Western Expanded Metal Co. | 109 |
| Nashville Hardwood Flooring Co. | 89 |
| National Lead Company | 68 |
| National Lumber Manufacturers' Ass'n | 65 |
| National Mortar & Supply Co. | 17 |
| National Terra Cotta Society | 8 |
| New York Galleries, Inc. | 41 |
| Ornamental Plasterers. | 50 |
| Pease-Gaultier Company, Inc. | 63 |
| Pratt & Lambert, Inc. | 63 |
| Ramp Buildings Corporation | 11 |
| Raymond Granite Co., Inc | 96 |
| Reeves Company, Robert C. | 54 |
| Robbins, J. G. | 54 |
| Riddell Lumber and Veneer Company | 93 |
| Russell & Erwin Mfg. Company | 93 |
| Sheldon Slate Company, F. C. | 4 |
| Sherwin-Williams Co., The Fourth Cover | 83 |
| Smith Woodworking Co., Inc. | 51 |
| Stanley Works, The | 25 |
| Stone & Webster, Inc. | 3 |
| Tennessee Oak Flooring Co | 89 |
| Todhunter, Inc | 52 |
| Tries, Inc. | 60 |
| Turtle & Budy Mfg. Co. | 60 |
| United States Gotta Percha Paint Co. | 59 |
| United States Gypsum Co. | 18 |
| United States Quarry Tile Co. | 21 |
| Valentine & Company | 55 |
| Vogt Company | 16 |
| Western Pine Manufacturers Association | 62 |
| Weyerhaeuser Forest Products | 170 |
| Wild & Co., Joseph | 87 |
| Wilson Corp., The J. G. | 92 |
| Oil Heating Institute | 192 |
| Orange Screen Company | 169 |
| Geiler Co., Al | 171 |
| Petroleum Heat & Power Company | 197 |
| Pitfield Co., The | 194 |
| Pick-Farrow Companies, The Albert... | 110, 111 |
| Raymond Concrete Tile Company | 107 |
| Richards Wilcox Mfg. Co., Second Cover | 22 |
| Selwedge Machine Works | 162 |
| Servel Sales, Inc. | 120 |
| Signal Engineering & Mfg. Co. | 186 |
| Smith & Eggle Mfg. Co. | 292 |
| Sommervin Sons, Inc., L. | 209 |
| Speaker Company | 148 |
| Spencer Heater Company | 207 |
| Standard Conveyor Co. | 168 |
| Structural Gypsum Corporation | 158 |
| Sturtevant Company, B. F. | 125 |
| Tazo Heater, Inc. | 196 |
| Trans Company, The | 153 |
| Tretton Posticon Company, The | 148 |
| Trench Sales Co. | 306 |
| United Metal Products Co. | 269 |
| U. S. Mineral Wool Co. | 204 |
| Vonnegut Hardware | 138 |
| Vortex Mfg. Co. | 211 |
| Wasmuth-Endicott Company | 122 |
| Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co. | 136 |
| Whins Castle Co. | 179 |
| Woodbridge Ornamental Iron Co. | 294 |
| York Iris Machinery Corporation | 131 |
| Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co., The. | 154 |
ONE GRADE ONLY
—there can be no doubt of Brasco quality!

It is rare that a high-grade store front construction can be turned out in the same plant that builds one down to a price—with justice to both. It is difficult also for the architect to identify the two and pierce the confusion of values between them. Brasco offers a safer and surer course. By concentrating on but one quality throughout the factory, that quality is maintained constantly at its peak. There is no doubt, no uncertainty in the mind of any architect when he specifies Brasco—he knows what to expect and he gets exactly what he wants. For years, Brasco has identified itself with advanced design and construction. Thousands of installations throughout the country bear out the merit of its patented features. Prominent architects, well-known industrials and chain store interests use it and continue to use it. Brasco is famous for glass safety—made possible by its firm, supple, uniform extra-wide grip, its indirect screw pressure principle of holding the plate. The strength—permanent beauty—ease of installation—and other important advantages are easily apparent upon examination of catalogs, full-sized details and actual samples, sent free on request.

BRASCO MANUFACTURING CO.
5031 WABASH AVE., CHICAGO

Distributors throughout the United States, Canada and foreign countries.
STYLE is just as essentially a part of the store front as of the merchandise displayed therein. Style and individuality are most fully expressed in the new display fronts by Kawneer. Scores of new features permit the Architect a wide range of expression of his ideals unhampered by precedent.
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South Brooklyn Savings Bank, Brooklyn, ex. in. pl. 139
South Bend Trust Co., New York, ex. in. pl. 150
Tenth National Bank, Philadelphia, ex. in. pl. 247
Union National Bank, Ventura, Calif., ex. in. pl. 280
West Philadelphia Title & Trust Co., ex. in. pl. 289
Wolyni Co-Operative Bank, Woburn, Mass., ex. in. pl. 289
Churches

Reformed Church, Bronxville, N. Y., ex. in. pl. 26-28, 9-16

City and Town Halls

Columbia, O., ex. in. pl. 225

Clubs

Bartho, ex. in. pl. (Detail Drawings) 485-488

City Hall, London, ex. in. pl. (Detail Drawings) 723-724

Essex, New Jersey, ex. in. pl. (Detail Drawings) 725-728

University of Louisville, Administration Building, ex. in. pl. (Detail Drawings) 33-40

Fraternity Houses

Masonic Temple, Detroit, ex. in. pl. (Detail Drawings) 103-120

Sierra Alpha Epsilon Sorority, University of Washington, Seattle, ex. in. pl. 761-778

Hospitals

Los Angeles County General Hospital, Aute Unit, ex. in. pl. (Preliminary Study) 295

Hotels

Bellevue, New York, ex. in. pl. (Detail Drawings) 316-317

Savoy-Plaza New York, ex. in. pl. 287-288

Sherry-Netherland, New York, ex. in. pl. 95-96

Vinoy Park, St. Petersburg, Fla., ex. in. pl. 329-330

Houses

Babson, Stanford, O., N. J., ex. in. pl. 316-317

Baruch, Milton, Holmby Hills, Calif., ex. in. pl. 316-329

Bayard, N. Y., R. C. Hunter & Bros., ex. in. pl. 353-384

Bettgerhouse, A. E., Montclair, N. J., ex. in. pl. 320-321

Brown, Winthrop, Cambridge, Mass., ex. in. pl. 260-264

Detroit, Group of Fourteen Semi-Detached, Michigan, ex. in. pl. 160-161

Richard H. M. Ruby, Archt., ex. in. pl. 763-764

Dewar, W. H., Jenkinson, Pa., ex. in. pl. 239-240

English and Colonial Houses, George F. Reid, Jr., ex. in. pl. 172-183

Fieschman, Max, Montecito, Calif., ex. in. pl. 348-349

Forest Creek, Forest Hills, N. Y., ex. in. pl. 611-612

Gabriel, O. N., San Marino, Calif., ex. in. pl. 239-240

Goodwin, James L., Hartford, ex. in. pl. (Detail Drawings) 328-329, 223-224

Harwood, Frank, Bronxville, N. Y., ex. in. pl. 456-457

Hawkins, Mrs. J. D., Montclair, N. J., ex. in. pl. 218

Macomber, George, Cambridge, Mass., ex. in. pl. 278-279

Merritt, Dr. Arthur H., Fieldston, N. Y., ex. in. pl. 287-288

Miller, Adolph C., Washington, ex. in. pl. (Detail Drawings) 23-48

Purchase, N. E., ex. in. pl. (Detail Drawings) 281-282

Rue Maillot-Stevens, Paris, ex. pl. (Modernistic Housing) 365-366

Second Common Brick Housing Competition: First Prize, James C. MacKenzie, Jr., ex. in. pl. 143

Second Prize, R. C. Hunter & Bros., Archts., ex. in. pl. 151

Third Prize, Frederick Kennedy, Jr., ex. in. pl. 177

Fourth Prize, Bohmard & Parson, Archts., ex. in. pl. 178

First Mention, A. C. Rumpler, Archt., ex. in. pl. 180

Second Mention, Burns & James, Archts., ex. in. pl. 181

Third Mention, Ehrig & Spencer, Archts., ex. in. pl. 182

Fourth Mention, Alfred Easton, Archt., ex. in. pl. 183

Fifth Mention, Lovett & Morgan, Archts., ex. in. pl. 184

Sixth Mention, Poole, Archt., ex. in. pl. 185

Seventh Mention, Robert D. H. Archt., ex. in. pl. 186

Shields, William M., Chestnut Hill, Mass., ex. in. pl. 212

Townsend, Mrs. James C., White Plains ex. in. pl. 213

Waldeyer, Anton, Bellerose, N. Y., ex. in. pl. 214

Whitman, J. R., Montclair, N. J., ex. in. pl. 215

Industrial Buildings

Administration Building, Central Maine Power Co., Augusta, ex. in. pl. 157-158

Memorial Buildings

Elks' Memorial, Chicago, ex. in. pl. 307-312

Office Buildings

Archds., ex. in. pl. 286-287

Central Union Trust Co., 158-160

U.S. Post Office, New York, ex. in. pl. 289-290

University of Louisville, Administration Building, ex. in. pl. 314-315

University of Washington, Administration Building, ex. in. pl. 316-317

University of Washington, Administration Building, ex. in. pl. 318-319

Central Maine Power Co., Augusta, ex. in. pl. 157-158
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The new Sears Roebuck Building in Minneapolis was built of Hanley Face Brick running in color from a white into a golden greyish cast. The color effect and textures obtainable by the use of this material present a beautiful appearance and is especially well suited to the immense pilasters and plain wall surfaces. In both the Minneapolis and Boston mail order stores, the architect decided that these results could be satisfactorily accomplished by the use of Hanley Rug White Face Brick—Shade No. 129.

HANLEY COMPANY, Inc.
Largest Manufacturers of Face Brick in the East

Boston—260 Tremont St. \quad BRADFORD, PA. \quad New York—565 Fifth Ave.
Another prominent architect praises

After using Opex throughout the Milam Building, San Antonio, Texas, Mr. George Willis, prominent architect of that city, endorses this lacquer strongly as an architectural finish:

"The use of Opex Lacquers on the wood finish throughout the Milam Building in San Antonio was satisfactory in every respect.

"The use of the air brush in applying this finish and the almost instantaneous drying of the material were large factors in hastening completion of the entire structure. The painting contractor started his work long before other craftsmen had finished their work. Portions of the building were not even closed in at the time of application of the lacquer.

"The low cost of lacquer compared to rubdown varnish finish, together with its durability and ease of maintenance, should appeal strongly to owners and architects."

To this, Mr. H. T. Cooper, decorating contractor, adds the reasons for his choice of Opex:

"I chose Opex after testing a number of others, because of its high percentage of solid content, giving maximum building up, flowing, leveling, and non-blushing results, giving a tough, hard film that does not mar, yet has sufficient elasticity to prevent peeling and chipping."

The coupon below will bring you more interesting facts about Opex, the perfected architectural lacquer.

THE SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO.
CLEVELAND, OHIO

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
OPEX LACQUERS